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MEMBERS' 

MAILBAG Ti 	1[ kBERSHIP 

On Sandy Froman 
Dear Dave, 

In rhe Sep/Oct issue of FRONT 
SIGHT, you have run part 2 of Robin 
Taylor's article "Looking Back ...". On 
page 66, he mentions that NRA Presi-
dent Sandy Froman attended a 
NSSF/USPSA Ladies-only shooting 
camp. Let me expand on Sandy's in-
volvement with USPSA. 

Sandy's late husband was Bruce Nel-
son, one of the founders of IPSC. 
Sandy has taken a half dozen or more 
classes at GUNSITE, as well as Thun-
der Ranch. (As a side note, Sandy went 
ro her first class because of a threat to 
her safety, an attempted home inva-
sion. It prompted her to buy her first 
gun, and learn how to shoot. So the 
NRA President is well aware of the po-
tential use of firearms for personal de-
fense.) 

Sandy is, in fact, a USPSA member, 
although her busy NRA schedule pre-
cludes her shooting in matches right  

nOW. But she is an active shooter, 
whenever her law practice and NRA 
duties allow. She is currently working 
on another Ladies Carnp, sponsored by 
Smith & Wesson. It will be held in Tuc-
son, where she will host the ladies at 
her home for a dinner. 

I am sure that there are other board 
members of the NRA who are USPSA 
members and shooters. The NRA has a 
big tent, with room for all kinds of 
shooters. Our members should rest 
easy that our concerns are well known 
and understood by the NRA board. 

Sincerely yours, 

Seth R. Nadel. CL-89 

Adding To The Stanford Story 
Robin, 

The historical bits in Front Sight were 
very entertaining. Although I got in-
volved with the North West Practical 
Pistol Association (NWPPA) fairly late 
in the game (Spring of '97), some folks 
whose involvement goes "way back" 

Front Sight welcomes comments 
from members, but because of space 
restrictions we cannot print all the let-
ters we receive. TO increase the chances 
of your letter being printed, keep your 
letters to no more than 350 words. 
Longer letters will be printed only if 
space alloivs. Unsigned letters will not 
be printed unless under extraordinary 
circumstances. 

are still hanging around at Interlake, 
the original home of NWPPA. I was 
discussing the origins of NWPPA, and 
its association with then Interlake Rod 
& Gun Club, with Greg Corley (who 
was still Interlake treasurer as recently' 
as a year or two ago), and he said that 
after talking with Interlake President 
Emeritus Rick Raymond, the actual 

Photo courtesy 01 NWPPA 

Dave Stanford, second from left, 
poses with his fellow "Northwest 
International Champions" in 1979. 

origins of "combat shooting" at that 
range go back to 1973. While it seems 
unlikely that there will be pistol com-
petition at Interlake (now Interlake 
Sporting Association) again, any time 
soon, NWPPA lives on as an IDPA-af-
filiated club. 

There is a large, framed photo still 
in the Interlake clubhouse, that shows 
the NWPPA team that won some re-
gional or national championship in the 
late '70s, and while I don't know who 

MEMBERS' MAILBAG continued on page 23. 
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By Michael Volgt, SPSA PRESIDI 
prt 'identuS1)5a.orQ 

i \SIDE 

I truly love shooting a match in 
beautiful country where firearms 
are a normal part of life. I and a 
few others wanted to zero rifles af-

ter landing in Portland, Ore. for the 
Multi-Gun Nationals. We drove to a 
farming area, talked with a farmer for 
a bit and were vvelcomed to use the 
area where they sighted in their hunt-
ing rifles. They were very interested in 
the competition, we swapped tales of 
recent hunting/fishing adventures and 
off we went. 

The Multi-gun Nationals was a 
very well-rounded match with several 
key players working together to maxi-
mize the potential of the Albany range. 
Course design ranged from "fast as you 
can go" to "all the accuracy you can 
muster" as necessary skills to post a 
good score on various stages. Our 
sponsors supported the match gener-
ously and several made the trip to show 
their latest merchandise to competitors 
and spectators. I held a short competi-
tor/staff comment session to get a feel 
for what USPSA can do to better serve  

the membership. Several ideas were 
discussed and have been passed to the 
rules committee for review. After the 
match I received several emails con-
gratulating USPSA as hosting a true 
world class Multi-Gun championship. 
After sweating through an extremely 
hot week of match set up week prior to 
the match, the weather was very nice 
for the competition. Awesome match, 
great country and if you missed it— you 
REALLY missed a great Multi-Gun 
match! 

Competitors at the Limited/Lim- 
ited 10 and Revolver Nationals were 
challenged with several new props and 
types of courses owing in part to mem- 
bership submitted ideas. Thank you to 
everyone submitting stage designs, 

they indeed brought new ideas 
to the match designers. This 
marked 20 years of USPSA Na- 
tional Championships at PASA 
Park! Ray Hirst commented 
that he and I may. be  the only 
people attending all of the 
USPSA National Champi- 
onships, which include the first 
3-Gun Nationals and a Multi- 
Gun Nationals a few years ago. 
We have survived rain, wind, 
hail, and heat over the years. 
This week was beautiful every 
day, with squads running on 
time, a full sponsor tent, Range 
Masters ',icing with competi- 

photo by Dave Thomas 

Michael Voigt competing at 

the 2006 Multi-Gun Nationals 

in Albany, Ore. 

tors, props working squad after squad, 
stats available immediately after shoot-
ing — a model match for sure! 

Tulsa, Okla., and the Open/Produc-
tion Nationals are just around the cor-
ner and I am looking forward to seeing 
our newest USPSA Nationals range! 
The stages are posted to the USPSA 
web page and they look very challeng-
ing. Again, many new ideas have come 
to the stage designers from the mem-
bership. This match was sold out far 
over capacity as soon as the slots were 
distributed. Photos of the range con-
struction have been very impressive — 
watching trees being cleared, berms be-
ing shaped and most recently sod being 
placed on the bays and berms to be 
used for Nationals. 

Atlanta will be the location for our 
last 2006 in-person BOD meeting. 
Rules will be an important topic as re-
ported in last month's column. Also 
listed on the agenda (USPSA web-
page/membees page) are several other 
topics that I encourage you to read and 
then share your opinions with your 
Area Director and other USPSA lead-
ers. You are the reason for USPSA — be 
sure to share your wants and desires for 
USPSA. 

See you on the range! 
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By John Amidon, \ROI DIRICTOR 
dnr()i@uspsa 

AN s I am writing this, I am pack- 
ing 	for 	the 	2006 
Limited/Limited 10/Revolver 

ationals; I cannot believe 
that the year has gone by so fast. So far 
it has been a tremendous shooting sea-
son, with much more still left. 

There has been some question on 
the setup of classifier 03-12 Oronsides, 
http://www.uspsa.org/classifiers/03-  
12.pdf. ), this course has been out for 
over three years now, but folks still find 
new ways to read the course descrip-
tion. Interpreting the instructions dif-
ferently can cause big problems for the 
classification process, so I thought I 
would bring certain things to the mem-
bers' attention. For instance, in the 
classification book, it states: 

"The classification system is able to 
determine a competitor's accuracy and 
speed as those abilities are quantifiable. 
The system is not able to measure the 
ability to "game" a stage as those in-
tangible skills are not quantifiable. If 
competitors are allowed to outsmart 
the classification course designer the 
results are meaningless. . . .If the stage 
description leaves any doubt as to the 
proper procedure, please call the office 
for clarification before the match." 

Also, Rule 1.2.2.3 states: "Classi- 

fiers" – Courses of fire published by a 
Regional Directorate and/or IPSC, 
which are available to competitors 
seeking a regional and/or international 
classification. Classifiers must be set-
up in accordance with these rules and 
be conducted strictly in accordance 
with the notes and diagrams accompa-
nying them. . 

As a fellow shooter recently ex-
plained, CM03-12 is a barricade 4 feet 
tall and 8 feet wide with a 2-foot bar 
extending over each end defining Port 

A (left side) and Port B (right side) — 
with some targets downrange. The 
setup notes define the shooting area to 
be 8 feet wide behind the 4-foot high 
barricade, and the course diagram 
shows unlabeled lines defining this 
area. Unfortunately, the course de-
scription doesn't spell this out, saying 
only, "On signal, from Port A engage 
only T1, T2, PP1 and PP2, and from 
Port B engage only T3, T4, PP3 and 
PP4." 

Without the normal text explicitly 
stating that those lines are fault lines, 
holiest people could disagree. Some-
one has to make the call, so an inter-
pretation from NROI is appropriate. 

Rule 1.2.2.3 requires us to set the 
course up "strictly in accordance with 
the notes and diagrams." That includes 
the setup notes, which explicitly' define 
what is, and is not the shooting area. 
The dirt under "port Pc' and "port B" 
lies outside the shooting area, there-
fore the lines on the drawing are fault 
lines. 

This discussion focuses on 03-12, 
but applies generally to any classifier 
currently offered by the USPSA office. 
Please, if you have a question about 
how to set up a classifier, contact me. 

Response to 'Are You Ready" 
— Required Or Not? 

1 was helping out at a local match 
yesterday. One shooter, after loading 
and making ready, took the usual sev-
eral "rehearsals of the hands" from the 
stated start position, (reaching from 
start to his weapon). When I guessed 
he was ready I asked " shooter ready?" 

Receiving no response, or move-
ment, I repeated the command/ques-
tion, still no response or movement, af-
ter the third time ( I actually thought he 
was deaf) he finally responded: 

"I am not required to respond 
the range command." 

While I thought this just to be poor 
manners, I reviewed the rule book, and 
found it vague on the subject. Since the 
command is listed as a question in the 
rule book, are shooters supposed to re-
spond? 

INSIDE NROI continued on page 74. 
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Nationals 
As I write this, the Multigun Na-

tionals has been in our rear view mir-
ror for barely a month (see the story on 
page 30), the Limited-Limited 10- 
Revolver Nationals start in less than a 
week, and the Open-Production Na-
tionals will happen in less than a 
month. In Oregon those responsible 
for a successful multigun match are, 
hopefully, enjoying a well-earned rest, 
while the PASA Park and Tulsa crews 
are furiously working to prepare for 
sold-out events. 

S/0 iS 
Demand for Nationals slots has had 

its ups and downs. For example, in 
1991 I earned a slot to Nationals 
through the Montana Section slot se-
ries. In those days there was only one 
national match, and only one Division. 
Match capacity was around 550 and it 
was always full. In fact, some big name 
shooters were reduced to standing in 
line at registration hoping to get the 
slot of someone who didn't show up. 
Competition for slots was intense. 

I had never competed in anything 
larger than the Area 1 Championship, 
and I knew that it was possible I would 
never have another opportunity to 
shoot in a National Championship. I 
sold rwo guns to help finance the trip 
and left my business for a week during 
a busy time. It vvas that big a deal. 

Over time USPSA members came to 
assume that if they didn't win a slot lo-
cally they could get into the match at 
the last minute because there always 
seemed to be excess slots. You can still 
find people who believe that, but you 
have to look for them because the days 
of "excess slots" are a thing of the past. 

Slots are once again a big deal. For 
the past several years the matches have 

been full. This year the Limited/Lim 
ited1O/Revolver match is fully sub-
scribed and Open/Production match is 
jammed to capacity with nearly 100 
people left on the waiting list. 

The message for you in all this is the 
need to plan ahead. If you think you 
may want to compete in a 2007 or 
2008 nationals you should start plan-
ning now to shoot as many local 
matches as possible to help build activ-
ity credit for your club and/or section. 
If you aren't sure what your club or sec-
tion bylaws have to say about how slots 
are distributed, ask to see them. Some 
sections, for example, require that you 
register your interest in earning a slot. 
There may be a section slot series of 
point matches, or other requirements 
you must meet to be eligible for a local 
slot. 

You should also be prepared to sign 
up on the slot waiting list as soon as it 
is available, an event that will be an-
nounced both on the national web site 
(www.USPSA-Nationals.org ) and in 
the pages of this magazine. If you don't 

A Legend Passes: 
Jeff Cooper, recognized as the 
founder of IPSC, passed away Mon-
day afternoon, September 25, 2006. 
Our thoughts and prayers are with 
the family. 

earn a local slot, the waiting list repre-
sents your best option. 

If you don't earn a local slot, and if 
you aren't on the waiting list early 
enough to receive a "surplus" slot, your 
only other option is to come to the 
match site and wait at registration in 
hopes of receiving a "no show" slot. 
The risk of incurring the necessary ex-
pense without an opportunity to com-
pete is not insignificant. 

November/December2006 • FRONT SIGHT 
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It is also important to make sure 
that you are classified at least two 
months prior to the match. The match 
dates will determine the classification 
period used for the event. For example, 
this year's Limited - Limited 10 - Re-
volver match will use the August classi-
fications because the dates coincide 
with the normal system run. The same 
situation exists in October for the 
Open/Production match which will use 
the September update. It is very likely 
that some will arrive expecting to 
shoot within a classification which they 
will not yet have earned. 

This situation also illustrates the 
importance of clubs getting scores to us 
as soon as possible following a match. 

The bottom line is that based on re-
cent experience, it is very risky to as-
sume you will have the opporamity to 
shoot a National Championship event 
without planning ahead. 

Trade Shows 
As in previous years USPSA will 

have a booth at the SHOT Show and 
the NRA Annual Meeting 8c Exhibits. 
SHOT will be in Orlando, Florida, 
January 11-14, and the NRA event will  

be in Saint Louis, Missouri, April 12- 
17. We are also attempting to identify 
an appropriate law enforcement show 
with dates that allow. our participation. 

While I travel to these shows to set 
up and dismantle the display. and deal 
with administrative issues, we count on 
our members to staff the booth. It is 
particularly important that we have 
members who live in or near the host 
city at the NRA Show. 

Benefits of working the booth 
(other than the opportunity to serve 
your sport and build your club) are free 
admission to the show, lunch on the 
day you work, reimbursement for 
parking expenses on the days worked, 
and a USPSA shirt. 

If you think you may be interested 
in spending a day working one of 
these shows, send me email 
(clave@ uspsa.org ) to apply-. Typically 
we prefer to have two people in the 
booth each day, and three on the 
busiest day, usually Saturday. To give as 
many people a chance to participate as 
possible we try. to use different crews 
each day. 

-1‘ 
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Photo courtesy of Larry Houck. 

Larry Houck chewing up some targets at 
the Summer Blast. 

FOCLS 0\ 

juNioRs - 	 By Larry Houck, JI,NIOR PROGRAM COORDIN .1( w' 
larrv.houck@cis-Itc.net  

USPSA Junior Member's Area 
Nww. u spsa-iuniors.org  

usernarne: dvc password: junioD. 

It is hard to believe that summer is 
almost over and the major match 
season has come to an end. I have 
had the privilege, thanks to Heck- 

ler and Koch, to participate in matches 
that I would not have otherwise at- 
tended. During my travels this year, I 
met some extraordinary young people 
in our sport. I see many with dad on 
the range, but I am seeing inore with 
mom as well. Hovvever, what I see the 
most is the sportsmanship that is 
shown to our youngsters from other 
competitors. Words of encouragement 
and congratulations are the norm, but 
we have come to expect that out of 
each other. The teaching of good 
sportsmanship will stay with our 
youngsters for years to come. Indeed, 

it will be passed down from generation 
to generation. 

You may be witnessing the chang-
ing of the guard. At the 2006 nationals, 
a junior revolver shooter named Nils 
Jonasson shot 92 percent of Jerry 
Miculek's score. I would not say Jerry 
will be beaten next year, but it will be 
interesting to see youth and enthusi-
asm shooting against age and crafti-
ness. lam sure Jerry has some tricks in 
his bag for next year. However 1 am 
sure Nils will be practicing hard and 
getting ready to go against one of the 
best. 

Our junior spotlight this month 
shines on a I 2-year-old young man out 
of the Mid-Atlantic Section named Ben 
Thompson. Ben is a very aspiring Lim- 
ited/Limited 10 shooter. Ben started 
two years ago with a Glock in Limited 

10. According to his dad, Howard 
Thompson, he wanted Ben to 
learn the accuracy of the game be- 
fore speed. Ben finished 1st Lim- 
ited 10 D Class at the 2006 Area 8 
Championship, shooting his 
brand-new STI .40. Now 1 
watched this young man shoot a 
stage; if he continues to shoot 
smoothly and consistently as he 
did that day, I see Mr. Skinner 
shelling out a lot of STI Contin- 
gency dollars to young Ben. What 
makes Ben stand out even more is 
the fact that Ben has become a 
range officer. In his second year of 
competition, he understands the 
work ethic involved in our sport as 
you will find him out there beside 
the adults setting up stages and 
running shooters. If you shot the 
Summer Blast this year, Ben was 
chasing shooters all over a stage. 
As a matter of fact, he was work- 
ing one of the fastest stages of the 

Photo by Larry Houck. 

Junior Limited/L-10 shooter, and 
aspiring range officer, Ben Thomp-
son. 

match. Next time you run into Ben at 
a local or major match tell him you 
read about him in Front Sight! 

When this issue arrives at your 
door the junior raffle will have come to 
a close. Look for more details on that 
in our next issue! 

Our winner for the bi-monthly 
timer drawing provided by CED and 
STI is Katelyn Powers, A-57161, from 
Eleanor, WVa.. Katelyn, enjoy your 
new timer and be sure to send a thank 
you to Mr. Hardy and Mr. Skinner for 
providing that great training tool. 

As the shooting season concludes, if 
any club raises money for the junior 
program, please be sure to mark it 
"USPSA Junior Fund" so Staci can en-
sure it gets to the correct location and 
the club gets credit for it. Until next 
time, may your tirnes he fast and your 
shots accurate, but most of all, take a 
junior shooting — they are the future. 

Emit 
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By Val Reule 
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Krieger COLT • SPRINGFIELD • CASPIAN • PARA ORD. 
STI • VOIGT • All 1911 Copies 

Pistolsmiths invited 
Give your Gun thal Solid one-
Piece Feelingill wont Shoot 

Loose Lii(e the Current Method or 

Bending. Squeezing and peening 

S215 plus 520.00 shipping per gun 

BOB KRIEGER, INC. 
Masre, Gunsrmth 

2271 Star COurt 
FlocheSter Hills. MI 08309 

C24818516171 

A Patented 

Slide and 

Frame Tight-

ening Systen 

whrch Improves 

the accuracy 

and the entire 
Mechanical Functioning 

LLETI 

BOARD 
NEW CLUBS, NEW SCS 

We have two ilL clubs to report! 
Please extend a v ■ arm welcome to 
Great Lakes Steel in Romulus, Mich., 
and to Alaska Interior Marksmanship 
Committee Tactical and Practical 
Shooters, better known as AIM-
COMM-TAPS, of Fairbanks, Alaska. 
Their information is on the web site, so 
please check them out. 

We also have two new SCs. Steve 
Deardorff has accepted the position for 
the South Texas section, and Jeff 
LaFave for Michigan. Greet them 
when you see them, and offer your as-
sistance. Remember, they, just like all 
the club officials, stats people, and oth-
ers who work so hard to help the orga-
nization grow, are volunteers. They de-
serve your respect and help. 

IT'S COMING! 
What's coming? Why, the end of 

the year is coming. Clubs, be sure to 
check the mail for your third quarter 
reports; be sure to read through them 
for any errors and report anything you 
don't agree with right away. Re-affilia-
tion forms will be coming out at the 
same time — be sure to watch for them. 
Those forms have to be returned no 
later than February 15 to avoid the late 
fee. 

This is also the time to check the 
number of activities your club has sub-
mitted to us for the year. The minimum 
number is eight events, three of which 
have to include classifiers. Are you 
coming up short because of flood, fire, 
or burnout? Do you need an exemp-
tion? Please let us know right away. 

AND IN THE MAIL. . 
Although a lot of clubs are upload-

ing the results of their classifiers and 
matches electronically, we still get 
quite a bit through the US mail. If 
you're mailing in classifier match pa-
perwork, remember we want just the 
classification stage reports and the 
cover sheet. Only non-classifier 
matches must include a copy of the 
overall results. 

ELECTRONIC UPLOADS 
We're very pleased with how many 

clubs are uploading their match or clas-
sifier results. Generally things work 
smoothly, but occasionally mistakes do 
happen. Sorting out mistakes can cause 
us no end of trouble, so if you have to 
make a correction, here's the plan: 

1. Upload only the correction; don't 
re-upload the entire match. 

2. If you mail a check after upload- 

ing a classifier, BE SURE to include 
the transaction number, club code 
and date (as great as some of us are 
at researching, we cannot read 
minds). 

3. Finally, PLEASE put only one 
club's transactions on a check. If 
you are sending remittances for 
separate clubs, use separate 
checks. 

CLUB WEB SITES 
Every once in a while, I get an e-

mail asking that something be changed 
on a club's web site. Maintenance of a 
club's web site, however, is up to the 
club. USPSA only provides a link from 
the Clubfinder to the club's page. If 
that page moved, notify us so we can 
fix the records. The USPSA Clubfinder 
is a tremendously valuable resource for 
prospective members. 

AND FINALLY . 
As I am entering club activity cred-

its I find myself surprised, and a little 
dismayed, at the number of clubs who 
apparently have only USPSA members 
shooting at their clubs. Guys, if we are 
to build a stronger, more vital sport, we 
need to bring in new shooters — other-
wise, vve're just preaching to the choir. 

Don't forget, we have giveaways to 
help you present the sport in a positive 
light — annuals, brochures, and even 
the little business cards that were fea-
tured a couple of issued back, can be 
used to generate interest. Then when 
prospective members show up at the 
range, be sure they have fun! Maybe 
they won't ever become a member, but 
maybe they'll tell their buddies about 
what a kick the match was — and some 
of those buddies might come out and 
shoot, and have fun, and join us. So 
vvhat are you waiting for? Call us 
today for your supplies! 
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MASTERBLASTERS 

BULLETS.COM  

Check out the JIM New 

Glock Combat 

Strike Plate 

Poly-1.1 Polymer Coated Bullets 
9mm 129g CCRN Case 3000ct 

S126.95 Delivered 

" 40cal/ lOmm 180g TC Case 2100( t 

$113.95 Delivered 

" 45 ACP 200 RNSP or SWC Case 1900 Ct 

$110.95 Delivered 

'Over 40 BuRet Styles available 

*Check our website for other quantities, 

and styles in stock. 

Order Online, Pax, or Mail In Your Order at: 

wvvvv.masterblastersbullets.com  
New Merchant Senrice for Credit Cards 

Fax Order: 360-588-2175 

Automated Catalog Request: 360-588-6182 

011=11111 1') 

Wheelgunners Converge on 
Kansas Sectional 

BY DAVE WILLIAMS, L-593 F rom close up hose'em down 
run'n'guns that left you breath- 
less with your heart pounding 
to 25 yard standards on Classic 

Targets to a field course that started 
with a distant Texas Star shot through 
a small port, the Kansas Sunflower Sec-
tional's courses tested your speed, pre-
cision and agility. Stage 2 even re-
quired the competitor to engage tar-
gets while backpedaling 10 yards at full 
speed. 

The previous day a dozen or so 
competitors and range officers finished 
setting up and clawed their way 
through the niatch despite a brutally 
hot, record-setting Kansas summer 
day. With temperatures hovering just 
shy of 100, they struggled just to stay 
upright. 

A lonely revolver competed in the 
heat that Friday, responding to the sec- 

tion's emphasis on revolver competi-
tion. I was one of three USPSA Re-
volver Masters scheduled to shoot the 
match (a fourth, Mike Carmoney, 
would receive 
his Master clas-
sification just af-
ter the match). 
Two full squads 
of revolvers 
would follow 
me the next day, 
slugging it out 
for the wheel-
gun win. In the 
heat I would do 
no better than 
fifth among the 
16 Revolver Di-
vision competi-
tors at this match, but I still laid claim 
to the Kansas State Revolver Division 
Champion title. 

The Sunflower Sectional's empha-
sis on revolvers drew competitors from 
California, Florida, Arkansas, Okla-
homa, Missouri, Colorado, Iowa, and 
Kansas. It also drew Apex Tactical and 
Hogue as sponsors, decorating the re-
volver prize table with moon clip cad-
dies, grips, and other wheelgun stuff. 
Revolvers represented almost 20 per-
cent of the 83 total competitors, mak-
ing Revolver Division (with 16) the 
third-largest division behind Limited 
(22) and Open (20). 

The camaraderie within Revolver 
Division was reminiscent of my experi-
ences in the early days of IPSC. The 
wheelies compete with a blend of grace 
and speed that belies the effort needed 
to make the difficult look easy. Today 
high capacity guns make many courses 
into a track meet with bullets, with the 
competitor only needing to find the 
target. Not so for a revolver. 

Competing with a revolver requires 
extensive thought as to engagement 
routines. Yes, routines. Watching an 
accomplished revolver competitor is  

more like watching a dancer. All of 
the individual moves must combine 
for a net effect, with one move setting 
up the next. You won't see a long 
dash-to-a-spot-and-hose'em run 
when the shooter only has six rounds 

in the gun. Shooting in Revolver Divi-
sion requires purposeful bursts of 
movement, combined with smooth, 

Photo by Dave Williams. 

Mike Carmoney slingin' lead. 

sure handling of your firearm. Any 
mistake won't just require a makeup 
shot, but will alter your whole plan of 
action. The fun and the sense of ac-
complishment after a good run is ex-
hilarating. 

Of the 16 Revolvers at this year's 
match, 14 were S&W 25 or 625's, one 
was a S&W 686 (shot minor) and the 
last a Ruger GP100. The only choices 
are pretty much grips and sights. This 
is not a division in the midst of an 
equipment race, and the predominant 
feeling amongst the division's competi-
tors is it's the shooter not the gear that 
determines placement. 

Sometimes you run across a deter-
mined competitor who stands out. 
One such character is Doug Carden of 
Iowa, who gets the Tuff Man Award 
this year. Three weeks before the 
match he broke two fingers on his 
shooting hand during a "dynamic en-
try." He shovvs up with no cast and 
shoots the match by transferring his re-
volver to his weak hand to fire and re-
load. Is that tough enough? I would 
say so, but then as an officer with the 

KANSAS WHEELGUNS continued on page 73. 
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Shooting USA Switches To The 
Outdoor Channel 
Shows will run year-round on Satur-
day nights 

ier One Media, LLC and The T 
Outdoor Channel jointly an- 
nounced that Shooting USA 
will air Saturday nights at 

10:00 EST beginning September 30th. 
The long-running gunsports and 
firearms news series will continue ■ ear-
round, without inter-
ruption. 

Jim Scoutten, Tier 
One Executive Pro-
ducer, said the new con-
tract is what the fans of 
the show have been ask-
ing for. "We recently 
surveyed our fans on 
when they wanted to see 
the show and the major-
ity said Saturdays " 
Scoutten said, ''And they 
told us they want to be able to see the 
series every week, without pre-emp-
tions or changes in the schedule. They 
want to know when they tune in, we'll 
be there. Our new contract assures 
that." 

This season of Shooting USA will 
be Scoutten's 14th year of reporting on 
the firearms industry and the shooting 
sports. The Outdoor Channel will be 
the fourth network to carry Scoutten's 
gun shows. "Networks change, man-
agement changes, even network names 
change, as they evolve to chase new au-
diences." Scoutten said. ''But The Out-
door Channel has an unbroken com-
mitment to serving the traditional out-
door enthusiast and sportsman. We're 
delighted to be bringing Shooting USA 
into that stable environment where our 
fans can count on seeing the shows." 

Wade Sherman, the Outdoor Chan-
nel's senior vice president of program-
ming said, "The Outdoor Channel is 
pleased to welcome Jim Scoutten and 
Shooting USA. Jim is one of the pio-
neers of shooting sports  

television...Shooting USA will be a sig-
nificant addition to our quality lineup 
of shooting sports programming that 
includes Guns and Ammo TV, Cow-
boys, and Shooting Gallery." 

Sherman said the series will air 
three times each week, with the prime 
time airing on Saturday nights at 10:00 
EST, following American Rifleman. 
That's 9:00PM Central, 8:00PM 
Mountain, and 7:00PM Pacific time. 

Scoutten sa) s I ier One Media will 
produce 26 Shooting USA shows each 
year, with a new show appearing, on 
average, every other week. "We're a lit-
tle backed up with the change in net-
works." Scoutten said, ''We've got ex-
clusive coverage of national title 
matches that will be some of the first 
editorial to go on the air. The first 
show presents the Limited, Produc-
tion, and Revolver Division National 
Championships of the United States 
Practical Shooting Association from 
Barry, Illinois." Scoutten said. 

"Major sponsors of Shooting USA 
include those long associated with the 
series: Smith & Wesson, Benelli, and 
Federal Premium Ammunition." Scout-
ten said, "Plus we have three new show 
sponsors, Trijicon, Blackhawk Prod-
ucts Group, and Crimson Trace.'' 

Scoutten said the editorial content 
of each of the shows in the series will 
be posted on the www.Shooting 
USA.com  website as the schedule 
evolves in the weeks ahead. 

"I can tell you this much now," 

Front Sight welcomes press releases 
that figure directly on USPSAIIPSC 
shooting. Because of space restrictions 
we cannot print all the releases we re-
ceive. To submit a press release, con-
tact advertising coordinator Barbara 
Gibbs at barbara@uspsa.org  

Scoutten said, "Our Pro Tips instructor 
series continues this season with Bill 
Davison teaching Precision Rifle, Jerry 
Miculek teaching AR-15 Rifle, and 
Todd Jarrett teaching Competition and 
Tactical Handgun Techniques. Our 
professionals are ready to help you im- 

prove your shooting." 

Scoutten said six-gun 
master Bob Munden is 
re-joining the Shoot-
ing USA team of exhi-
bition shooters after a 
four year break. "Bob 
will be demonstrating 
what we call Impossi-
ble Shots along with 
Archer Byron Fergu-
son, Shotgun world 
record holder Tom 

Knapp, and the new shotgun guy; Tim 
Bradley. 

"No question we've got the editor-
ial our audience wants to see." Scoutten 
said, "I'm just delighted we have a net-
work that values our work and is will-
ing to make it available to our audi-
ence.'' 

Shooting USA is a registered trade-
mark of 'Tier One Media, LLC, a pri-
vately held production company based 
in Franklin, Tennessee. 

The Outdoor Channel provides 
traditional outdoor programming to 
America's 82 million anglers, hunters 
and outdoor enthusiasts. The Outdoor 
Channel features approximately 100 
weekly programs featuring hunting, 
fishing and shooting sports, as well as 
off road motor sports and other related 
lifestyle programming. Nielsen Media 
Research estimates The Outdoor 
Channel's universe, through a combi-
nation of cable and satellite dish sub-
scribers, to be approximately 27.6 mil-
lion homes for August 2006. 
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Photo courtesy of Nick Pippinich. 

Photographing food is difficult, but this snap-
shot captures many of the details that went 
into Dawn Pippinich's cake. Note the tiny 
USPSA targets and scale-model Pepper pop-
pers. 

High-Precision 
Electronic Powder Scale 
Incredible 0.02 grain accuracy! 
The perfect powder scale for the 
precision handloader who demands 
top accuracy. 

• 463 grain Capacity 
• 0.02 grain Accuracy 
• Weighs in g, gn, oz, 
ozt, ct, dwt. 

• Large LCD Display with 
Electroluminescent 
Backlight 

• Stainless Steel 
Weighing Tray 

• Bubble Level 
• Leveling Feet 
• AC Power Adapter. 
Powder Pan & Storage Box included. 

it's not just unique, it's UniqueTek! 

UniqueTek.com  
Products for Shoo1ing, Reloading & 

Competitive Marksmen 

UnIqueTek, Inc. 
222 F. Stonehridge Drive, Gilben, AZ 85234 

Pholl,: 4Sn-216-2041 Fax: 480-807-5330 
V4 el) Sales: V■ IA 1% .iiniiiiietek.com  

NO CAKE FOR 
YOU! 

Gallatin Action Shooters Outfox 
Local Cake Nazis 
BY USPSA STAil 0 ne would think doing pre- 

match preparations for the 
Northern Rockies Section 
Championship in Montana 

would be fairly straightforward. The 
match isn't especially big (53 competi-
tors from four states), and while the 
weather can be hot (105 degrees the 
previous week), it is dry, and on Aug. 5, 
the actual match day, temperatures 
were a comfortable 85. 

Match Director Nick Pipinich of 
the Gallatin Action Shooters dealt with 
the usual problems of sanitation, tar-
gets, stage design, prop construction, 
whether to bring in food, etc., even 
making arrangements for personalized 
match memorabilia in the form of 
brightly-colored key chain-sized multi 
knives and embossed pens. 

"One thing that was brought up to 
me (by my wife) was to have a nice cake 
to serve at the end of the match. As 
match director, I delegated that project 
to her (exercising my MD rights)." 

As Nick explains, when Dawn Pip-
inich started going around to the places 
that would make a cake, she became an 
unwitting participant in the old Sein-
feld "no soup for you!" gag. 

After many stops, Dawn discovered 
that NO one would make a cake for 
anything to do with guns or shooting. 
It's "no cake for you!" if you target 
shoot in Bozeman. 

"As odd a,s that may sound, we were 
kind of stumped," says Nick. 

Rather than submit to the wishes of 
the "cake Nazis" and get a dumbed-
down, politically-correct sham-cake, 
Dawn decided to build a cake of her 
own. 

Mrs. Pipinich had just completed a 

cake-decorating class a few 
weeks prior, and while 
USPSA targets are not what 
you'd call a common "cake 
decorating accessory," she 
felt up to the job. (See de-
tailed models in photo.) 

"She started four days 
early making and then freez-
ing the cake and making her 
own frosting and all the asso-
ciated regalia. I thought 
match prep was hard!" says 
Nick. "After the match was 
completed, we all headed up 
to the clubhouse and she un-
veiled the cake. I must say 
that I was shocked. I ex-
pected a cake with maybe the 
NRS (Northern Rockies Sec-
tion) written out multi-col-
ored, but instead she act.ually dupli-
cated our club logo (Gallatin Action 
Shooters) and our NRS logo. Then on 
the other side of the cake she had made 
a complete stage design. I, as well as all 
others, was very impressed. So not only 
did the competitors have a nice and 
challenging match, but they also got 
treated to a very nicely decorated and 
tasty cake to boot." 

It's amazing how smali-minded 
some people can be about shooting and 
guns (what did the cake Nazis think 
they'd accomplish by refusing to make 
a cake for a bunch of shooters, in Mon-
tana?). Hopefully you won't have to 
discover a pocket of political correct-
ness as the Pipinichs did, but as Mr. 
Pipinich said in a recent e-mail: 

"I thought this was something that 
others may like to hear about, (since). . 
. it may take some doing to get the lo-
cal places to do anything in regards to 
shooting or guns." 

Bravo, Mrs. Pipinich! 
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Test-Firing A Challenger To The "Ransom Rest" 

MR 31111 
1.. 	 (. 

Gauging one of the 10-round croups. 

BY BATAVIA, A-54458  
ave Thomas and I were talk- D  
ing about the essence of 
what made practical shoot- 
ing fun. I mentioned the 

challenge of balancing speed and accu-
racy on the course. Then Dave pointed 
out, "You know, picking the equipment 
is a lot of fun too." Months later I re-
membered his insight when I picked up 
a new handgun rest from Caldwell 
called the HAMMR which stands for 
Handgun Accuracy Mechanical Ma-
chine Rest. 

Shooters debate endlessly about the 
accuracy benefits of after-market bar-
rels, of changing powders, lead-based 
vs. lead-free primers, etc. With the 
HAN1MR, I would finally have some 
solid science to add to the conversa-
tion: machine-rest groups, free of any 
shooter error! 

I took the new HAMMR to the 
outdoor range and mounted it with C 
clamps almost as big as the handgun 
rest itself to what I thought was a heavy 
shooting table. I shot several magazines 
from the shooting rest only to notice 
the shooting table was moving around 

12  

like a jackhammer v.. ith a .45 single 
stack mounted to it. (Lesson 1: A hand-
gun rest is only as consistent as the sta-
bility' of the shooting table you attach it 
to.) Thankfully the polyurethane grip 
inserts from Caldwell fit my .45 single 
stack grips solidly, and I learned I can 
easily reload the pistol by pulling back 
on the pivot arm to expose the maga-
zine well. The HAMMR consistently 
returns to battery on its own with the 
help of a gas piston. 

HAMMR Accuracy Results 
Learning my shooting table lesson, 

I found a heavy metal table 
and mounted the HAMMR 
to it. This table took two 
people to move, but for 
added stability, I put two 40- 
pound bags of salt on the 
table. After some test shots 
showed THIS table wasn't 
moving, I started doing ac-
curacy rests on several types 
of ammo using an eight-
round magazine. A 10- 
round wouldn't fit into the 
rest because the HAMMR 
was designed to keep the  

centerline of the barrel as low as possi-
ble to the base, thereby increasing ac-
curacy by reducing the flex and vari-
ability of the pivot arm. 

Over the course of shooting hun-
dreds of rounds, I quickly learned to 
monitor the pivot arm screw, which 
tends to come loose after 20 .45 ACP 
shots. I gently tightened the pivot arm 
screw after every 10 shots and checked 
that the pivot arm returned freely to 
battery. If you tighten the pivot screw 
too tight, the piston will not return the 
pivot arm to battery until you loosen 
the pivot arm screw. 
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n't vary much, its average 10- 
round group of 2.583" and 
five-round group of 2.146" 
were only off by .438" or 17 
percent. The Black Hills Re-
manufactured 230gr FMJ did 
a little worse, with its 10- 
round group of 2.396" and 
five-round group of 1.542" 
varying by .854" or 35 per-
cent. Surprisingly, the PMC 

230gr 

With the rest working, I wanted to 
see if shooting a five-round group 
made a difference over shooting a 10- 
round group. Logically it should, but 
how much? Below is an accuracy table 
showing five-round groups fired from 
the HAMMR rest. To no one's sur-
prise, the numbers are different. What 
surprised me was just how LARGE the 
differences were - as much as 50 per-
cent! Black Hills New 230gr FMJ did- 

10-Shot Group Tests 

Dan Wesson Patriot Expert 5" 1911 .45 cal 

Group Size (inches) 
Average 

Load (Make, Bullet Weight, Type) 1 2 3 

Armscor 230gr FMJ 4.25 3,13 3.75 3,708 

Black Hills New 230gr FMJ 2.25 2.938 2.563 2.583 

Black Hills Remanutactured 230gr FMJ 2.00 2.19 3.00 2.396 

Delta Precision 230gr FMJ 3.50 3.50 2.44 3.146 

PMC 230gr FMJ 3.31 4.63 6.88 4.938 

PMC 185gr JHP 2.88 2.63 2.13 2.542 

PMC 200gr SWC 4.25 2.38 3.06 3.229 

Winchester 185gr FMJ 3.63 3.13 3.44 3.396 

Winchester 170gr Super Clean JSP 2.38 3.00 4.44 3,271 

Average of all groups: 3.24537 

Notes: Accuracy results are 10 shot groups from HAMMR Handgun Rest at 25 

yards. 83 degrees. 

FMJ 
showed a 
10-round Problematic pivot arm screw. Keep an 

group 01 eye on this. In Battavia's experience, it had to 
4.938" 	be tightened every 20 shots. 

5 Shot Group Tests 

Dan Wesson Patriot Expert 5" 1911 .45 cal 

Group Size (inches) 
Average 

Load (Make, Bullet Weight, Type) 1 2 3 

Black Hills New 230gr FMJ 2.25 2.563 1.625 2.146 

Black Hills Remanufactured 230gr FMJ 1.63 1.50 1.50 1.542 

PMC 230gr FMJ 3.31 2.50 1.50 2.438 

Average of all groups: 2.0417 

Notes: Accuracy results are 5 shot groups from HAMMR Handgun Rest at 25 

yards 83 degrees. 

Off NO AND Off 
BM Ifil 

ZERO -zpw WITH 
ZERO 

717,16di 

Dependable Zero bullets and ammunition are 
available in a wide range of handgun calibers and 

designs including our newesr additions in 
40 Caliber and 9 mm (357 Sig). 

Call us toll free for 
more infornsation and pricing 

1-800-545-9376 

Zero Bullet Company, Inc. 
PO Box 1188 

Cullman, AL 35056-1188 
Order hy phone 1-800-545-9376 

Order by fax 256-739-4683 
Email us at ZeroBulletCo@AOLCOM 

1965 	40d 	2005 

Cti(n/nf;VP/lf4eiliey 
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Action 
Shotgunners...1 

Unlike any shotshell holder 
you've ever seen! 

Belt-mount-ambidextrous 
with forward and back 

cant adjustment' 

Competition Shotshell Holders 
(patent pending 2004) 

Ambi Firearm Forearm Mount, 
easy-on-easy-off...! 

Does not interfere with 
normal operation of your gun! 

www.innovaproducts.net  
innova@charter.net  

but a five-round group of just 2.438, 
for a variance of 2.5" or 51 percent! 

Obviously, the 10-round group bet-
ter reveals the true accuracy of the 
handgun/ammo combination, which 
tells me to give more credibility to 
handgun reviews that use 10-round 
groups from a handgun rest. 

HAMMR Features 
The HANIN1R metal parts are cast 

out of ductile iron chosen for rigidity, 
durability, and ability to reduce minor 
flex in the product. One of the 
HAMMR designers, Tim Moore°, 
explained that aluminum would have 
been more expensive to use because it 
would take more aluminum to pro-
duce the same rigidity' found in ductile 
iron parts. 

The return to battery mechanism is 
a gas piston that provides 20 pounds 
of resisting force. Caldwell used a 
.500 Smith and Wesson to stress test 
the piston and that monstrous hand-
gun did not cause the cylinder in the 
piston to fully retract. The piston is  

designed to last for more than 200,000 
cycles. My piston during the break-in 
period leaked several drops of oil. If a 
piston has a leak in the seal and loses 
too much oil then its resisting force will 
drop to where it cannot effectively re-
turn the rest back to battery. Contact-
ing Caldwell, I discovered the rest I 
had received was one of the original 
handgun rests where some of them had 
this problem. The HAMMR handgun 
rest has since been corrected. Caldwell 
replaced my HAMMR handgun rest 
with a new rest where the piston does 
not leak. 

Trigger activator in detail. 

The automated return-to-battery 
feature that the piston provides was 
chosen for several interesting reasons. 

UNIVERSAL SHOOTING ACADEMY 
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Four Useful Tips For Using 
The HAMMR: 

Bki ■ a 2 x 4 board to mount the 
HAMMR to. This allows 
enough depth to counter flush 
the bolts that connect the 
HAMMR to the board. 

2. The bigger the C clamps, the 
better. Mounting the HAMMR 
to a table can require a large 
amount of clearance. 

3. Adjust the pivot arm screw after 
every 10-shot group to ensure 
the screw did not come loose, 
which can affect accuracy. 

4. Mount the HAMMR to the 
heaviest table you can find on 
the range because the recoil 
from the handgun could move 
the table, ruining your results. 

The first was for safety. Caldwell's re-
searchers observed testers using a Ran-
som rest (which must be put back into 
battery manually) and noted that 
testers had a tendency' to put their hand 
on the pistol to shove it back forward 
into battery, potentially crossing the 
muzzle with their hand. They also 
wanted to remove human intervention 
from resetting the rest in hopes of get-
ting more consistent groups. The use of 
an automated return to battery mecha-
nism also speeds up the use of the rest. 

The automated return to battery 
also provides the additional benefit of 
allowing the user to be in a remote po-
sition (potentially behind a shield) with 
their only interaction with the rest be-
ing the cable trigger release. The 
month I got the HAMMR I saw a cow-
boy competition shooter have his sin-
gle action .38 Special explode, taking 
off two of its cylinders. A week later a 
1911 exploded in a shooter's hand 
from a double charge. These incidents 
convinced me to start using the 
HAMMR and its remote as a natural 
safety habit when testing reloads. 

The HAMMR's trigger release re-
sembles an old-fashioned cable remote 
one would use with a manual 35mm  

camera. The cable acts on a bar that 
touches the trigger and is activated by 
pressing a knob at the end of the cable 
with your thumb. A shroud protects 
the knob that you press to fire, helping 
prevent accidental discharges. 

The HAMMR accepts both 
HAMMR grips and Ransom rest grips. 
HAMMR currently has grip inserts for 
the 1911; the Colt, Freedom Arms, 
and Ruger Single Action revolvers; the 
Beretta 92, 92S, 92SB/F; the HK USP 
9mm & 40; the S&W K-Frame re-
volvers; Para-Ordnance, Glock, Sig 
Sauer P226 & P210 autos. The Cald-
well grip inserts are made of urethane 
that is about the same durometer (an 
indicator of hardness in rubber-like 
materials) as the Ransom rest grips. 
Caldwell even offers a universal grip 
casting kit for the fairly obscure hand-
gun models that they will never make 
grip inserts for. 

The Bottom Line: 
The HAMMR has a MSRP of 

$179.99 with a one-year warranty. 
Grip inserts are sold separately for  

$34.99. 	A 	quick 	check 	of 
Brownells.com  showed the Ransom 
Rest for handguns retailing for $437 
with one set of 1911 inserts. Additional 
inserts were selling for $54 a set. 

After shooting hundreds of rounds 
from the HAMMR I have confidence 
the grip inserts, grip bolts, and finger-
tightened nuts firmly hold the pistol in 
place without moving. The major chal-
lenge is finding a bench heavy enough 
and with enough surfaces to anchor the 
handgun rest with C clamps. Also, that 
pivot arm screw has to be monitored 
after and tightened regularly (check it 
at the beginning of each string). The 
trigger activator gives the ability to 
precisely take up slack in the trigger 
and pull the trigger smoothly. I look 
forward to discovering with confi-
dence the accuracy potential of my 
handgun and ammunition combina-
tions with the HAMMR handgun rest. 

VVorks with Dillon 650 & 
1050 Loaders 

$139.00 
Emidio Gaspari 

Gaspari & Associates 
852 E. Old Elm Road 
Lake Forest, IL. 60045 

(847) 615-1911 

Bullet Feeder 

9mm .38super 40s&w 45acp 
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GM Tips 
nu— 

CONVERSATIONS WITH 

USPSA's TOP GUNS 

As fate would have it, I had work to do not far 
from Taran's home, so I thought I would call on 

him and ask some questions. I told Taran I was impressed 

resents SV1. Taran's Southern California roots in-
clude family ties to the film industry, which con-
tinue to this day. Taran has trained actors in 
firearm handling for their on-screen roles, and 
trains members of the United States military as 
well. 

BY PAUL BENSON,  TY-45006  	 
'recently had the chance to spend the day with 

California speed demon Taran Butler. Taran is 
a USPSA Grand Master, IDPA master, GSSF 
master, and outright terror on the 3-Gun cir- 

cuit. He won his first national title in 2003 (3-Gun 
Limited), won the 2005 and 2006 Rocky Moun- 
tain 3-Gun matches, and has won the USPSA 
Multi-Gun "Tactical" title from 2004-2006. 
(That's every single year it's been available, by the 
way.) He's a permanent fixture in the USPSA "Su- 
per Squad" at the Limited Nationals, where he rep- 

Dillon's Super 1050 44titii 
El Payment Program 	, 
It's easier than ever to buy the World's Finest 	 r'" • 

'Loading Equipment, with Dillon's E-Z 
Payment Program. The E-Z Payment Program 
allows you to divide the cost of purchasing a 
Super 1050 reloading machine into multiple 
installments at no extra cost. 

How does the program work? Dillon will 
charge your card the first installment when your 
new machine is shipped. All applicable sales tax, 
shipping and handling fees, and any accessories 
ordered with the machine are added to the initial 
payment amount. Subsequent installments will be 
automatically charged every 10 days until the total 
amount has been paid. 

The E-Z Payment Program is for credit-card 
transactions ONLY. You must have a valid credit 
card that won't expire prior to the end of the E-Z 
Payment period. 

If you've EVER wanted to add a Super 
10511 to your loading ben( h, NOW is the 
time to take advantage of E-Z 
Payment Program! 

Call 800-223-4570 NOW to order 
your new machine! Please mention 
Source Code C23 when you call. 

www.fs.dillonprecision.com  
FREE Calalog C23 14690, Call 800 762 3845 

with his shooting at the West Coast Dual 
Single Stack/Production match, especially 
his strong-hand and weak-hand shooting. 
I've always struggled with this sort of 
shooting, and Taran was kind enough to 
share some tips to help me improve in this 
critical area. 

Strong Hand Shooting 
Stance: 

_ _ _ 

Imagine your normal freestv le 
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Sports 

shooting stance. Typically, the strong-
hand foot is even with the weak hand 
foot, or set six to ten inches behind it. 
This provides a very stable stance. 
Taran's first suggestion is, "put your 
strong leg forward, flex at the knee and 
put more weight on the leg. Yep, this 
seems the exact opposite of our usual 
stance, but it offers a very stable plat-
form which supports the upper body." 

Target Acquisition: 

As I was discussing strong hand 
shooting with Taran, he asked, "How 
do you generate more power, with a 
round house punch?" He demon-
strated that a swing originating from 
the strong side and moving to the weak 
side of the body generates more power 
and thus is a strong orientation. The 
shooter should start with the target on 
the strong side of the array with the 
first shot and proceed to the weak side 
of the array for the last shot. 

Make sure your weak hand is se-
curely placed on your chest to provide 
the most stable shooting platform. 
Nothing will throw your shots off 
more than having your weak arm 
swinging around between shots. STA-
BLIZE THAT ARM. 

Grip 

A right-handed shooter has a ten-
dency to shoot a little to the left of the 
point of aim. There are two ways to 
compensate for this: 1) aim more to 
the right and 2) slightly cant the gun in-
ward. Taran recommends option 2. 
Try it! 

Weak Hand Shooting 
Stance 

Here, Taran suggests setting your 
body up just the way you would for 
strong hand, only with the weak side 
leading. 

"Put your weak leg forward, flex at 
the knee and put more weight on the 
leg. A little more weight on the weak-
hand leg may be helpful." 

Grip 

As with strong-hand, the weak- 

hand grip is critical. Acquiring the cor-
rect grip for weak-hand may require 
some experimentation. Most shooters 
have a dominant eye and hand that are 
the same. Right-handed shooters are 
often right-eye dominant. This allows 
for a more natural alignment of eye, 
hand, and sights. However, this can 
create an awkward grip for weak-hand 
shooting. When you practice, if weak-
hand field partigularly awkward, Taran 
says, "try canting the gun." 

Tilt the front sight towards the 
dominant eye. This technique works  

well for most shooters. 

Taran cautions, "tilting the gun too 
much can cause the point of aim to be 
very different than the point of impact, 
particularly at longer ranges." You will 
want to practice these techniques at 
various ranges to determine how much 
your point of impact is moving relative 
to your point of aim. 

Feel free to e-mail me with ques-
tions or suggested topics for future 
GM Tips at pjbenson45@ aol.com . 

°Mit 
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The second Annual Agnus Dei 
Targeting Education Charity 
Match, benefiting the chil- 
dren's scholarship fund of the 

Agnus Dei Academy, was held this past 
July at the Raccoon Hunters Shooting 
Club in Romulus, Mich. Just minutes 
north of Detroit's Metropolitan Air- 

port (proudly voted worst in the coun-
try many years running), the club is the 
oldest raccoon hunting club in the state 
and just recently started hosting both 
IDPA and IPSC events. 

The Level III, 10-stage, 222-round 
match hosted 124 shooters over three 

Open match winner K.C.Eusebio 
sprints for the finish line on Stage 5, 
"Though I Walk Through the 
Valley." 

days — a serious improvement over 
the 96 it attracted in its inaugural year. 
Throughout the three days of shoot-
ing, the temperatures hovered in the 
mid-90s, but luckily it was really, really 
humid, so nobody had to worry about 
dry or cracked skin. Everybody devel-
oped very interesting sweat patterns, 
sort of like those ink-blot tests psychi-
atrists give. Mine looked like a smiley 
face....I'm not sure what that means. 

The heat, while uncomfortable, 
could have been a lot worse. Between 
each shooting bay there was a canopy 
for shade, and fans, the space in front 
of which was packed with shooters 
looking like they were waiting for 
someone to throw a bouquet. 

Once again the schoolkids whom 
the match is designed to benefit were 
out in force, doing whatever they 
could to help. Last year that was pick-
ing up brass and running score sheets; 
this year, it was mostly selling 
Gatorade and water. One cute little 
girl, who couldn't have weighed more 
than 50 pounds, was hawking the 
Gatorade in a voice loud enough to sell 
peanuts at Yankee Stadium. It was so 
loud and high, in fact, that a shooter, 
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Mel Campbell ROs one of the re-
volver shooters on Stage 8, Holy 
Smoke!!! 

loaded and in the box, thought she vvas 
the timer going off, and it nearly 
caused the RO a heart attack. 

The Army team shot on Friday, and 
then Max Michel hosted a class the 
next day, walking the shooters through 
each stage, dispensing his hard-won 
wisdom. Everyone attending the 
match remarked how fun and well-de-
signed the stages were, requiring well-
rounded shooting skills if you wanted 
a respectable finish. Stage 5, "Though 
I Walk Through the Valley," was a good 
example of this. There was a zig-zag-
ging hallway with doorways and ports, 
open targets at point-blank range, dis-
tant targets partially obscured behind 
no-shoots and barrels, and five plates 
that could be seen from three different 
positions. When I was shooting the 
stage a piece of bullet jacket came back 
off one of the plates (ALWAYS wear 
eye protection!) and hit me in the ear 
hard enough for blood to start flowing, 
which totally messed up my concentra-
tion on the rest of the plates, not to 
mention the entire stage. Something 
like that makes you appreciate how 
much harder it is to hit a target that's 
shooting back—although if we'd been 
in Iraq, it would have been even HOT-
TER, and we'd all have been wearing 
60 pounds of armor and gear. Of 
course, in Iraq, it's a dry heat . . . . 

Stage 6, The Walls of Jericho 
(which some shooters thought should 
have been named Exercise In Frustra-
tion), featured 14 "Classic" targets hid- 

den behind walls and barrels in a vague 
1J-shaped pattern. I must have seen 
competitors shoot it ten different ways, 
including running uprange sideways 
while engaging targets—now that was 
scary to watch, someone running at me 
while shooting, although nobody got 
DQ'ed. I don't know if any one solu-
tion was better than another. The stage 
was designed by some of our Canadian 
brothers, which explains the French 
targets. 

Stage 9, Genesis, was a smoking 22- 
round field course with two poppers, a 
swinger, a drop-turner, and many no-
shoot-obscured targets engaged at 
close range around walls and through a 
door. Shooters observed that the steel 
activators on this stage were a bit slow, 
and discussion of whether or not to 
double- or triple-tap the steel could be 
heard in almost every squad. 

Stage 10, Stairway To Heaven, was 
an interesting, quick 22-round field 
course featuring two drop-turners. 
Limited and Open shooters just ran it 
as fast as they could pull the trigger, but 
for the Limited-10 and Production 
shooters held to ten rounds per mag, 
there was serious and extended discus-
sion about whether to shoot at both 
DTs. If you didn't, you could save 
yourself a reload, but would the hit fac-
tor be higher? Whenever shooting in-
volves a stopvvatch and a calculator my 
eyes begin to cross. The stage winner 
in Production shot both DTs, but the 
winner in L-10 shot neither. Go figure. 

The 124 competitors were nearly 
evenly divided among Open, Limited, 
Limited- 10, and Production, with an- 
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Chrome silicon recoil springs: 
Rates available (lbs): 

For Models 17, 20. 21. 22. 24. 31. 34 & 35: 
22.20. 17. 15. 13. II 

38 95 each 
For Models 19, 23, 25. 32: 

22, 20, IS, 15 
$8.95 each 

Chrome silicon magazine springs: 
For Models 17, 20, 21, 22, 24, 31, 34 & 35: 

170mm length, 14 coils. 	 SI 2 75 
140mm length, 12 coils. 	 S1025 
Standard/plus I and plus 2 	 SIO 25 

For Models 19, 23, 25. 32 
Standard/plus 1 and plus 2 	 $10 25 
ISMI magazine springs will work with both 

the old style and new style followers. 

other nine shooters split between Re-
volver and Single Stack divisions. 
Travis Tomasie walked away with the 
win in Limited, and Max Michel 
smoked the rest of the competition in 
L-10. Production Division saw the 
fiercest fighting for the top spot, with 
less than 1.4 percent separating the top 
four finishers. Steve Moneypenny 
won only one stage but ended up win-
ning overall in Production simply by 
shooting a smooth, clean match with 
no penalty points. K.C. Eusebio 
earned the title in Open, Dennis Smith 

CPWS A 

Products to 
Help You Maximize 

Your Potential 
Lee Dimaculangan blazes away on Stage 4, "Choose the Righteous Path," 
while RO Cameron Lange looks on. The Army's Max Michel was also in at-
tendance. 

www.cpwsa.com  

won in Revolver, and Gary Stevens 
took the gold in Single Stack. 

The Targeting Education match 

again raised thousands of dollars for a 
good cause and promises to be a fun 
match again next year. 

1 

1 
For models 92 & 96 

Chrome silicon recoil springs: 
14 & 16 lbs 	 S7  95 

Chronte 	mag springs: 
High cap only, extra power 

5/025 

Chrome silicon competition 
hammer & trigger return spring 
set. $1,195 

AR-I 5 chrome silicon buffer 
spring. 	 S19.515 

M4/CAR-15 chrome silicon 
buffer spring. 	 31995 

CHROME SILICONE 
M.-IGAZINE SPRING'S 

EXTRA POW ER 

40 rotund 	 312  75 
30 round 	 S/0  25 
20 round 	 S 8  75 

AR-15 SPRINGS 

Beretta springs 

P.O. Box 204 CARTHAGE, IN 46115' 1-800-773-1940 
Fax: 765-565-7143 	email: sales@ismi-gunsprings,com  

Chrome silicon recoil springs: 
Rates available Obs): 

20, 18,16, 15. 14. 121/2. 	10.9.8, 7 
37 95 each 

Chrome silicon main springs: 
Rates available (lbs): 

22.19, 17. 15 
$6.25 each 

Chrome silicon magazine springs: 
Available Pr most popular 

applications: 
sTusvi, Para 170mm . . . .$12.75 
STI/SVI, Para 140mm . .S10.2.5 
Single stack-Standard and narrow 
width. 8 rounds S 7  95 

10 rounds 
	

S 8  95 

HK IIIP5/9.1 chrome silicon recoil spring: SiO 95 
MC P7, M8 & M13 chrome silicon recoil spring: S9.95 

Sig 216, 228 & 129 chrome silicon magazine spring, high capacity: SIO 25 

1911 SPRINGS 

Visa & MasterCard accepted 

Other spring applications 

Glock springs 
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PERFORMANCE Presents: 

Jerry Barnhart 10 Time US National Champ 

Burner Grips-New Styles 
Replacement grip panels designed to enhance 

shooting performance, reduce muzzle rise 

and offer quicker shot-to-shot consistency. 

Available for: 

1911 Govt OEM thickness, wood or plastic, 

tapered or flat bottom 

1911 Govt wood only, thicker for larger hands 

1911 Officers Model and similar sizes 
Para P14, P16 and LDA, new OEM thickness 

SIG 220, 226, 228/229 

Beretta 92F 
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SHOOTING 

TECHNOLOGY 
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For more Informtion 

visit our web site: 

www.jerrybornhart.com  
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Burner Series Video Library: 
10 volume set only $229.95 or $29.95 each 

General Overview (Open Class) $39.95 

Limited Overview (Iron Sights) $39.95 

Now Available in DV!) format 

Walk-Through Strap: 

$19.95 Fully adjustable, one size truly fits all 

(Prices do not include S&H.) 

Tactical Shooting Technology 

P 0 Box 426 

Oxford, Michigan 48371 

Phone: (248) 628-6557 

Fax: (248) 628-6029 

e-mail: burnereic.net  
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Dealer pricing available. Black only. 
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MAILBAG continued from page 2. 

most of the shooters are, Dave Stan-
ford is among them. 

Rick Brenman, A-25565 

Bravo Bob and Ingi Londrigan! 
Dear Editor, 

I would like to recognize the con-
tribution of Bob and Ingi Londrigan at 
Brazos Custom. I have been reading 
some back issues of Front Sight lately 
and have really enjoyed their columns. 
They are consistently full of useful and 
interesting information presented in a 
way that anyone can understand. 
Thank you for sharing your consider-
able wealth of information with the 
USPSA community. This unselfish con-
tribution that stands out in the typi-
cally tight-lipped gunsmithing commu-
nity is remarkable and commendable. 
You are truly an asset to our sport and 
deserve recognition and appreciation 
for your efforts to support USPSA, 
Front Sight, and its readers. 

Stop The Rip-Flopping! 
Dear Iron! 5ight Editors and Val, 

I don't make a habit of sending in 
comments to gun publications regard-
ing their format or content, but felt 
compelled to after reading the latest 
USPSA column "Bulletin Board" by 
Ms. Val Reule. Val, if 1 may, asked us 
USPSA members for comments regard-
ing the USPSA Front Sight magazine. 

I don't know where all of you read 
the Front Sight, but as an American 
Handgunner author states I read mine, 
and other related gun magazines, while 
sitting in the "library of higher educa-
tion." While sitting there with both 
hands free, I begin my journey through 
the various articles. Now let me take 
you through this journey using the lat-
est edition, September/October 2006, 
as an example. 

I begin on page 2, continue on page 
23, then return to page 2. 

Read page 3, wow, this one was 
short...no continuance. 

Page 4, continued on page 74. Turn 
pages over to page 74, continue the 
read to the end. Back to page 4. 

On page 5, "From the Editor" by 
Dave Thomas is a good read, but here 
we go again...continued on page 11, 
then back to page 5. 

Page 6 is "Bulletin Board" by Val 
Reule...continued on page 22, then 
back to page 6. 

Now onto page 7, "Focus on Ju-
niors" by Larry Houck, continued on 
page 9. Return to page 7. 

Phew, I don't know about you...but 
I can't wait to get out of this library. 

Once the columns are read I move 
on to the wonderful practical shooting 
articles. Now the articles continue page 
to page and only get interrupted by ei-
ther advertisements or "column" con- 

David Gardner, A-55191 

5 Ca Foste Dr • Wolcotfill111111 1 	 802-472-6454 
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tinuations from the above readings. 

Now here is my suggestion: 

From what I see, Front Sight is bro-
ken into columns, articles, and adver-
tisements. Start the magazine off with 
columns and continue the columns 
from beginning to end on page to page, 
then to complete the page the column 
ended on with advertisements. Con-
tinue fresh (and on top) on next page 
with next column. Once columns are 
completed, move onto articles, again 
from page to page until completed, 
closing the article page with advertise-
ments...all this until the Front sight is 
complete. NOW all you have to do is 
open the cover cover, go on to page 2, 
then 3, then 4, then 5...wow this is now 
becoming a user-friendly and readable 
magazine. Why not start a new trend in 
editing? 

Now all we can hope for is to ger 
American Handgunner and other gun 
magazines to follow suit? 

Just thinking out loud! 

Sincerely, 

Mark Ruschak, A-26.587 
Hey, Mark, 

Thanks for the feedback! Magazine 
layout is very much an "art," and I 
make no claims to being a layout 
"artist." In college my professors advo-
cated avoiding "large blocks of grey." 
From them I learned that people tend to 
key on "handles" in the text, like drop 
caps, bolded words, pictures, paragraph 
breaks, or captions. If you hand them a 
big block of text zvith no "handles," 
odds are they'll hand it back without 
reading it. 

Our columns generally, come in 
without photos, so I tend to jump the 
text to the back as a way to break up 
their big "grey" appearance. 

That said, I'm with you, all this 
page-flipping gets a little old. I'll try to 
tighten the jumps up a bit. 

Robin Taylw: Assistant Editor 

Wrong Emphasis? 
We received a handful of letters and 

comments about our recent tzvo-part 
series on USPSAIIPSC's formative days. 
Some (amid much laughter) relayed 
memories too colorful to repeat in a 
family magazine, while others were 
more historical in nature. The follow-
ing letter zvas sent to us by Dave 
Arnold, one of USPSA's original stal-
warts, relating his memories of those 
formative years. 

Robin, 

I find myself compelled to point 
out several inaccuracies in the USPSA 
history article in the recent issue. Hav-
ing been heavily involved in the forma-
tion of USPSA please allow me to offer 
additional information. The 1980 and 
1981 U.S. Nationals were conducted at 
the Lafayette Gun Club in Yorktown, 
VA. After our club hosted the 1980 
match the competitors asked if we 
would consider doing it again the fol-
lowing year, the first time back-to-back 
Nationals were conducted. At the an-
nual Section Coordinator's meeting in 
1981 Col. Jeff Cooper was questioned 
about several of his decisions regarding 
the management of practical shooting 
in the United States. Heavily involved 
in the questioning were Mike Dalton, 
Mickey Fowler and Mike Fichman of 
the Southwest Combat Pistol League in 
California. Col. Cooper at some point 
refused to answer any further ques-
tions and left the meeting. Subsequent 
to his departure an election was held 
for a new Regional Director. Jake Ja-
tras of Sioux City Iowa was elected to 
the post. 

You are correct that in this period 
of development practical shooting in 
the U.S. was a mixture of clubs with 
varying levels of skill or knowledge of 
1PSC principles. The problem was 
magnified as Mr. Jatras began to attend 
matches and meetings outside the U.S. 
with his new duties. He pointed out in 
his newspaper Combat Shooter's Re-
port that the other IPSC member na-
tions had a unified organization that 
managed the operation of practical 
shooting, assured the use of current 
rules, and provided extensive training 
for range officials. In September 1982 
the Soldier of Fortune Match was con-
ducted in Charlotte, NC., and was at- 

tended by many IPSC competitors. 
Mr. Jamas called a meeting of any in-
terested individuals during the event 
who would be interested in discussing 
the development of a formal organiza-
tion to manage U.S. practical shooting 
functions. It was determined by those 
in attendance that an individual mem-
bership organization, such as those 
proven effective in the majority of 
other IPSC regions, would be the best 
course of action to improve the opera-
tion of competitions in the U.S. 

It was agreed that a group of vol-
unteers would serve as an organizing 
body to accomplish the formation of 
an individual membership operation, 
and that the group vvould serve for a 
maximum of two years. It was felt that 
in two years the organization should be 
functioning at a level that would allow 
formal elections to rake place. The 
name selected for this new beginning 
was USPSA. It was also determined 
that at the two year mark the Regional 
Director and the head of USPSA would 
be the same person. I agreed to serve 
as Director, Bill Rogers of Florida was 
Vice-Director, and Lloyd Harper of 
Virginia agreed to serve as Treasurer. 
Dave Churilla of South Carolina shoul-
dered the important task of developing 
the National Range Officers Institute, 
with much assistance from our neigh-
bors in Canada, and Walter Rauch and 
Ken Hackathorn served as advisors-at-
large. USPSA officially started opera-
tions on November 1, 1982. The first 
USPSA sanctioned match was the 1983 
Florida Open. 

Mr. Jatras gave the organization 
free space for publicity in Combat 
Shooters Report and introduced the 
concept to many of those attending the 
1983 SHOT SHOW The 1982 U.S. 
Nationals were held at the Milan Rifle 
Club in Milan, IL., and introduced the 
use of certified range officials to a na-
tional event in the U.S. The Nationals 
also brought about many new mem-
bers who liked what was developing 
with USPSA. The next big test was 
when USPSA served as host for the 
1983 IPSC World Shoot conducted at 
the Lafayette Gun Club of Virginia in 

MEMBERS' MAILBAG continued on page 78. 
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Safety Area 
BY Kim WILLIAMS, USPSA STAFF 

t's no secret that there are good 1 
people in this organization. You 
see it all the time; you hear about 
it on a regular basis. If you don't, 

you're trying not to. Shooters who lose 
everything in a house fire suddenly 
find themselves the subject of a series 
of benefit matches in which all pro- 
ceeds go toward the reconstruction of 
a new home. A guy going through a 
tough divorce and really down on his 

luck gets that all-too important phone 
call on the darkest of days to go out 
and blow 
some steam at 
the range with 
some good ol' 
shootin' bud-
dies who just 
seemed to 
know that to-
day was one 
of those days. 

It's all those little things. And the 
really big ones too. I've heard stories in 
my six years here. I've heard my fair 
share of complaints and gripes and 
sheesh-can-you-believe-the-nerve-of-
this-guy! But I've heard far more of the 
other stories. Those stories that warm 
the cockles and remind you that you 
even had cockles. Cockles of the heart: 
(noun) the depths of one's emotions or 
feelings: The happy family scene 
warmed the cockles of his heart. 

Rich Carroll was one of those peo-
ple. He was a good guy, a "good or 
boy," and one of a kind. He's left be-
hind a legacy of memories that would 
be impossible to forget and his pres-
ence within the organization will be 
felt for years to come. 

Remembering 
Rich Carroll 

9,Z1w62/A, .2ueel c,11 

Ken Kempker, New Tournament Director 
I3Y KEN KEMPKER, EDITED 

'live in a little town about 45 minutes north of Quincy 
111, called Hamilton, population 3300. Hamilton has 
one traffic light, and a half a yellow page. My wife's 
name is Jolene, and I have three children: Ken III, Jes-

sica, and Kelsey who just worked as an RO at her first Na-
tional Championship, plus one dog, and the wife has two 
cats. 

I started shooting IPSC at a local club in about 1996 that 
was hosting a charity match. I was pretty much hooked af-
ter the first stage. I have always enjoyed pulling the trigger; 
and this match fueled the fire. In 1997 I took a level one 
course with some other local members, so we could better 
understand what we could get away with. In 2001 I took 
one of the first correspondence courses for the CRO pro-
gram with Perry Wilson as my mentor, which was pretty 
cool because I had worked as an RO on Perry's stage at the 
nationals the year before I started the course. It seemed like 
the CRO course was a lot easier after working with Perry 
for a week that year. 

In about 2003, I was interested in the RM program but 
there was not an opening. Because three of my four sisters 
had battled breast cancer, and my younger sister just lost a 
nine-year fight with cancer, I had been kicking around an 
idea for a charity match for breast cancer. I then decided 
to go through the Tournament Director program, but at 
that time the TD program was being revised because of rule  

changes. Meanwhile, some of the local club members and I 
put together the first Show 
for Life Charity Match foi 
breast cancer. The match 
went well, but I felt it could 
have been better. 

Some time after the 
2004 Shoot for Life match 
I received the materials for 
the TD program and 
jumped in. What a help! 
Man, having the input of 
people who have cut their 
teeth producing major 
matches makes a match run 
a lot smoother — it com 
pletely removes the trial and error parr of putting together 
a match. I highly recommend anybody interested in pro-
ducing a match to do the TD program! 

In October 2005 we produced the second "Shoot for 
Life" Match, with only one minor glitch, but everything 
went smoothly', as competitors we all know smooth is good. 

The 2006 "Shoot for Life" will not happen this year be-
cause of the passing of my mother earlier this year. I ended 
tip putting a lot of projects on hold. But October 12 and 13, 
2007 promises to be better than ever. Hope to see you 
there! You won't be disappointed! "t 
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Rich Carroll, 62, passed away Sunday, August 6, 2006 in 
Charleston, Illinois. Born August 27, 1943 at Chicago, Ill., he is 
survived by one daughter, one son, and four grandchildren. 
Richard was a U.S. Air Force veteran. He retired from the Physical 
Plant at EIU (Eastern Illinois University). Previously, he had 
worked for U.S. Steel in Chicago and Gary. He was a lifetime mem-
ber of PASA, the NRA, and the Hutton Township Volunteer Fire 
Department. In addition, he was a tireless volunteer for the 4H 
clubs and other youth organizations there. He requested that 
memorials in his honor he made to the Hutton Township Volun-
teer Fire Department or Coles County 4-H Extension. 

I had the honor of attending the memorial for him held at PASA 
Park on the evening of Sept. 13th, during the National Champi-
onship. The staff gathered on one of the lower stages after com-
petition had completed for the day to remember Rich and raise a 
toast in his honor. Stories were passed around like a secret hand-
shake from person to person and though there were more than a 
few rears from those who knew him best, there were also a great 
many smiles and laughs as people relayed their favorite anecdotes 
and Rich-isms. Among the laughter and tears, those who knew him 
best remembered Rich warmly. 

NROI Instructor and multiple National Match Director, Ray 
Hirst said, "You know how you always remember where you were 
when certain things happened in America's history? Things like 
when JFK was shot, 9/11 etc. I'll always remember where I was 
when I heard about the 9/11 attacks. I was setting up for the 2001 
Factory Gun Nationals and Rich Carroll and Deb Hawkins were 
helping me up on top of the hill at PASA on the last pistol bay. 

George Metcalf drove up on his quad runner to inform us that 
someone had flown a plane into the twin towers. Shortly after 

BUILT IN LOVING 

MEMORY OF 

• 
RICHARD W CARR01,1, 

REMEMBERING RICH continued on page 75. 
Phutub by KVIT1 

Memorial service, and memorial stair built for Rich at PASA 
following the 2006 National Championship. 
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Are You 
Ready? Deti 

PRACTICAL 
SHOOTING IN 

RUSSIA 
TEXT AND PHOTOS BY YURI "GROSs1-.11 I R 

MULLER" DANILOV, TRANSLATED FRokl 

RUSSIAN BY MAXLVI POPENKER 

ractical shooting as a sport discipline first emerged in p 
post-Soviet Russia in the late 1990s. It is interesting that 
first 1PSC shooters were not from large cities such as 
Moscow or St. Petersburg, but rather from the small town 

of Magnitogorsk, located in Ural region, on the edge between 
Asia and Europe. 

A small group of local enthusiasts in 1998 joined IPSC, and 
the first Russian 1PSC championship took place in 1999. Later 
that year a Russian team participated in World Shoot XII in the 

Philippines. The second Russian champi- 
onship took place in 2000, and from that 

Competition Seating Die 	r i me on this event has been held annually. 

for Handgun Cartridges Ihe Russian IPSC community is severely 
affected by local gun laws. The key limi-
tation of law is that ordinary citizens are 
not permitted to own handguns — only 
shotguns and rifles are allowed. Private 
security companies can purchase hand-
guns, but the choice is severely limited by 
the maximum power level set by law (300 
Joules / 220 Foot-pounds). Therefore, or-
dinary citizens can compete only in long 

"The Most Advanced 
Bullet Alignment Available!" 

 

• UNIQUE SPRING LOADED SEATING STEM - guides the bullet all the way 
into the case while maintaining positive bullet-to-case alignment. 

• ADJUSTABLE MICROMETER - simplifies setting, recording, and returning 
to a prior setting by simply 'dialing it in'. 

• PROGRESSIVE PRESS COMPATIBILITY - longer die body threads and 
oversize die mouth to ease bullet and case entry. 

Available For: 9MM Luger, 38 Super Auto, 38 SpV357 Mag, 40 S&W/10MM Auto, 
41 Mag, 44 Sp1/44 Mag, 45 ACP. 45 Colt/454 Casull, 38-40 Win, 38-55 Win, 
40-65 Win, 44-40 Win, 45-70 Government 

For more information and current catalog contact 

1 
	

i 

Ammo: Steel-cased 9X18 
Magazines: 20-round Stechkin APS 

RELOADING AM EQUIPMENT 
and. NY 13045 (607) 753-3331 • Fax (607) 756-8445 
wwW7edding-reloading.com  
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Above, left, and below left: Competitors at the 2003 Russian Police IPSC 
Open drive their Stechkin APS's at flank speed. The Stechkins are popular 
thanks to their accuracy, ammo capacity, and controllable high-speed fire. 

Note 	this 	soldier's 
Stechkin APS. Though a 
select-fire weapon, the 
pistols are rarely used in 
full-auto mode. 

gun disciplines, leaving handguns to 
law enforcement and private security 
personnel. 

Because of those legal limitations, 
the most popular IPSC discipline is 

shotgun. Most popular brands are lo-
cally-made semi-automatics such as the 
"Saiga" (in 12 and 20 gauge), Baikal 
MP-153, and Bekas-12. The most 
dominant western brand is Benetli. 
Pump shotguns are somewhat less 
popular because of lower rate of fire, 
but are also present in all matches. Lo-
cal brands also dominate this division, 
with some American guns also being 
present, such as Remington, Mossberg, 
and Winchester. Recently, Russian 
shooters were introduced to Turkish-
made shotguns (such as Stoeger and 
Hatsan) which, in terms of price and 
quality, are placed between Western 
and Russian guns. 

Rifle division is dominated by two 
local brands - Saiga and Vepr, both be-
ing "civilized" conversions of military 
weapons: the AK assault rifle and RPK 
light machine gun respectively. Origi-
nally made in "hunting" configura-
tions, with semi-pistol gripped or 
skeletonized stocks, presently those ri-
fles are also produced in para-military 
styles, with pistol grips, short barrels 
and AK-type folding polymer stocks. 
Basic rifles are made in a variety of cal-
ibers, but Russian IPSC shooters prefer  

either "domestic" 7.62x39 or "West-
ern" .223 Rem calibers. Western rifles 
are present only in small numbers, 
mostly because of their high price - 
typical AR- 15 clones run for at least 
$2,000 US, and Steyr AUG-Z (semiau-
tomatic version of Austrian assault ri-
fle) for at least two times more. That 
said, this is a developing area, the first 
official rifle match in Russia under 
IPSC rules took place only in 2003. 

As said above, until recently hand-
gun matches were held only for private 

security and law enforce-
ment personnel. Private 
security, being limited by 
maximum energy level, al-
most exclusively uses pis-
tols chambered for 9x17 
Short (.380ACP). Among 
those, the undisputable fa-
vorite is the Izh -71, a re-
chambered version of the 
venerable Makarov PM 
pistol, which is still a gen-
eral issue sidearm of Russ-
ian police and Army. 

Police and military per 
sonnel have a somewhat 
wider choice of arms - 
during early matches the 
most predominant pistols 
were either the Makarov 
PM or the bigger and 

much more accurate Stechkin AI'S, 
both chambered for 9x18 PM round. 
The APS pistol, which was briefly pro-
duced in the USSR during the first half 
of the 1950s, is still a favorite weapon 
for most operatives of various OMON 
and SOBR SWAT-type units because of 
its smooth recoil, good accuracy, and 

Ever tried "parachute suspended?" 
That's the author dangling in the 
yellow harness at a rifle match. He is 
armed with an AK-style Saiga semi-
automatic carbine in 7.62x39 - a 
mainstay weapon of Russian practi-
cal rifle shooting. 
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Some servicemen, and virtually all private security personnel (including 
these two) use Makarov PMs or look - alike .380 ACP lzh-71's — NOT the 
best option for IPSC. Note the IROA official in the background. 

20-round capacity. Other guns are also 
present in handgun matches, ranging 
from the venerable 7.62mm Tokarev 
TT to the most modern Russian 
9x19mm pistols such as the PYa and 
GSh-18. Several law enforcement 
teams that participate in international 
matches also shoot western pistols such 
as the CZ-75 or Glock-17. 

Recently, the Russian IPSC federa-
tion forced the government to recog-
nize practical shooting as an "official" 
sport discipline. Therefore, it is possi-
ble to form shooting clubs that can pur-
chase handguns officially classified as 
"sporting." So far, the most popular 
"practical shooting" handgun is the 
MP-446 Viking, a polymer-framed, 18- 
shot (magazines are limited to 10 shots 
for Russian market) pistol chambered 

Russian Gun Laws At A Glance 
BY NI. 4.% /%1 POPENKER 	 
Tile minimum age for firearm 

ownership is 18. All firearms 
may be bought only with a 
permit, which is issued by lo-

cal police, and all firearms are subject 
to registration after purchase. Failure 
to register a newly--bought gun within 
a specified amount of time (10 busi-
ness days) may result in a fine and, 
possibly, cancellation of the firearm 
permit. 

All civilian long guns must either 
have barrels longer than 50 cm (20") 
or overall length longer than 80 cm 
(32"). If the firearm has a folding 
stock, and, when folded, it fails to fit 
these criteria, it must have an auto-
matic lock which will block fire unless 
the butt is unfolded. Maximum maga-
zine capacity is 10 rounds, full auto-
matic fire and silencers are completely 
illegal. 

Since soviet times, the rifle was 
considered as an instrument of profes-
sional hunters, therefore rifle owner-
ship (regardless of caliber) has addi-
tional limitations. To apply for a rifle 
permit, a Russian citizen must either 
be a professional hunter or possess a 
shotgun for at least five years. 

It must be noted that until recently 

for 9x19 ammunition. Unfortu-
nately, only registered clubs and 
sport organizations can purchase 
this weapon – ordinary citizens still 
cannot own handguns. 

Practical shooting is a fast-
growing sport here. During the first 
half of 2006, at least 10 large 
matches were held, with more be-
ing scheduled for the end of the 
year. IPSC organizations are regis-
tered in at least 50 regions of Rus- Th 
sia, and this sport is routinely cov- in 
ered by publications in various of t 
Russian gun magazines. Russian the 
shooters won two European and not 
three Northern European matches, 
despite the fact that all Russian shoot-
ers shot rented guns. 

Practical shooting is used to train 

all long guns i.vere considered as hunt-
ing by law. Only after the fall of the 
USSR was it officially recognized that 
long guns also can be used to protect 
someone's life. Therefore, a "tactical-
ized" Saiga-12 12-gauge semiauto-
matic, which is considered an "assault 
shotgun" in the United States, is sold 
in Russia on the same terms as a trap 
over-and-under or ancient side-by-
side. 

The same applies to rifles – there is 
no legal distinction between single-
shot .22LR sporter, a 7.62mm semi- 

automatic Tiger (a L.-1\ ilized copy ot 
Dragunov SVD sniper rifle), or a semi-
automatic clone of an assault rifle, be 
that a Russian Saiga-AK, American 
AR-15, or Austrian Steyr AUG. 

One additional limitation, im-
posed by law on rifle shooters in Rus-
sia, is prohibition of ammunition re-
loading. This prohibition has no logi-
cal sense, but the same observation ap-
plies to many other bits of Russian leg-
islation. Reloading of shotgun ammu-
nition, on the other hand, is com- 
pletely legal. 

e Yarygin PYa, an all-steel DA'SA pistol 
9x19 with 17-round magazine. Winner 
he "Grach" trials, the PYa is to replace 
obsolescent Makarov pistol. Unfortu-

ely, the guns remain relatively rare. 

personnel of several law enforcement 
agencies in Russia, and special matches 
are held for police and military 
personnel under IPSC rules. -41 
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WHAT IS THE BLACK BULLET? 
I I 

Swaged with certified 6/2 lead alloy. 
We then apply our unique dry-lube 
formula. This process completely 
encases the precision lead core. 

Safe for indoor ranges. No leading in 
the barrel. Fire more rounds down-
range between cleanings. Load twice 
as long and twice as much before 
cleaning your dies. Less smoke since 
no messy wax lubricants are used. 

Predsion Bullets cost only a few 
dollars more than the cheapest cast 
lead bullets, but they give you jacketed 
bullet ballistics. 

The tough coat protects the bullet from 
damage and is a natural lubricant. It 
keeps the bullet at tight factory dimen-
sions and goes through the bore intact. 

That means no lead on your hands, no 
lead dust and no toxic fumes. 

Even long sessions at the loading 
bench or when shooting on indoor 
ranges. It means dean hands, dean 
guns, dean reloading dies - and clean 
air. 

And you get a bullet vvhich is highly 
uniforrn in weight and dimension. 

Precision Bullets 
33112 CR 2142 Kemp, TX 75143-6339 

Voice 903-498-8451 	Fax 903-498-8451 
http://www.precisionbullets.com 	bullet@precisionbullets com 

The Stechkin APS 
Oddball 1950s Weapon Now A Popular Choice 
Among Russian Military Pistols Used For IPSC 
BY MAXIN1 POP! \kfiltiRUSSIA) 

he APS pistol could in some respects be considered T 
the first "Wondernine" — the high capacity, double 
action, nine-millimeter pistol. Also, in some re- 
spects, it was influenced by the pre-war machine 

pistols like the Mauser C96 Schnellfeuer, Asn-a Modelo F, 
or Star MM. Designed by Igor 
Stechkin in Tula, this pistol was 
supposed to be used by front-
line support troops as a per-
sonal defense weapon (like an 
EN P90 or M1 Carbine). 

many of them were "liberated" and recalled for action dur-
ing the turbulent eighties and nineties, when the fall of the 
USSR caused much commotion, including a rise in crime 
and various separatist movements. APS pistols are still fa-
vored by many operators of various OMON (SWAT-type) 
special purpose police units across Russia, mostly because 
of the large magazine capacity and great accuracy. In most 
cases, the original holsters/stocks are discarded and more 
conventional (faster and much lighter) soft holsters are sub-
stituted. Automatic fire is only used on very rare occasions, 
as the heavy weight and moderate-power ammunition al-
lows for very quick and accurate semi-automatic fire. 

The Stechkin APS pistol is blowback operated, with a 
fixed barrel. The trigger is double action/single action, with 
an exposed hammer; a three-position safety- works as a fire 

mode selector (safe — semi — auto), and also forces the 
hammer to decock safely when gun is set on 

"safe." To provide controllable full 
automatic fire, the APS is fit- 

ted with an inertia- 
type rate re- 

When originally issued 
to artillerymen, tank 
crews, and the like, the 
APS failed to fill a pre-
determined niche, as it 
was too bulky and heavy for 
a pistol, and too weak for a 	 ctio 
carbine or sub-machine gun, still 	Pfroo techki 
less an assault rifle. Most APS pistols 	clen A 17 X1P. 

0/s 	— Li, • 
spent years between the early sixties and late 	ter,,,s 
eighties stored deep in army warehouse stocks; hovvever, 	4)ck. 

ducer, 
made in the form 
of a steel plunger that reci-
procates up and down in the grip, just 
behind the magazine channel. When the 
pistol is fired in full automatic mode, at 
the end of its forward movement the 
slide hits the plunger and forces it down 
against its spring; at the same time, the 
hammer is held cocked by the automatic 
sear. Once the plunger completes its 
down-and-up cycle, it strikes the auto-
matic sear to release the hammer and fire 
the next shot. The magazine is of the 
double-stack type with a double feed 
akin to the M-16. The magazine release 
is located at the base of the grip. Sights 
are of somewhat unusual design, with a 
fixed front and a range-adjustable rear. 
Rear sight adjustments are made by the 
rotation of a small drum, which has pre-
sets for 25, 50, 100, and 200 meters 
range. The grip is slotted and accepts a 
wooden (early production) or plastic 
holster, which then becomes a shoulder 
stock. 	 -,1 
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USPSA's "Surprise" Multi-Gun 
From horrible beginnings, Volunteers 

launch one of our best , 
matches to date. - 

lenges. "I've referred ro it as the surprise 
match," he said. The first surprise was the sud-
den, unexpected announcement from the man-
agers of the original range site that they were 
no longer interested in hosting. Right there 
what had been a reasonably relaxed schedule 
became a race to the niatch date. 

By Dssr THomks, L- 796, USPSA ED 

"The 2006 USPSA Multigun was absolutely the 
best, most balanced and well-run Multigun 
match that I have EVER been to, 
PERIOD." Geoffrey Linder, USPSA 
TY-I1141, as posted on the Enos 
forum. 

F or the most part, all 142 com- 
petitors gathered in Albany, Ore- 
gon July 27-30 were in complete 
agreement. Area 2 Director Chris 

Endersby said of those who choose nor to 
attend "...they screwed up because this 
was one of the best quality 3-Gun 
matches we have done. Great range and 
stages..." 

USPSA President arid Open Division 
Champion Michael Voigt heard little crit-
icism of the stages and told us that the lo-
cal people (with a special nod to Match 
Director Everett Mastrich, Range Master 
Tom Chambers and Columbia Cascade 
Section Coordinator Mike McCarter), 
did a wonderful job preparing the range 
and putting the match together. 

Chambers acknowledged that this 
year's match was filled with special chal- 

Following the loss of the original venue, the Al-
bany Rifle and Pistol Club stepped up as hosts 
— despite the fact that construction work on 
their range expansion was still in progress. 
Working off drawings for what the bays should 
I ook like, stage designers and stage builders 
worked in parallel, racing ahead toward match 
Jay. 

Although the range was completed in time, the 
final bay dimensions were smaller than antici-
pated. By the time that became known, the 
stages had been approved. Fitting the now-
oversize stages into the new bays necessitated 
last-minute changes and re-approvals as well as 
creative use of the available space. That process 
brought to light rules problems that required 
more changes. Once those changes were made, 
an adjacent landowner surprised everyone by 

Daniel Horner (above} leapt into Tactical 
this year, appearing for the first time with the AMU. 
Meanwhile, Jerry Miculek again placed second in Open 
in the long-running see-saw rivalry between him and 
2006 Open champ Michael Voigt. 
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CNC Machined from Bar Stock 

deciding that the field earmarked for competitor parking would 
not be available at all. Stage designers started over again, fitting 
a parking lot into what had been shooting grounds. In the last 
hours leading up to the match, Tom Chambers and his crew 
were running a front-end loader, desperately arranging 2-ton 
concrete blocks to safely sub-divide the available space for the 
long-range rifle stage. 

Did we mention that staff attrition was already a problem, 
with cancellations creating a significant shortage of range staff? 
Finally, just to add to the fun, the food vendor bailed out at the 
last minute, and a replacement had to be found. 

Match production is frequently like watching sausage being 
made. If you enjoy the end product — don't watch the process. 
Chambers said, "For a long time I've been able to reach into the 
hat and pull a rabbit, but I always wonder when I'll reach in and 
find no rabbits." The ultimate compliment to the match staff is 
that the competitors were, for the most part, completely un-
aware of any of these problems. 

Multigun competitions require distance to properly test ri-
fle skills. Wind, mirage, dust, bullet drop and other elements 
only come into play when there is significant physical distance 
between muzzle and target. Stage 12, named "H M L," became 
Chambers' great triumph over adversity, creatively taking ad-
vantage of some modest range contours in the back of the range 

Mark Hanish charges ahead. Like Horner, Hanish surprised 
many. Hanish finished fourth overall in Tactical. 

7■DAWAS CP A 
1"-Plir-E-C.1.65° NA, 

sway sink campetitinnshii 	rimi Air 
Everything you need to wink, 
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property', while safely blocking out any 
possible conflicts with the parking 
area. Linder's reaction to the stage was, 
"The LD (long distance) rifle stage was 
one of the most challenging and well 
designed LD rifle stages I have ever 
shot." 

The targets included six IPSC met-
ric at 60 yards, six steel (rifle flash 
plates) arranged at 200-300 yards, and 
three steel at 360 yards. The competi-
tors started at the middle and a fe ■\ 
yards behind a long wall ending in con-
crete blocks. A gap at each end of the 
wall was fitted with a short angled 
ramp, arranged to allow competitors 
to lie prone on the ramps to shoot. 
Each ramp/port allowed engagement 
of three paper and half the steel. 

Competitors debated whether it 
was worth taking time to ensure hits on 
the most distant steel. While the 
USPSA multigun rules allow increasing 
point values as the range to target in-
creases (see www.uspsa.org  
/rules/2005_Multigun_v9b July 1_05. 
pdf, "Optional Enhanced Target Val-
ues") Chambers said that in the rush of 
dealing with the other match issues he 
hadn't seriously considered increasing  

target points. He added that given the 
same circumstances he probably would 
make them worth more points, but 
that he didn't think it mattered much 
in the long run. 

Ultimately he was shown to be cor-
rect as most competitors did shoot the 
targets, with stage winners Jake Kemp-
ton and Daniel Horner (Open and Tac-
tical respectively) collecting all 105 
available points. 

Small Growing Pains 
As competitors swept into the 

stages, the strength of match became 
evident, as very few problems came up. 
San Angelo scoring has significantly 
improved the "Comstock" nature of 
USPSA Multigun, allowing for prop-
erly scored minor pistol, or major rifle, 
on a target-by-target basis. The exten-
sive use of self-resetting steel also 
showed its worth. That's not so say 
everything was perfect, but that 
USPS/Vs rules and experience base con-
tinues to improve. 

Multigun matches are conducted 
under the Provisional Addendum to 
the USPSA Rules, 2005 Edition. They 
are distinguished from 3-Gun matches 

by the inclusion of 
stages employing more 
than one firearm. 
Where the Addendum 
is silent, the underlying 
handgun, rifle, or shot-
gun rules apply, and 
that usually works very 
well. MD Mastrich 
pointed out that there 
are, however, circum-
stances where applica-
tion of those rules 
seems awkward. 

Joe DeSimone, one of Open's top 
senior competitors, draws a bead 
through his scope. 

mu. I he range officer stopped Film, 
and a bullet was subsequently found in 
the barrel, resulting in the targets being 
scored "as shot." (Had the bullet 
cleared the barrel, Shioldan would 
have received a reshoot.) After the ap-
propriate penalties, he received a zero 
on the stage. 

Schioldan asked the match officials 
whether he could have, prior to being 
stopped by the RO, unloaded the pistol 
and proceeded through the stage en-
gaging the shotgun and rifle targets 
with the appropriate firearm. Good 
question. In this case the rules were ap-
plied correctly, but neither the Adden-
dum nor the other rules anticipate such 
a circumstance. 

"As the rules evolve, issues such as 
this need to be addressed," said Mas-
trich. 

"Operating the match 
under the newly-
minted Multigun rules 
did create questions," 
commented Mastrich. 
He cited as an example 
a situation that arose 
when Kim Schioldan 
experienced a squib 
with his pistol on stage 

Deborah Cheek angles for position. 

Mastrich extended his appreciation 
to Albany' Rifle and Pistol Club and to 
the match staff. "I would be happy to 
work with all them again," he said, 
then laughed "but not right away!" 
The caveat refers to how the Mas-
trich/Chambers team did two major 
matches in a 30-day period, beginning 
with the Area 1 Championship. 

MULT1GUN continued on page 60. 
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Para's Todd Jarrett is 

the only USPSA Grand 

Master who has 

won National 

Championships in 

Production, Limited, 

Limited 10 and 

Open Divisions. 

SHOOT WITH THE BEST... 

Product Code: 

SX1640J 

Todd 

Jarrett 

USPSA 

Limited 

Edition .40 

Todd Jarrett has used Para pistols 
exclusively for the last 15 years, 
logging over a million rounds of 
ammunition through them as 
he has competed in practical 
shooting competition. 

A true champion, Todd 
loves to share his 
winning knowledge 
with others. He has 
designed two single-action 
Para pistols for practical 
shooting so you too can 
have the Para winning edge. 

The Todd Jarrett USPSA Limited 
Edition .40 has features like 
the Novak Extreme Duty® 

adjustable rear sight combined 
with a fiber optic front sight 

that absorbs light to give you 
the best sight picture, even at 
dusk. It also has a cavernous 

magazine well so you can 
smoke reloads like Todd. 

A portion of the sales of 
each Todd Jarrett/USPSA 

pistols goes to support the 
future of practical shooting. 

Para' To get a copy of Para's Catalog, Send $2 to: Para-Ordnance, 

Dept. 28, 1919 N.E. 45th Street Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33308-5136 

paraoracom 
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DIDD.0 
The CED7000 shot-activated timer is the most 

technologically advanced timer in the world. yet as 
easy and intuitive to use as a TV remote! It features 
advanced programming options, custom backlight 
display. memory. built-in rechargeable battery. and 
a range of new features which make all other shot 
timers in its price range obsolete. 

Size and Weight 
The CED7000 is by far the smallest and lightest Shot 

Timer ever made. It weighs only 80 g. (2.9 oz) - ideal for hanging 
around your neck or on your wrist, even when shooting. It is so light and compact 
- you won't even know it's there! 

Dimensions: 100 x 47 x 17 mm. (3.94" x 1.85" x 0 7" 1 

Available in two models : 	CED7000 	S119.95 
CED7000RF 	S134.95 

The CED7000RF model includes wireless remote capability that allows the 
CED7000 timer to be synchronized (wireless connection) to a CED BigBoard or CED 
Time Keeper for displaying results from 30 to 50 yards away from the host timer. The RF model 
is an optional upgrade that can be ordered at the original time of purchase or upgraded at a later date. 

New Features and Functions: 
• Memory storage/recall for review of 10 strings and an unlimited 

number of shots. 
• Custom Par for single or multiple Par time settings, with variable 

delay intervals and the first ever hundredth of a second setting. 
• Dual forward and reverse Review function. 
• Illuminated fully functional LCD display. showing total time. 

splits. shot number, Par and first shot time. 
• Date and time displays. including alarm clock feature. 
• Combined Comstock. Repetitive & Countdown Modes. and 

Auto-Start function. 
• New Silent Operation for visual starts. 

• Ambidextrous dual START & REVIEW Buttons 
• New "Spy Mode" for monitoring other shooters and visual starts. 
• New "Stopwatch Mode" for use of the timer as a stopwatch to 

clock props and other shooters on the range. 
• Optional RF remote capability for use with CED BigBoard and 

CED Time Keeper. 
• Super loud start beep over 110 dB - the loudest in the industry 

with adjustable volume control. 
• Rechargeable battery with low battery LCD indicator. Optional 

External Battery Pack. 
• Wrist and neck band lanyards included. 
• Universal Charger. 
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Come visit us online! 
WWW.CEDhk.COM  I 

Order online 24 hours a day! 

VISA 	 DMC—"K 

Competitive Edge Dynamics, USA 
Orders: (888) 628-3233 I 

Miormation. (610) 366-9752 I 
Fax: (610) 366-9680 I 

Email.sales@CEDhk.com  
IHours. 9am - 5pm EST) 

• 
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CED Professional Range Bag 
CED has taken the most popular 

sized range bag on the market 
today to a new level in design 
and function! 
' Main compartment locks com-

pletely with a "U" shaped top 
zipper design closure 
Seven (7) Magazine Holders 
Designed to hold up to four 
(4) Pistols 

' Removable Pistol Insert Sleeve & 
Brass Bag 
Three (3) additional Zippered Pockets for small items w/ ID 
Tag Holder 

• Heavy Duty Chrome Hardware with Padded Shoulder Strap 
' Fully stitched Rubber Foot Pads to keep the bag dry 

Overall Bag - 16,5" x 11" x 14.5" 
• New for 2006: All CED Professional Range Bags come 

with a combination 
security lock. 
' Available in 

Black. Royal Blue. Hunter 
Green. Red, and Navy 
Blue 

Complete Bag 	S74.95 
Extra Pistol Sleeve 510.95 
Ammo Brass Pouch 59.95 

CED Millennium Chronograph 

CED Shooters Back Pack 
Designed by shooters for shooters, this 

"hands free" approach to shooting gear 
storage is the most functionally unique 
product to arrive in years! 
Features: 
• Removable Pistol bag insert 
• Detachable Brass Pouch 
" Removable Seat 

• Water Bottle 
' Adjustable accessory straps 
• Wide padded shoulder straps with 

rubber backing 
• Detachable shoulder pouches 
• Zippered Ammunition compart-

ment 
• Large magazine storage 
• Rugged heavy duty construction 

Specially Priced 572.95 

f 

Eric GRAUFFEL 

COMPETITIVE 
EDGE DYNAMICS 	The Professionals Choice! 

The Quality & Service you expect ! 

CED8000 Shot Timer 
The most advanced shooting 

timer in the world for IPSC. IDPA, 
PPC, Bianchi. Cowboy, and Action 
shooting that is as easy to use as a 
mobile phone! 

With the largest backlit display, high tech 
programming, memory recall. and a range 
of features that make all other timers obso-
lete! Easy to use and so compact and light- 
weight, that it will fit into your shirt pocket! 95x89x33 mm 
3.75 x 3.5 x 1.35 

The first shooting timer ever to offer preprogrammed NRA 
Bianchi and PPC events, in addition to Sportsman Challenge 
Countdown, European Field Shooting. Fixed lime. Virginia 
Count. Repetitive. Combined Comstock. & Rapid Fire modes, 
all at a touch of a button. Storage memory maintains10 strings 
in memory at all times allowing easy review of results. Dual for-
ward & reverse Review function and the longest recording capa-
bility (999.99 sec.) make the CED8000 perfect for any training 
or match use. Ideal for long courses of fire as often found in 
Cowboy & Action shooting venues. 

The CED8000 offers private training use with the included 
custom earphone set and digital sensitivity adjustment for per-
fect results no matter what the range condition. The advanced 
PAR setting allows single or multiple Par & interval selections. 
all programmable. With date & time display, fixed. random, in-
stant, or custom delay settings. low battery indicator & warning. 
and a custom carry case. the CED8000 is in a league all by 
itself! 	 Available in two models: 

CED8000 S149.00 	CED8000RF S165.00* 
"(for use with CED BigBoard & CED Time Keeper) 

Infrared Upgrade 589.00 
NiMH Battery Pack 548.00 
Custom Carry Case 535.95 
Full accessory line available! 

Competitive Edge Dynamics, USA 

Come visit us online! Or E?GhPDEYTNIATSVC: 

WWW.CEDhk.com  
Order online 24 hours a day! 

Orders: (888) 628-3233 
Information. (610) 366-9752 
Fax: (610) 366-9680 
Email.sales@CEDhk com 
(Hours: 9am - 5pm EST) 

--- -- 

To be the best. 
I train with the best.... 

CED Products 

ograph, endorsed by IPSC for 
Official use. is the ONLY chrono-
graph system to offer revolutionary 

Patented Infrared technology. With 
incredible accuracy. it eliminates the 
need for sunlight and gives you the 
freedom to record velocities under any 

lighting condition, or if you choose. no 
light at all! 

Chronograph System 5179.00 

The CED Millennium Chron- 

VISA 	 OdC Vet 
"ILL■ss — Dealer !Names Invited 

 

World IPSC Champion 
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Carlock and his lett-handed 
Remington 700 in 6.5X08. 

• 
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uSPSA shooters are gearheads. They tinker with 

loads, try unusual bullets, bolt on new parts, grind 
off or disable old parts — there aren't a lot of areas 
left on a typical pistol that the USPSA community 

HASN'T messed with yet. 

Listening to Shawn Carlock talk about rifles is a little like 
listening to a car racer talk about his personal race car. He 
gets that same eager, mischevious smile, only instead of 
pounds of compression, acceleration, and RPMs, Carlock 
speaks in ballistic coefficients, fractional minutes of angle, 
and foot-pounds — all with a laugh and a grin. 

The language isn't hard to decode, and it's laden with a 
certain giddiness, a happiness that Carlock draws from get-
ting to live his passion. 

Carlock has been making a name for himself since giving 
up law enforcement in 2000 to go full-time as a gunsmith 
and firearms trainer. His rifles appeared in Guns & Weapons 
for Law Enforcement, and Accurate Rifle before "manually 
operated rifle" competition was much more than an idea. 

Today Carlock is the USPSA 2006 Manually Operated 
Rifle champion, having wrested the title away from no less 
than Michael Voigt and challenger Matt Burkett. 

I find myself in Carlock's neighborhood a couple of times 
a year, shooting steel matches or playing at 3-Gun. 

"You might not know this," he told me when I called, " 
spent most of the summer teaching long range hunting 
courses." 

Last we'd spoken, Carlock was starting to offer long-
range courses to law enforcement, with long range hunting 
as a sideline. As it happens, the hunters have far outpaced 
the snipers in terms of their willingness to plunk down hard-
earned money for Carlock's experience and handiwork. 

Long Range Hunting? 
That phrase means different things to different people, 

so I asked Carlock to explain what he meant. 

"I get these guys in the shop that want to hunt at ex-
tended distances, 4, 5, 600 yards, and a little further even." 

That desire flows in part from the wrinkled terrain of 
Northern Idaho. The Coeur D'Alene area is studded with 
deep, steep-walled canyons. As Carlock explained, "it's hard 
to hunt through, but if you can shoot across the canyon, 
that's another matter." 

Shawn saw the market and started offering a class just for 
them. "Long range shooting is long range shooting," Car-
lock says, and his years as a departmental sniper and sniper 
instructor played right into that. Carlock is a hunter himself, 
so the combination was a natural one. (If you meet him on 
the range, ask Carlock to "bugle." He can do this complex 
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Books, Videos 

Cubes & Oils 
Range Bags 
Rifle Cases 
An-edondo 
Mil-Comm 

Holsters 
TruGrip 

i-Shot 
...and more! 

LE Shooting Sports 
LE-ShootingSports.com  

4111MINPIP. 	Target Stands 
Ear Protection 

Oeaning Supplies 
Signature Stuff, too! 

bull elk call, and the cow's. retort, with 
just his bare hands.) 

"I require certain equipment, a gun 
that holds 1 MOA, a scope with target 
turrets, and I teach them everything 
from square one; from zeroing out to 
shooting at 1100 to 1200 yards." 

Carlock's first day focuses on the 
bench, but on the second day, he moves 
out to some local national forest land 
for some true "field work." 

"After the first day, with known dis-
tances and little wind, they're feeling 
pretty good about themselves. The 
next day I put them in gullies and 
things where I know the wind is going 
to mess with them. That second day is 
about field shooting, reading the con-
ditions and how to correct for them." 

Using reactive steel targets (R+ R 
Racing self-resetting plates) the lessons 
of wind and angle becoine immediately 
apparent. "It's all about making that 
first round hit. I'll set up a plate at 
something like 627 yards, downhill at 
18 degrees. All of a sudden the guys 
that can hit at 800 yards are missing all  

over the place. Beyond four to five 
hundred yards, if you don't read every 
single little thing, you're going to 
miss." 

Advocating long-range hunting has 
brought Carlock into hot water with 
some members of the hunting estab-
lishment. On his website, Carlock has 
a photo of one of his students, Travis 
Reggear, and his deer taken at a laser-
ranged 1,146 yards. That photo brings 
in complaints from ethically-minded 
hunters, claiming that hunters have no 
business shooting at that range, and 
that the risk of wounding loss is just 
too high. 

"They get directly on me about 
that," Garlock says. 

As you might guess, when you 
scratch the surface, there's more to the 
story. 

"The whole goal of the class is to 
know when to STOP shooting, how to 
know what your limits are and stop 
well within them," he says. "My posi-
tion is that the man who practices and 
takes his time to get good at those sorts  

of ranges is a lot better hunter than the 
guy who has had the same box of car-
tridges for 10 years. You know, the 
ones who say stuff like, had to reload 
before I actually put one in him'?" 

"That guy on my website has a 
1,000 yard range at his house. He 
shoots all the time. That's the second 
barrel I've put in that gun for him." 

Hybrid Market, Hybrid 
Gunsmith 

Carlock's gunsmithing work is as 
much a hybrid as his background: part 

=MI 

The Revolution 
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The New GSR Revolution Pistols from SIGARMS. 

Our customer list reads like a 
. 

Who's Who of law enforcement and 
military. That's because we only build 
to one standard. The new GSA' Revolution' pistols are no exception. Same 
exacting standards. Same premium parts. No cutting comers. And built to last. 

Every .45ACP Revolution 'pistol features a stainless steel frame and slide, 
finished in Nitron" or Stainless. Novak' night sights. Dehorned for easy carry and accented 
by new SIG SAUER' custom wood grips. Each one covered by the SIGARMS' Limited Lifetime 
Warranty. At SIGARMS we don't meet standards — we set them. 

Contact your SIGnificant Dealer' today. Join the Revolution:- 

6.91 Revoiutcn. 
are evadable in Steele, 
(above) end Nitro,' lletb 
tinishes, In bolb railed and 
non • railed conligurabons 

SIGARMS 
18 Inftstrial Drive, Exeter, *I 03833 USA 
(603)772-2302 wom.sigarms.cce 

An SO 9001. 2000 Certified Company 
Manutacturg in Exeter, New Hampshire 

Si MS 
To-Hell-and-Back Reliability 
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For range, he wanted a combination that would give a re-
alistic range of 1,500 yards in real conditions – not just on a 
controlled range. 

For terminal performance: "I wanted two things, highest 
reasonable BC that was available on the general market, and 

hunter, part law enforcement officer, part competitor. 

While working as a law enforcement "precision 
marksman" Carlock became fascinated with the idea ot 
rifles that could defeat equipment and light armor — 
"hard targets," to use their parlance. 

As Carlock explained, the .50 BMG sniper rifle wa,, 
just becoming popular, and while it could do amazing 
things, it was massive. Many rifles were as much as six 
feet long. 

".50 cals will penetrate a lot of armor, but they weigh 
30 or 40 pounds. I wanted something that would do that, 
and do anti-personnel, without having to be carried by a 
squad." 

In typical gearhead fashion, Garlock started tinkering, 
outlining the "performance envelope" that the new rifle 
– later named the Hard Target Interdiction Rifle (HTIR, 
pronounced "hitter") – would fill. 

To be portable, Carlock settled on a maximum weight 
of 16 pounds, which also happens to be the maximum 
weight for a hunting rifle in Idaho. 

Photo by Dave Thomas 

Carlock hustles his modified Reminton 1100 shotgun down-
range during the recent Multigun Nationals. He's known for 
a speedy reloading technique called the "Carlock Shuffle." 
Carlock finished 20th overall in Tactical division. 

I wanted a bunch of retained weight. The 6.5 has a very high 
BC, but not much retained energy or weight. So I settled on 
300-grain Sierra Match King in .338." 

Ideally, Carlock wanted to be able to defeat a 3/8" mild 
steel plate at 1,000 yards – no mean feat for any shoulder-
fired cartridge. 

Custom Built Pistols 
When Out Of The Box 
Doesn't Fit Your Game 

501 Industrial Street 
Lake Worth. Fl 33461 
(561) 628-2127 
derek@mcguns.com  
www.mcguns_com 

2011 AccuTrac 

Call Today And Configure Your Very Own 

Extreme Performance 
One Pistol At A Time 
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From left, the Ultra COP II .45 ACP, Aegis II 9mm and Ultra RCP II .45 ACP 

along with the new Kimber LifeAct' Guardian Angel non-lethal self defense device. 

Kimber Carry Pistols. 
Powerful. Dependable. Accurate. 
The best carry pistol is a Kinilx..r 191 I. Powerful, accurate, safe and fast 

1911 pistols point naturally and fit almost any hand. Their dependability is 

legendary. Kimbee' is the world leader in 1911 quality-, and nowhere is quality 

more important than in a carry pistol. 

The Ultra CUP ll is Kimber's finest, featuring a carry bevel treatment !Or 

rounded edges that will not snag, fiontstrap checkering lbr a positive grip, 
it stainless steel slide and night sights. The new RC:P II is further refined for 

concealability with a trtmgh sight, bobbed hammer and safeties, rounded butt 

itnd black matte KimPro 	finish. The new Aegis 11 91nm is loaded with 

Custom Shop features like it flat top slide, Tactical Wedge" night sights, carry 

bevel and bobbed small parts. Each weighs just 25 ounces, and 3-inch barrels 

make them easy to carry and conceal. 

All Kiniber 191 1 pistols are pmudly made in America, and feature match grade 

barrels, chambers and trigger groups for accuracy. and absolute dependability: 

Kintber. Carry the best. 

Info-matron and ssuurfocations ere for referenea Only and subject to change enhoot notice. Firearm salery is 'Very gun owner's responsibiqty. Use and store all firearms 
safely. Teach toeryone in yoy, home, especially children, proper firearm safely Amber firearms should Only be purchased end used In complete compliance *In In 
national, state and local ions All supsestloas for use In this ad of any Amber literature must be taken width, the contest althea Int Klaiber Means are shipped rollb a 

Californod. approved csble I ock as a safely measure Adetionani. cistois are sbienoll lmPeetefa. the Of the CaWe ix' It IS Omer IS eficsorsliell wlieh * &war,* 
storage Kerber oemers may request a free cable lock by mail Include tOlOf postage end handling. Colorant 2006 Nimbly/. imp . Inc 

The Ultra Carry 	.45 ACP has 
a 3-inch barrel and weighs just 
25 ounces. It is also available 
with optional night sights and 
Crimson Trace Lasergrips, 

For complete information on Kimber 
firearms. accessories and dealer 
locations, please send S2 to: 

Kimber, Dept. 945, 
One Lawton Street, Yonkers. NY 10705 
call 0300) 880-2418 
or visit www.kimberamerica.com  

The Ultra Raptor II" .45 ACP has 
night sights, a flat top slide with 
back-cut row of scales, special 
serrations, ambidextrous safety 
and logo grips. 

Continuing the Legacy 



www.americantactical.org  
Shop .Online 	 (559)486 - 1361 
americantactical.org 	Contact us to promote a junior league IP5C program 

MAXIMIZE YOUR SHOOTING 
POTENTIAL FOR PENNIES! 

ReveintionarY 	Excellent 	Practice In 
New Training Edge 	Results 	gour garage! 

LIGHTNING BOLT-110LT 
COMPLETE PACKAGES AVAILABLE 

PRODUCTION - LIMITED - OPEN GUNS 

TRUE 1:1 SCALE 
PRACTICE FOR LESS THEN A PENNY A ROUND 

-CirSTOM 
- INCREASED ACCURACY 	 A \ 

- HIGHER VELOCITY 

SMOOTHER FUNCTION 

Did I mention that at the time, 
Carlock knew absolutely nothing 
about cartridge development? 

His long-time friend Patrick 
Kelley was riding in the truck with 
him when Carlock started asking 
him some leading questions 
about, "you know, making your 
own cartridge." 

"He didn't know what thc 
word 'wildcatting' meant," says 
Kelley. "He'd heard of Ackley be-
cause he knew someone that had 
a rifle in an Ackley caliber, but 
that's it." 

Since first meeting Garlock. 	, 
Kelley has been amazed by Car-
lock's lack of pre-conceived barri-
ers and limits. 

Photo by Robin Taylor. 

Less-successful days. Carlock competing in the MOR event at the 2003 
Area 1 3-Gun. This match was what people call "a learning experience." 

"It's like he has a fresh sheet of pa-
per on every project. Where a lot of 
people will sit and think things 
through, he just starts. Like that .338 
thing, not knowing anything about 
how this is done, he had already more 
or less created his own caliber." 

The end result ■■ the awesomely- 

potent .338 Edge, a wildcat built by 
necking up a .300 Ultra Mag case to 
.338. The finished case is a tenth of an 
inch longer internally than the .338 Ul-
tra Mag., and spits that 300-grain 
Sierra at 2,750 feet per second. 

Thank., in part to the Cierra bullet's 

amazing BC of .768 (versus a .308's 
.462-.600), "that thing has as much en-
ergy at 1,000 yards as a .308 has at the 
muzzle," says Garlock. Packing a 
power factor of 827, "inside 600 yards 
it will flip the target completely out of 
an R+R Racing frame." 

That is not the sort of thing one 
wants to fire without the help of recoil 
compensator. Carlock has boxes filled 
with different brake designs lying 
.ibout the shop. 

"The muzzle blast is horrendous, 
no doubt, but as the shooter, recoil's 
not too bad. It's actually fairly pleas-
ant." 

Remember that mischevious giggle 
I mentioned earlier? 

"Now we're tinkering with a .408 
Cheyenne necked down to .338. 
'Should throw that 300-grain Sierra at 
about 3,400, for about 9,000 foot 
pounds," he says, trying not to laugh. 

"For the guys that like to play with 
numbers, we should get a factor of 
about 1020." 

Neither of us could hold our com-
posure at that point, laughing and 
whistling like a couple of teenagers 
looking at a fast car. 

"Funny thing is, I've got four sold 
already. I haven't got one done yet, and 
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targetbarn.com  
Phone: 	419429-2242 
Fax: 	419-829-2107 

Quality iPSC Targets 
And a whole lot more! 

Range Timers, Chrono's & Accessories from Competitive Edge Dynamics 
Pocket Pro & Pocket Pro II Range Timers from Competition Electronics 

. Rifle, Pistol, and Silhouette Police Targets from National Target Company 

. Professional Range Bags, Brass Pouches, Pistol Sleeves from Target Barn 
, • Jacketed Bullets 9MM, 38 Super, 40 S&W, 45 from Zero Bullet Company 

Visit our new website for monthly specials! 

Wit' '.targrtharn.com 
GLOCK parts and accessories from many companies 
in stock for immediate delivery 

Hi Capacity magazines, holsters, sights, grips, 3-1/2 # 
trigger connectors. frame plugs, magazine 
extensions, ext. slide releases, etc. 

Your 	full-titne target supplier! 

Servidg Shooters for 24 Years 
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PO Box 352454, Toledo, Ohio 43635-2454 
We Accept MasterCard, VISA & COD 

Photo courtesy of Shawn Carlock. 

Carlock's rifle up close. The oversize bolt handle draws the eye, but look 
closely at the scope. Note the extra ring that holds a spirit level, and the ro- 
bust target knobs. Carlock's custom cheekpiece rises into the frame at right. 

I've got four on order. Guys want 
them for long-range elk hunting. The 
whole rig should be under 16 pounds 
with a scope." 

Indeed, Carlock says that roughly 
70 percent of the people who have 
bought "Edge" rifles have taken his 
long-range hunting class. 

Right now he's about six month., 
behind, backed up on a pile of long-
range hunting rifles. A steady tide of 
3-Gun work comes in at the same 
time, mostly Remington 1100 shot-
guns being modified to work with the 
"Carlock Shuffle" loading technique 
that Carlock pioneered. (See article b ■ 
Bill Sahlberg, page 16, July/August 
2005 issue.) 

"Shawn's very direct, just attacks 
stuff," says Kelley. He tells the story of 
teaching a law enforcement shotgun 
class with Carlock. One of the shot-
guns they were using had a fixed 
choke, so it wouldn't be suitable for the 
exercise they were going to do the next 
day. "Shawn told me something like 
'that's okay, we'll choke it tonight 
when we get home."  

minutes later the gun was choked," 
says Kelley, 

"Rather than sit back and analyze 
something, he just starts. He doesn't do 
that with customers' guns, but he does 
it. He's just such a quick study on this 
stuff. He actually does a better job of 
my interceptor latch fix to an 1100 
than I do because of his machining 
background." 

The MOR Game 
Carlock started shooting the MOR 

a few years ago. Fascinated by it, and its 
connection to his "day job," he started 
shooting some of the non-affiliated 3- 
Gun events where he could compete 
against the top shooters. 

He learned a lot at these events, 
sometimes faring well, sometimes los-
ing badly. He's been polishing his game 
over the last several years, refining his 
equipment and technique to fit the 
unique demands of USPSA. 

USPSA courses, unlike many non-
affiliated events, throw in movement 
and reloads. Add the occasional close-
range targets (that carry just as much 
weight as the distant targets), and 
USPS.Ns MOR game is distinct. For ex-
ample, you don't bring a singIe-shot 
and expect to do well here. 

I he standard method of putting 
choke tubes into a shotgun involves a 
lathe long enough to turn the barrel. 
Carlock had the tool, but his home 
lathe wasn't that big. "His stuff was too 
srnall, the lathe was too short, and 20 
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Reloading played a role this year in 
particular. Shooters had to reload on 
every course, and sometimes more 
than once. On a course lasting only 40 
seconds, you don't have time to handle 
loose rounds. One stage had shooters 
engaging targets no further than 35 
yards away, but doing it as though you 
were shooting out of a house. 

"Some guys complained about the 
close-range stuff, but it was precision in 
every sense of the word. You had to get 
into position, there were no-shoots 
around, it just wasn't long-range," says 
Carlock. 

He spoke highly of this stage in 
light of his experience as a sniper, and 
a trainer of police snipers, saying "It's 
taken law enforcement YEARS to catch 
up to the fact that the average precision 
rifle shot is something like 47 yards, at 
a small, obscured, usually moving tar-
get." 

In Oregon, Carlock came to the 
line carrying a relatively' un-interesting 
looking Remington 700. While cer-
tainly a custom gun, it featured a stan-
dard-profile Remington 700 stock (a  

synthetic version made by H&S Preci-
sion), a lightweight adjustable cheek-
piece, and a standard 26-inch Reming-
ton "Sendero" profile barrel with a 
muzzle brake and some barrel flutes to 
help shed heat. 

Chambered in .260 Remington 
(the commercial version of the old 6.5- 
08), and fitted with an H&S Precision 
detachable magazine kit and a Harris 
bipod (with "pod-locks"), it's pretty 
humble compared the exotic long 
range guns sometimes seen here. 
Rather than use a heavy caliber, Car-
lock went with the 6.5 for its combina-
tion of low recoil, flat trajectory, mag-
azine capacity, and ability to resist wind 
deflection. 

"Most people shoot 140-class VLD 
bullets at about 2750 in the .260," he 
says. "It's pretty flat-shooting, but 
that's only part of the story. The BC on 
that 6.5 bullet is almost double that of 
a .308 168-grainer. At higher speed, 
and double the BC, it shoots a bunch 
flatter, and it drifts exactly half as 
much." 

"When you get out on the courses 

like we had at this year's Nationals, 
where you've got a gusty little wind, if 
I look and see 5mph of wind, and by 
the time I break the shot I've got 
lOmph wind, I'm off half as much as a 
guy that does the same thing with a 
.308. It's a pretty' serious mechanical 
advantage." 

Oregon's wide spread of distances 
fell right into Carlock's expertise. With 
small targets from 35 yards out to 
more than SOO, if you didn't have com-
plete "dope" on where your cartridge 
would hit at different distances, you 
were in terrible trouble. 

Experience in reading the wind 
plays a major role, as does having your 
gun set up so that you can self-spot. 

Shooting in non-affiliated matches 
that emphasize sniper events, he 
quickly learned that using a recoil com-
pensator was not just a matter of 
shooter comfort. Yes, a compensator or 
brake makes shooting the next shot 
somewhat faster, but in a game mea-
sured in minutes, that's trivial. 

"If you don't have a good, trained 
spotter, you need to be able to see your 
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Race gun grips that fit 
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HandAll' grip sleeves. 

The PowerSpeed- 
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Isters ever made, fits 
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www.sps•dc.com  

K005 

tii0C 
MI20 
cal. 40: cap. 16+1 

MI40 
cal. 40: cap. 19+1 

M120 
cal. 38/9:cap. 18+1 

MI40 
cal. 38/9:cap. 22+1 

M170 
cal. 38/9: cap. 27+1 

HIGH CAPACITY MAGAZINE 
(Stainless steel) 

129 mnn magazine: 
cal.38/9: capacity 20+1 
cal. 40S&W: capacity 18+1 
cal. 4SACP: capacity 14+1 

140 mm magazine: 
cal.38/9: capacity 22+1 
(al. 40S&W: capacity 19+1 

1/U mm magazine: 
(01.38/9: capacity 27+1 

High capacity magazine kit 
(2 pieces) 

• $ prices as per Oanda currency convertor. 
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own hits," he says. 

If you're still lost in recoil when a 
bullet misses, you can't accurately cor-
rect, and you're no more likely to hit 
on the second shot than you were 
when you missed the first. 

Great big target backers foiled Car-
lock's ability to see-and-correct in Ore-
gon. Instead, he calculated the possi-
bilities and corrected for wind gusts on 
the fly. 

"On the longest stage, I missed two 
shots," he says. "I dialed in the mini-
mum amount of wind, and I knew that 
if I missed, I could hold into the wind 
on the side of the plate. did that; 
picked up the miss right away-, and kept 
on truckin'." 

Carefully choosing your optics also 
plays a role in MOR shooting accord-
ing to Carlock. He walked to the line 
sporting the Nightforce NXS 3.5-15 
scope, with an NPR2 reticle. 

"That was also an advantage," he 
says. "It's a very repeatable scope. I 
could take my best estimate, dial in the 
wind, and hold dead on." 

Carlock speaks highly of the NPR2 
reticle, although it differs significantly 
from the reticles used by many serious 
snipers. Military snipers use the dis-
tance between the dots on their Mil-
Dot reticles to estimate range, and esti-
mate necessary hold-offs at different 
distances. That only works if the dis-
tance between the dots is known, and 
they pay extra for scopes that have the 
reticle positioned in the correct focal 
plane so that the dot spacing remains 
constant. 

The Nightforce is not one of these 
scopes. 

The NPR2 Reticle has nominally 
two-minute gradations in it that ex-
pand or contract depending on which 
magnification setting you're using. 
Without a thorough familiarity with 
the system, this can be a problem. 
However, with the right training, those 
expanding gradations can be a serious 
advantage. The trick, according to Car-
lock, is picking the line spacing that  

works best for you, right now. 

"I have an X-Ball program on my 
pocket PC, and in that is a ballistic ret-
icle analysis page," says Carlock. "That 
told me that if I zeroed at 300, and 
turned the scope down to 10 (from 
15), then on the close targets at 235 or 
so, I could hold right at the bottom of 
the plate and shoot. Then, without di-
aling, I could move straight to 300 and 
shoot those, then shoot the next set us-
ing the first line below the crosshairs, 
and the furthest ones with the second 
line below." 

As he tells the story, his skill with 
the Nightforce/X-Ball system com-
bined with the flat-shooting character 
of the .260 played a major role in his 
success. 

"Using those adjustments, I didn't 
have to dial anything on the scope. 
Most everybody else was dialing their 
scope, and it just took too long." 

As Carlock explained, once he'd set 
his scope, the 6.5's aerodynamics of-
fered him a broad range to engage tar-
gets in without having to adjust. 

"My dead-hold range might be 400 
to 520 yards, where a .308 guy would 
have to adjust at least once in that dis-
tance," he says. 

Back At Home 
Carlock's been getting a few calls 

for .260 MOR guns lately, as he catches 
up with his family (wife and two kids). 

On a typical day he'll be in the shop 
early, starting work betvveen 4:30 and 
5:30 in the morning. He'll spend the 
day fielding calls, doing quotes, and 
trying to get work clone. Exercise fits 
into the picture somewhere — both he 
and his wife make a point of staying in 
top shape — along with plotting his next 
hunting or competitive adventure. 

The next time you see him at the 
range, ask him about the successor to 
the .338 Edge, and whether those 
hunters are still keeping him busy. But 
most of all, tell him you read about him 
in Front Sight! 
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SV's Taran Butler 
scrambles for the next array, 
reloading on the run. 

LUUO 	bUiI31 UUM 

B Y P.Irl J BENSON, TY-45006 PHOTOS 
In 1.11‘ E THomAs, L-796, USPSA ED 0 n June 2, 2006, 150-plus 

Single Stack and Produc- 
tion shooters gathered for 
the first match of its kind - 

The West Coast Dual Championship at 
the Hogue Action Pistol Range, located 
between San Luis Obispo and Moro 
Bay. This range hosted the IDPA 2002, 
200; and 2004 California State Cham- 

pionship matches. It seemed predes-
tined for shooters from both IDPA and 
USPSA to meet in a match format 
specifically designed for these two seg-
ments of the action shooting commu-
nity. 

The story goes that Mike and 
Souzan Nelson were chatting with 
USPSA great Taran Bultler about 
putting on a match. The idea that 

emerged from 
this meeting was 
a match dedi-
cated to Single 
Stack and Pro-
duction guns. 
With Mike and 
Souzan's IDPA 
roots, it seemed 
almost like 
USPSA meets 
IDPA in Califor-
nia. Mike and 
Souzan took on 
the tasks of man-
aging the West 
Coast Dual 
Championship, 
and Taran of-
fered to help find 
sponsorship. 

Taran mentioned 
this 	unique 

match to one ut his personal sponsors, 
Sandy Strayer of SV Infinity. SV Infin-
ity was excited to become a co-sponsor 
of the match. Souzan-Nelson used her 
contacts from putting on the California 
IDPA Championship matches and 
called Smith & Wesson, convincing 
them to become the other co-sponsor. 

Sandy sent his son to represent him. 
Brandon Strayer shot the match, sup-
plied some parts, and brought two cus-
tom-built SVI 1911s as prizes. The 
first gun chosen from the single-stack 
prize table was a special square-trigger-
guard SVI 1911 with the famous ni-
trate-finished barrel. Its twin went in 
the drawing for the mystery prize, and 
sponsor generosity did not stop there! 
Smith & Wesson supplied six guns in 
various models. Springfield Armory 
supplied five XD Tacticals. Angus 
Hobdell brought pistols on behalf of 
CZ. Dave Sevigny represented Glock, 
bringing with hint a Glock 34 and two 
certificates for additional Glocks for 
the prize table. To make things even 
sweeter, Apex Tactical Specialties 
promised to trick that Glock 34 out 
into a high performance competition 
gun. 

As you may know, Bar-Sto Precision 
Machine is producing California-legal 
wide-body 1911s under an agreement 
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- SfrW's John Flentz was among 
the many top-flight contenders in "1,..-'4.; 

Production Division. 

Yes, you had to shoot prone. The agile Nathan Heinrichs makes prone 
look (relatively) painless. 

G LOCK 
STUFF! 

The alock in 
Competition, 
2nd Mitioni 
learn how USPSA, 
GSSF, and 1DPA 
champs win with a 
Glock! Advice from 
Dave Sevigny, Julie 

sTw- Goloski, Bobby Carver, 
Matt Kartozian and many others, compiled 
by Front Sight's Robin Taylor (19.95). 

Rock-Sotici. atock +5/6 
AND +8/101 
New relief cuts clear mag wells, and CNC-
machined quality is second to none. Price 
includes custom Wolff spring and "Fort 
Knox" retainer system. No 
more "speed unloads," guaran-
teed. +8s Also available for 
NON-DROP mags! 
(140mm +5/6 = $34.95, 
170mm +8/10 = $44.95) 

WWW.TAYLORFREELANCE.COM  
2559 Woodbine Pl., Bellingham, WA 
98229 (360) 391-1551 
Please include $5 for Postage+Handling. 

with STI. Bar-Sto contributed a gun, 
asking that its new gun be part of a spe-
cial drawing. The catch was that the 
top 50 shooters would be ineligible to 
win. What an outstanding way for a 
middle-of-the-road shooter to get a 
chance to win a custom-built firearm! 

All in all, some 20 pistols were of-
fered as prizes, with a gun for every 
class winner in both divisions. For the 
rest of us, the prizes were awarded on 
a drawing basis. Everyone who stayed 
to the end got to go home with a prize. 
This was a pretty phenomenal number 
of pistols for a first-time match. Again, 
this outstanding response from the 
firearm industry was a testimony to the 
efforts of Mike and Souzan Nelson. 

On top of the guns, Blade-Tech was 
there with both prizes and a massive se-
lection of holsters and magazine hold-
ers on its vendor table. Live Eye sup-
plied the ROs with glasses. Barry 
Ducek of Surefire made sure there 
were Surefire lights on the prize table. 
Oakley, Starline, Montana Gold Bul-
lets, Apex Tactical Specialties, and 5.11 
were some of the other sponsors. 1 
apologize for not naming all the great 
sponsors for the match; please see their 
website http://www.san  luisactionpis-
toLorgi for a complete list. 

Dave Thomas felt this match was a 
bridge between IDPA and USPSA be-
cause it focused on the Single Stack and 
Production divisions. The host club 
has a long history of offering IDPA 
matches, and holds USPSA matches 
also. The idea of having a match that 
focused on the common ground of 
both associations seemed like a natural 

I was able to watch CZ's Angus 
Hobdell shoot stage 7, "Three Plates." 
This was a fun stage with a foot-acti-
vated double target slider with a no-
shoot, and a bobber on the right side of 
the stage. As with most of the GMs 
have met, Angus was very gracious 
when I asked for his advice. True to 
form, Angus went through his stage 
analysis in detail, then walked us up to 

progression. Approximately 27 per-
cent of the Single Stack shooters and 
almost 35 percent of the Production 
shooters were unclassified, many of 
whom came over from IDPA. In fact, 
the mystery gun drawing winner was 
the IDPA Section Coordinator for 
Nevada. These are some interesting 
numbers when you look at who actu-
ally shot the match. Gary Stevens, the 
father of the single stack division, felt 
the new division would bring in new 
shooters. Approximately one-third of 
the shooters at the West Coast Dual 
Championship were unclassified. This 
looks encouraging and supportive of 
Gary Stevens' concept. 

Pre-Match Day 
t was able to leave work early Fri-

day and drive up to the match. The 
staff, ROs and some competitors were 
already there shooting. 
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the slider and bobber and further ex-
plained what he did and why. He said, 
"Hit this slider before it comes to the 
midway point, then swing right and hit 
the bobber." One of the many things 
that differentiate Grand Masters from 
the rest of us is their ability' to analyze 
the timing of all the moving targets in 
a stage in order to always be shooting, 
thus reducing their times. Angus was 
blazingly fast on this stage, hut Mike 
Voigt had the fastest time. 

Match Day 
This was an "Open Squad" match. 

Open Squad allows shooters to form  

their own squads and look for open 
stages. It's a squadding style that's 
much more common in the IDPA 
world, used at such high-profile 
matches as the Carolina Cup. It has 
also been used successfully by the 
Golden Bullet, a USPSA Level III 
match held on this range. I was lucky 
enough to chat with a couple fellows 
early Saturday morning, Rick Punu 
and Keith Sirevaag. We got along, so 
we decided to form our own squad of 
three. We shot the whole match on 
Saturday and finished by about 2:00 
p.m. 

Armed with a single-Stack 1911 and 
camouflage kilt — J.B.Barlow takes 
on each stage in style. 

Little did I know how good these 
guys really were! Rick won Master 
Single Stack, and Keith won C Single 
Stack. They were intense enough to 
have high expectations but grounded 
enough to have fun and make the en-
tire match enjoyable. 

Stages 
Faran Butler mentioned, "the Sin-

gle Stack shooters generally were per-
haps a little more cautious than the 
Production shooters." Dave Sevigny 
confirmed that observation by saying, 
"those extra two rounds let the Pro-
duction guys be a little more aggres-
sive." 

Although straightforward, the Nel-
sons' stage designs featured plenty. of 
no-shoots and hard cover targets, 
which kept things interesting. I heard 
one RO state, "there were almost 70 
hard cover or no-shoot targets 
throughout the stages." The fact that 
shooters did not seem overwhelmed by 
all the hard cover and no-shoots is a 
testament to the excellent stage designs 
by Mike Nelson and his crew. 

One person said the stages were de-
ceptively simple, but with some traps if 
you were not careful. "If you blaze 
away and overrun a target, you might 
end up with a no-shoot or a mike," 
they said. 
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You can get a complete diagram of the stages at 
vvww.slosa.org  /uspsaJdual/index.htm , but the diagrams fail 
to do justice to the excellent props on many of the stages. 

Before we go any further, let me make a comment about 
the range officers. On all 10 stages the ROs were great — 
not a disagreeable attitude in the bunch. And to top it off, I 
was squadded with a number of them at Area 2 last year. It 
was great to see these guys again as they added a little good-
natured ribbing along the way. 

Stage 1 Star Power 
Star Power gave you two fairly unpleasant options. Since 

you could see one 
of the plates from 
the last two posi- 

tions, your two options were: 1. go to slide lock in the tran-
sition to the last array, or 2. leave the plate and finish with 
nine shots to end the stage. The mantra of most USPSA 
shooters is 'do not go to slide lock.' Either way you end up 
with at best one extra round (if you reload an extra time). I 
blaze away, clear the targets and plates in the middle array in 
nine shots, transition to the last array with a smooth reload 
from slide lock. I open the door, blast away at the target 
three feet away and put one in the no-shoot. I spent a good 
two seconds looking at that no-shoot, my empty gun, then 
at the no-shoot, then back at the RO, Niels Mastrup. 

When I finally gave up, Mastrup starts with, " 1 could tell 
what you were thinking-'do a standing reload, you're down 
a no-shoot and mike, you're counting the seconds that have 
elapsed—which is better to do?' Niels went on to say that 
almost all the single-stack shooters were faced with the same 

Speed 
Shooter 

Specialties 
Your Smith & Wesson 

Performance Accessories Center 

havo replacement front sjghtg for the nil 
tools - range accessories DVDs 

optic mounts - lubricants • electronics 
books - cleaning supplies 

quality competition accessories 
... and morel 

VISC' OUR SECURE ONLINE CAT‘LOGVE 

WWW.SPEEDSHOOTERSPECFAL11ES. COM  

The Crouch and a big smile. Above, Dave Se-
vigny drives his Production 9mm, while Glenn Hig-

don cracks a big smile as he engages targets. Note 
his perfect two-alpha at low right. 

problem of either going into slide lock on the way to 
the last array or saving the last plate for the last array 
And ending on slide lock. No matter what, the single-
qack shooters needed to be cautious and make sure 
they made their shots. Angus Hiobdell won this stage 
in Production with Dave Sevigny only .01 seconds be-
hind h im! 

Stage 3, "Kings Castle" 
The stage featured a castle facade with ports on either 
end. A steel popper must be shot from each port before 
the drawbridge in the middle will lower. Worse, the 
poppers aren't quite equal. Shoot the last popper last 
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t. 800-653-1911 

902455-5483 
905-813-0543 

33 298 950 268 

and you stand there waiting for the 
drawbridge to drop. If the shooter 
hits the popper in the last port first, 
the drawbridge is down by the time 
the shooter arrives at the drawbridge. 
Dave Sevingy won the stage in Pro-
duction, as did Mike Voigt in single-
stack with less than .14 seconds dif-
ference between their times! 

Results 
In Production, Dave Sevigny came 

out on top, saying, "This was probably 
one of my best performances of the 
year so far." Taran Butler was the sin-
gle stack winner, trailed by the illustri-
ous Mike Voigt. Angus Hobdell was 
second in Production. So it should not 
be surprising that on almost every 
stage the winner, second, third and of-
ten fourth was one of these four 
shooters. In fact, if you lumped them 
all together, Taran Butler would have 
won four stages, Dave Sevigny three 
stages, with Angus Hobdell and Mike 
Gary Koenigsmark leans out 
around the barricade, shooting a 
single-stack 1911. 

Voigt taking a stage each. 

Dave Sevigny commented that "for 
the first time around they (Mike and 
Souzan) nailed it. It was like they had 
been doing this for a long time." Ob-
viously their IDPA match experience 
really paid off. 

It seemed as if most stages were 
won by tenths and hundredths of a sec-
ond between the four top shooters. 

In summary, Dave Sevigny's quote 
that the Nelsons "got it right the first 
time" was what everyone who shot the 
match felt. The match directors did an 
awesome job, the sponsors were great, 
and the ROs were professional and 
pleasant. The Hogue range facilities 
were excellent. would highly recom-
mend this match to anyone with an in-
terest in Production or Single Stack 
competition. Make plans for the next 
Dual Championship to be held at the 
Hogue Action Pistol Range on July 13, 
2007. Thank you, Mike and Souzan, 
your efforts made this match one of the 
best of the year. 

-gy 
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BI JAMES TARR,  A-25200 	 
PI-Twos courtesy of Area 7.  
1 've been shooting IPSC long 

enough that I've seen and done a 
little bit of everything. I've shot 
State, Area, and National champi-

onships, competed close to home and 
across the country, performed bril-
liantly and screwed up so badly it's a 
wonder I still have all my fingers. 
Somewhere along the way, afrer having 
my gun break at the Nationals, and for-
getting to bring rain gear to my first 
major match (where—surprisel—it 
rained all day), I came to appreciate the 
experience of shooting a major match 
as an adventure in itself, regardless of 
how I performed. 

The 2006 Area 7 Championship 
was hosted by the Rochester Brooks 
Practical Shooters and held just outside 
Rochester, New York. I'd never shot 
the Area 7 before, and since it was 
within driving distance this year I sent 
out a check just as soon as my tax re-
fund came in. I received my confirma-
tion packet in the mail not long after-
wards, and as I thumbed through page 
after page my heart began to sink. Ap-
parently, in New York, you can't even 
bring a gun into the state unless you're 
competing in a match, so every shooter 
needed to make sure he (or she) had his 
packet with him at all times, and the 
gun needed to stay in a locked case in 
the trunk. Also, the only magazines 

Mike Seek!ander goes for the reload 
on Stage #2, "Pliers and a Blow 
Torch." 

that hold more 
than 10 rounds 
that are al- 
lowed in the • 
state are those 
that were man-
ufactured be-
fore the 1994 

Crime Bill. I imagined our car getting 
stopped at the New York border by 
stern-faced government officials in 
starched grey uniforms, demanding in 
German-accented English to see our 
papers. 

The regulations didn't faze the 
many shooters from nearby Canada 
who attended the match, as they have 
to compete under the same rules when 
they're at home, but it was a new ex-
perience for me. Canada is of course a 
whole other country, and a socialist 
one at that, whereas New York is . . . 
well ... never mind. 

Our worries all turned out to be for 
naught, and we found upstate New 
York to be beautiful and filled with 
friendly people. Bob Urban, Mike 
Cole, Rob Boudrie, and a host of other 
unsung heroes put together one fun, 
smooth-running match. The match 
was held the second weekend of June, 
which means that the weather was . 
47 degrees with misting rain on Satur-
day morn. 

Remember the "adventure" part of 
this story? People fall off cliffs in ad-
ventures, get killed by natives, eaten by 
lions. When the Chinese say, "May 
you have an interesting life," it's a 
curse, not a blessing. I'm thinking 
about, at major matches, wishing all 
the competitors in my division ".. . an 
interesting match." 

Our first stage of the frigid morn-
ing, "Royale With Cheese," featured 
two separate strings, both begun with 
an unloaded gun. The cold had stiff-
ened my hands into Wicked Witch of 
the East claws, making everything dif-
ficult. Somehow I got my left pinkie 
caught in my Glock while racking the 
slide and ended up with a huge blood 
blister. While examining it with the 
other shooters in my squad, our huff-
ing clouds of breath looking like the 

JJ Racaza hoses 'em down at close 
range on Stage 5, "Devine 
Intervention." 

steam from a locomotive straining up-
hill, I remember saying, "You know, if 
I could feel that, it would probably re-
ally hurt." 

The original design for the stage 
had the competitors firing the second 
string from under the table, but that 
plan was scrapped when the ROs real-
ized some rounds could clear the berm 
and take dovvn low-flying aircraft. De-
tails, details. 

Jeff Curts designed all ten stages for 
this year's Area 7, and named them af-
ter lines from the movie "Pulp Fic-
tion." I know, I know, you're think-
ing—ten stages? Are there ten lines of 
dialogue in Pulp Fiction vvithout pro-
fanity? Yes there are, and Jeff even 
skipped Winona's "ketchup" joke. 

My favorite stage names? "Every-
body Be Cool, This is a Robbery," and 

Brad Balsey on Stage 7, "Everybody 
Be Cool, This Is a Robbery." Com-
petitors had to be careful of the 180 
on this challenging stage. 

"Pliers and a Blow Torch." I know sev-
eral shooters watched the movie a day 
or two before shooting as a sort of 
match prep. I think they were a bit dis-
appointed that we didn't get to start 
any stages with a range-provided 

EVERY IVIATCH AN 
ADVENTURE 

THE 2006 AREA 7 
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See Web Site for Current Prices 
WWW.ArntzenTargets.com  

Other sizes and shapes available. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. Do not shoot steel targets from 
closer than 12 yards (High Pwr Rifle, 100 yds Min.) Shooter and 
all spectators must wear safety glasses in case of flying spatter. 

NVE N  
CORPORATION 

samurai sword or suppressed MAC-10 
in hand. 

No matter what your preference, 
you could probably find it at this 222- 
round match which was shot in a half-
day format. There were speed shoots, 
short field courses, long field courses, 
strong- and weak-hand shooting, drop-
turners, swingers, windows and doors, 
elevated platforms, hardcover steel, 
and the requisite annoying prop we 
had to carry while shooting — in this 
case a watch we were specifically told 
we could NOT put in our mouths 
(there went my plan). 

On Stage 8, "This Is A Tasty 
Burger," we had to start with a plastic 
burger in one hand and a cup of (foam) 
soda in the other, then hose three tar-
gets at point blank range before run-
ning to a nearby door and engaging the 
rest of the paper and steel in the short 
field course. There were several doors 
at the match, and we were warned at 
each walk-through by the hard–work-
ing ROs to be careful norto sweep our-
selves. On this stage a warning to "Be 
careful not to look like an idiot" might 
have helped me more, but hindsight is 
always 20/20. 

On Stage 3, "Zed is Dead," a long 
23-round field course, the competitor 
could stay back on the elevated plat-
form and engage everything, or run 
forward. Many Open shooters elected  

to hang back and take the long shots, 
only to find out it would have been 
faster to charge the targets. As a gen-
eral rule, a major match is not the place 
to learn valuable lessons, but some-
times that's life. 

Stage 9, "Bring Out the Gimp," was 
an 18-round field course complete 
with two pieces of steel and two 
swingers. The competitor started at 
the mouth of a hallway holding two 
handles at shoulder level and had to 
move forward thirty feet to engage 
some hidden targets to finish. My brain 
still hurts from trying to figure out how 
to shoot this stage, but Steve Mon-
eypenny apparently figured it out—he 
shot it in 8.52 seconds, down eight 
points, which was good enough to beat 
everyone else in every division, and 
Steve vvas shooting his CZ in Produc-
tion. Yowzer. 

Scoring at the Area 7 was done in a 
way I've never seen before—the ROs 
recorded the scores on Palm Pilots, 
which automatically uploaded the data 
to the scoring shack computers nearby. 
The scores from the Palms were then 
written on tearable scoresheets for the 
competitors so they could have a hard 
copy. The system was the quickest I've 
seen anywhere. 

Chrono-ing was done at a small 
covered shooting area whose angled 
roof somehow magnified the sound of  

the gunshots. My Glock 9mm 
sounded like an Open gun, and Open 
guns sounded like Barrett .50s. Com-
petitors waiting in line for their ammo 
to be tested all had their hands clasped 
over their muffs and looked like an ar-
tillery team waiting for a barrage to 
end. 

Travis Tomasie trumped the worthy 
competition in Limited Division shoot-
ing for the U.S. Army. Out of 280 com-
petitors at this year's Area 7 Champi-
onship, Limited Division saw nearly as 
many competitors (80) as Open Divi-
sion (83). Brad Balsey, who I believe is 
finally old enough to vote, won Open 
Division handily. Angus Hobdell 
edged out Todd Sindelar by half a per-
centage point for the win in Produc-
tion. Larry Houck won Limited-10 Di-
vision with his trusty' HK, Ed Putnam 
won the sparsely-populated Single 
Stack Division, and John Sardina beat 
all challengers for the win in Revolver 
Division. You have to hand it to the 
IPSC wheelgunners. Revolver Division 
is as much about reloading as shooting, 
much like shotgunning in 3-Gun. 

The weather by Saturday afternoon 
had warmed up to a balmy 60 degrees, 
and everyone I talked to was having an 
excellent time no matter how they 
were shooting. The food was good, 
the vendors were kept busy, and the 
match ran on schedule. What 
more could you ask for? 

Tough Alloy Steel Targets Built to Last!! 
T1 Alloy Steel for standard velocity pistol, rim fire and center fire. 

T520 Alloy for Magnum Pistol, Center Fire Rifle, and Shotgun Slugs. 
STEEL SILHOUETTE TARGETS mounted 

	
OFFICIAL PEPPER POPPER targets fall over 

on folding portable stands are excellent for 	when hit. Adjustable for use with different powered 
repetitive handgun practice. Shoot over and over 

	
loads. Offset hinge allows for accurate calibration and 

without resetting. See and hear your hits. Targets helps prevent wind from knocking over target. May 
ring like a bell when hit. Spray paint periodically 	also be used for shotgun practice with lead birdshot or 
to cover hits. Folding stands set up without tools. 	buckshot loads. Sturdy portable base. 3/8" thick steel. 
3/8" thick steel. Reversible target surface. 	Reversible target surface for extra life. 
911 - Full Size IPSC, TI or T520, 17 3/4 x 29 I/2 

	
921-1 - Full Popper, T I, 12 x 42 w/base 

912 - Half Size IPSC, TI or T520, 8 7/8 x 14 3/4 
	

921-5 - Full Popper, T520, 12 X 42 w/base 
9i3 - 2/3 Size 1PSC, T520, 11 3/4 x 19 1/2 

	
923-1 - 2/3 Popper, TI, 8 x 28 w/base 

917 - FBI Q Target, T I or T520, 12 1/4 x 26 3/4 
	

923-5 - 2/3 Popper, T520, 8 X 28 w/base 
992 - Folding Stand 51" or 995 - 41" 

Order by Phone 800-821-3475 
Charge to your MasterCard/Visa 

30 day terms to law enforcement agencies with PO 
15% Discount on orders over $1000. 

S5.00 Packaging charge on orders under S95 
UPS or freight charges FOB Rockford, Illinois 
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Production division was won Junior Shooter 
Adam Tyc & Revolver by Legendary wheeigunner 
Jerry Miculek. All in all 6 Top Finishes for CR Speed 
Equipment & a Ion of top 10's along with hundreds 
Of other shooters representing the brand 

Worie Nhoot Report 
World Shoot XIV CR Speed Equipment has 

ce again Proven to be The Choice of Champions. 
Shooters using CR Speed Equipment took overall 
Wins in 3 Divisions_ Namely Open Production & 
Revotver 

Eric Grauffel won his 3rd successive Open Title. With 
CR Speed being used by more than half of the top 10 
Open competitors Including Chris Tilley who is now 
Jnr World Champ for the second time. Other VVins 
in Open Include Gabriele Kraushofer becoming 
Ladies World Champ. And. for a second time 
Miroslav Kamen icek Senior World Champ 

Gebriele Kraushorer 

Open Ladies World Champ 

# 

Jerry Miculek 
Revolver World Champ 

,4dem Tyr 
Production World Champ 

— 

Filwevocrsji 	C 0 	Ci 
Visit our website to see The Complete range Championship Winning CR Speed Gear Including the 
Holsters. Belts & Mag Pouches used by the best Shooters In The Worfd. Check out our International 

CR Speed Dealer Network & More World Shoot Pictures of To CR Speed Shooters. 
INISCOMW MAY0Our 
TECKNOLOWN, 

7C7-.Cir-1 

CUSTOM SPORT SHIRTSTm 
www.techwearusa.com  

Shirts in Stockand Available 
for Immediate Delivery: 

Official STI Shirts 	$59.95* 
Solid Body Shirts 	$49.95* 
White, Steel Blue,Tactical Green, and Black 

•Ous shipping and appl ■cahir taxes 

Custom shirts designed for individuals, teams, 
clubs, organizations, companies, and events 

• High-Tech lnk Dye Sublimation Polos 

• Light, Breathable, Moisture Wicking Fabrics 

• Colors Stay Crisp and Vibrant 

• Will Not Shrink or Fade 

• Machine Wash and Dry 

To order now call 516-322-0371, or email info@techwearusa.com  

Joe Procopio Look for us at the matches Bob Novak 
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presentation target (above), 
match winner Jan Foss. Jeff 

olein Oach.. The First IPSC World 
Championships, Austria, 1976 
When IPSC Still Called 

Itself "Combat Shooting" 
BY WALTER LUGER AND WERNER WEIS-

SENHOFER 	 

n 1976, the founding year of 1  

IPSC, a shooting club in a small 
village close to Salzburg, Austria, 
called the "First 

Combat Shooting Club 
of Austria" (or in Ger-
man: 1.0sterreichischer 
Combat-SchUtzen-Club-
Berndorf), vvhich was 
founded in 1970 under 
its energetic president 
Rudolf Haidenthaler, 

Jeff Cooper lecturing 
in the quarry/range. 
Note the gravel walls, 
square-shoulder tar-
gets, and neat red 
slacks. Mr. Cooper 
died Sept. 25, 2006. 

took it upon itself to organize and run 
the first World Combat Pistol Champi-
onship. 

Some of the members had met Col. 
Jeff Cooper the year before at an inter-
national match in Glattfelden, close to 
Zurich, Svvitzerland. When we 
contacted Col. Cooper and asked 

A
.

ustrian 

hint for support and 
given to 
Cooper (below) addresses Ron Lerch, Ray 

permission, the Co- Chapman, and tvvo members of the Swiss 
lumbia Conference delegation. Note the people standing on 

the rim of the quarry in the background. (May 1976) had just 
finished. "Jeff " as he 
became known to us 
agreed to oversee and 
support the match 
which was held from 
Aug. 6-8, 1976. 

Twelve nations par- 
ticipated, namely Bel- 
gium, Luxenburg, 
Austria, 	Sweden, 
Germany, 	the 

LEATHAM1 

IMICHAEL VOIG 

 

COMMIT! HOLSTERS FRO 	 NW' 
Team Safariland shooters have won the most world, national 
and regional championships each year for the past 20 years, 
That's not about to change anytime soon. Team up with the 
best — choose Safariland. See our complete product line and 
Team Accomplishments on www.holsters.com . 

(800) 347-1200 
safariland.corn 
holsters.com  

• ,2006 ARMOR HOLDINGS, INIC 
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Have you visited our new website'? 

www.rozedist.com  

Netherlands, Rhodesia, South Africa, 
Great Britain, Norway, Switzerland, 
and the USA. There were 153 shooters 
plus five lady- shooters, who were espe-
cially welcome. 

The whole village played host to 
the world match participants, many of 
whom were guests in private homes. 
The building of the courses, the run-
ning of the match, and the support of 
the shooters was made possible only by 
volunteers from the club, which in-
cluded whole families, men, women, 
and girlfriends — we were young then. 

The course of fire — including a 
wooden wall of two meters that had to 
he crossed (imagine) and moving tar-
gets — was the subject of lots of letters 
between Jeff and Werner Weis-
senhofer. Jeff asked for many correc-
tions - in essence they all were directed 
towards offering as many free choices 
for tackling the course as possible. 
Some were not possible due to the re-
stricted space available — the club was 
situated in a rather small quarry — its 
advantage being that visitors had a 
great view of big parts of the competi- 

Deadly serious. Match winner 
Jan Foss poses with host club pres-
ident Rudolf Haidenthaler. Foss cra-
dles the SIG 210 he used to win the 
match. 

tion from the rim of the quarry. 

On the 5th of August Jeff started 
the competition — accompanied by his 
wonderful wife JaneIle. 

Some political problems had only 
been solved just before the match be-
gan — in 1976 participants from 
Rhodesia were not allowed to enter 
Europe on their passports, they had to 
enter with British passports — what a 
difference to meeting nowadays, 
where all nations are welcomed. The 
competition went smoothly, but the  

aforementioned wall caused trouble 
when the then ruling German cham- 
pion, Hans Falter, fell and broke a leg. 

Three days later the results held 
some surprises. 1. Jan Foss, Norway, 2. 
Ray Chapman, USA, 3. Lionel Smith, 
Rhodesia, 4. Dave Westerhout, Rhode-
sia, 5. Vidar Naklink, Norway, 6. Ron 
Lerch, USA, 7. Erik Braathen, Norway, 

Clowning. Cooper enjoying a 
ligher moment with Chapman and 
part of the Swiss team. 

200 

Roze Distribution, Inc. 
We Carty - 

The entire line of Zero Bullets & Zero Ammunition 
Also we have Primers, Primed or Unprimed Brass, Knives, Targets 

Lots of other items! 

New Secure, Online Ordering! Pictures of All Zero Bullets! 
Free shipping to contiguous 48 states! 

Special discounts online, check it out today 

Roze Distribution Inc. 
PO Box 1402 Cullman, AL 

35056 1-800-204-1526 
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American Phenom. Ray Chap-
man banters with a fellow competi-
tor at the 1976 match. Chapman 
would finish second to Norwegian 
Jan Foss. 

8. Peter Maunder, Rhodesia, 9. Johnny 
Hoffman, Norway, 10.Sven Tangen, 
Norway, 11. David Arnold, Rhodesia, 
12. Fritz DeAhna, Germany. As num-
ber 13, Rudolf Haidenthaler put Aus-
tria on the board and 15th was the first 
Swiss participant, Otto Weber. The 
first South African was Gerry Gore at 
19th. Great Britain with Patrick Large 
placed 38th. 

Alfons Baeyens from Belgium was 
46th. The Dutch participant Wouter 
Vaags placed 95th. Werner Weis-
senhofer (at 63rd) later became first 
IPSC director for the Austrian region, 
later replaced by Walter Luger (at 
31st). Both and all the participants did 
their best to promote the IPSC ideas as 
laid down by the Columbia Confer-
ence and Jeff Cooper, who left every-
body he met at this match impressed 
and enthusiastic about the new sport. 

The winner of this first world 
championship match was Jan Foss, a 
Norwegian shooter using a SIG 210. 
Foss had been unknown and did not 
participate internationally after this 
event. All insiders favoured Ray Chap-
man before the match, who had won 
the first international shoot in Switzer-
land the year before. 

The success of the Norwegian 
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shooters surprised many, but was ex-
plained easily by the fact that Norway 
had formed the "Stridsskytterligaen," a 
very active combat shooting organiza-
tion, right after the Second World War. 

The guns used were equally divided 
between SIC; 210' s, FN Highpowers – 
some modified by Armand Swenson of 
Holbrook, Calif. — and Colt Govern-
ment models in .45 ACP, partly modi-
fied by Pachmayr Gunworks' main pis-
tolsmith Bill Ives of Los Angeles, Calif. 

The participation of ladies was 
much heralded and appreciated. They 
represented Great Britain, Switzerland 
and Austria. The Swiss lady Christine 
Born won the competition. Second 
came Nlimi Greschpacher of Austria 
and third Margit Bakocs of Switzer-
land (and wife of Paul Pakocs, the Swiss 
combat shooters' president). 

The national team prize was won 
by Rhodesia followed by Norway and 
the United States. South Africa, Aus-
tria, Switzerland, Belgium, Germany 
and Great Britain followed. 

Many years of faction building and 

Cooper and Walter Luger on an out-
ing in Salzburg. 

discussion of courses to be taken fol-
lowed, but the impression Col. Jeff 
Cooper left lasts to this day. We would 
never have had such a great time shoot-
ing without his support, inspiration, 
and friendship. 
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RELOADING By Guy Nein, RI LOADI \G EVERT 

gneill@clarkstortcom 

Case Inspection Woes 
Case inspection is an important 

step in reloading. It takes some time, 
but adds significantly to the overall 
safety of the ammunition. 

Severely dented cases obviously 
have to go, and a close look to elimi-
nate cracked cases is worth your time. 
Most of us have likely loaded and fired 
a cracked case inadvertently, with no 
problems, but it is better to be safe. 
Cracked cases may not hold the bullet 
tightly, allowing the bullet to telescope 
into the casing during the feed cycle. 
As we have discussed in the past, when 
the bullet telescopes into the casing, 
pressures will escalate tremendously — 
with potentially disastrous results. 

Recently I have been seeing more 
cracked cases since switching to using 
nickel-plated cases. Done vvell, nickel 
plating adds corrosion protection to 
cases. It originated when cartridge belt 
loops were much more common and 
the residual chemicals from the tan-
ning process of the leather would cor-
rode the brass cases in the loops. The 
nickel plating eliminated this and ex-
tended the time the cartridges could be 
carried in the belt loops. It also looked 
good. Done badly, it induced a brittle 
state in the brass, resulting in cracks 
when fired. 

A recent discussion on the Brian 
Enos Forum talked about the sound 
cracked cases make when rattling cases 

Guy has been reloading since 
1969, including a period as a cont-
mercial reloader. He began practical 
pistol competition in 1977. He has 
worked on two major reloading 
manuals and answered questions on 
reloading and reloading problems 
daily for more than fourteen years. 
Contact Guy at gneill0 clarkston 
.com 

in your hand. The cracked case will 
ring differently than normal cases. I 
noted this many years ago, and most 
experienced reloaders will recognize 
the sound of a cracked case while han-
dling several cases at a time. I've heard 
that sound while dropping a case into 
a container of cases. It meant stopping 

WHY SHOULD YOU I 
BUY YOUR STEEL 

TARGETS FROM US? 

•••• 

EXPERIENCE 

QUALITY 

SATISFACTION 
GUARANTEE 

" OFFICIAL 
SPONSOR 

2005 

If one cf our targets fails to perform the way we say it wili. we will 

replace it absolutely free. 

Every shooting surface is made of the finest AR500 armor steel. 

That means you can safely subject our targets to heavy-duty use. 

We have been building superior steel targets for law enforcement 

and military ranges for almost 20 years. We do it right. 

"1 have used Action Target equipment on my personal range for many 
years. I have found that the steel targets are extremely reliable and 
long-lasting. I cannot afford to have equipment problems slow my 
training. Therefore, would recommend Action Target equipment to 

my fellow shooters." 

Doug Koenig 
/PSC World Champion 

Masters International Champion 
8-time Bianchi Cup Champion 

	

41-1-49kACTION 
_.2.11NTARGET 

801-705-9113 
www.actiontarget.com  

Call today for a FREE shooting 
scenario coursebook! 
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F'hoto by Guy Neill 

Would you have seen this? Dried mud on the bot- 
tom of the case nearly found its way into Guy's 
gun. Severe overpressure would have been likely. 

Precision Delta 
Bullets & Ammunition 

Official USPSA 
Ammunition 
For rnore details go to 

http://www.uspsa.org/ammo/  

1111CTI Ckariq'TING 

Always FREE Shipping on Bullets 

CALL or ORDER ONLNE 
See our new look at 

www.precisiondelta.com  

PO Box 128 * Ruleville, MS 38771 
662-756-2810 * 800-337-3621 

and sorting through the container to 
find the cracked case, but that should 
be done if you think there is a problem 
case in the batch. 

Sometimes the plating on a nickel 
case will peel or flake. This is not com-
mon, but if it occurs, the flakes of 
nickel can cause problems with the 
moving parts of your pistol. The case 
should be discarded immediately. 

How About Factory Ammo? 
The tacrories do a great job, bur 

they are not perfect. For example, one 
shooter showed me a case separation at 
the Idaho State rnatch. The load? Fac-
tory .45 Auto. As a result, he zeroed 
that stage. It's very hard to get the 
front half of the casing out of the 
chamber during the course of fire. 
These are not the experiences we want 
to remember after the match. You 
might also guess what ammunition he 
never intends to use again. 

I have seen factory ammunition 
where the bullet tore the case during 
bullet seating. The resultant tear pro- 

vided an opening through 
which the powder could 
leak from the case. As-
suming the round would 
have fit into the chamber, 
a squib could have oc-
curred. This underscores 
the need to inspect ammu-
nition after loading to be 
certain nothing like this 
has happened. Normally, 
gauging the rounds offers 
the opportunity to inspect 
and the gauge ensures the round will 
cha mber. 

Sneakier Problems: 
While loading ammunition for the 

recent Idaho Handgun Championship, 
I was in a hurry, and nearly set myself 
up for disaster. While resizing cases, I 
happened to glance down and noticed 
dirt, or something, tightly packed into 
the bottom of a case. 

It was subtle, being similar in color 
to the case, and so tightly. packed that 
it would not easily come out. I'm not 
certain exactly how thick the laver was  

but it was there, and it would have 
drastically affected the operating pres-
sure of the cartridge, had I loaded it. 
The decapping pin had already poked 
through to remove the primer, and had 
I been using a progressive press, I prob-
ably would never have seen it. 

This is not an argument for using 
single stage presses, but to point out 
the need to be especially careful when 
using a progressive press to inspect the 
cases before loading. 

Obviously pebbles or spider webs, 
combined with residual tumbling me-
dia, are more common things to look 
for when inspecting cases. However, 
packed or loose dirt is not uncommon. 
The dirt I described above was un-
usual, for me, in that it was not full, 
and it was hard-packed in place. I sus-
pect it was mud that dried in place. 

As with most endeavors, a little 
more effort up front makes everything 
later go much smoother, and with 
fewer problems. Case inspection, ei-
ther before tutnbiing, or after tum-
bling, or both, can greatly ease any po-
tential problems with your ammuni-
tion down the line. 

Contact Problems: 
Anyone that has emailed me and 

not received a reply, please ler me 
know. I had some problems with the 
older einail address that was listed in 
Front Sight in the past. I think I have 
found all messages and replied, but, if 
not, please let me know. The current 
email to reach me should be at the top 
of the column, and it should be 
GLNeill@ netscape.riet. 

-Rt 
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Creative Solutions 
lulti gun develops as a sport, so 

do its officials. Multigun stages are no-
toriously slow, thanks in part to the 
time it takes to safely load, then safely 
unload so many guns. 

Stage 2 (King of SAR) was a pis-
tol/shotgun slug/rifle stage that had the 
competitors starting seated in an "air-
plane" with holstered pistol. After en-
gaging eight paper targets the shooter 
exchanged the pistol for a shotgun and 
fired at eight more paper targets re-
quiring one slug each. The shotgun was 
then abandoned on one table and the 
rifle retrieved from another before the 
shooter moved into a "helicopter" to 
engage six steel flash targets to finish. 

"SAR" had the potential to be a ma-
jor bottleneck. The primary challenge 
was to ger the abandoned firearms off 
the stage so that scoring could be done 
safely. CRO Carl Schmidt's crew de-
veloped an elaborate dance to keep 
things moving smoothly. 

While the shooter and 
ROs carrying 

timer 

and clipboard moved into the final 
prop, another RO retrieved the aban-
doned pistol and shotgun, taking them 
to the preload table. A fourth RO took 
the rifle from the shooter after the "un-
load and show clear command" and 
carried it hack to the same table. The 
targets could then be scored while 
these Ros looked after the shooter's 
equipment. 

Schmidt credited his crew of Kevin 
Michael Rhea, and Doug Hart-

ley, all first time nationals staff mem-
bers, for maintaining a six minute 
clearance time despite the complexity 
of the stage. "Because they- worked 
well, it worked well," he said. 

Another stage receiving consider-
able comment was stage six, "Pigeon 
Dinner." This shotgun-only stage re-
quired competitors to move down 
range engaging clay pigeons mounted 
on stakes hidden behind barrels, four 
left and four right. It required a lot of 
swinging back and forth and offered 
considerable opportunity to DQ. 
(Most resisted, as there were only five 
DQs in the entire match.) Shooters 
used great imagination to find ways to 
do it safely, including "... standing on 

tip toes to shoot over the barrels..." 
said Voigt. 

Farther 	down 
range was a 

San Angelo scoring 
Looking at the rifle stage results I 

saw someone with 57 penalty points. 
Fifty seven! How does that happen? 

The answer is San Angelo scoring 
— a way to account for minor power 
factor hits on a stage that includes 
major-power firearms. An example 
would be a pistol/rifle stage where 
the rifle is minor and the handgun 
major. Details are available online as 
part of the Multigun Addendum. In 
summary, score sheets with non-A' 
hits on rifle targets are processed in 
stars with the "points dovvn" entered 
as "other penalty points' in EZWin-
Score. 

Extra calculations like this mean 
extra work, and Sumiko Chambers 
and Lori Jacobson did a great job 
helping keep this process straight in 
stats. Although San Angelo is still rei-
atively new, Chief Statistician Bruce 
Gary pointed out that competitors 
seemed to be "getting it," since most 
of the questions he was asked had to 
do with rules issues (Gary is recog-
nized as the "father" of the USPSA 
multigun rules). 

wall with ports to reveal six poppers, 
four of which launched clay targets 
into the air. Breaking the airborne clays 
was worth two 'A' hits (10 points) but 
there was no penalty for misses as they 
were obviously disap- 
pearing targets. 
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Multi-Gun 
Gold: 

Advanced Perfor-
mance Shooting 

Para-Ordnance 
STI International 
Strayer-Voigt, Inc. 
United States 

Shooting Academy 

Silver: 
Action Target, Inc. 
Oakley 
Safariland 
Surefire, LLC 
Trijicon 

Bronze: 
Blackhawk Prod- 

ucts Group 
Caspian Arms, Ltd. 
C-More Systpms 
Dawson Precision 
Millennium Custom 

Sponsors 
Montana Gold 

Bullet 
Springfield Armory 
VihtaVuori 
Winchester Ammu- 

nition 

Industry: 
DPMS 

Stage: 
Arredondo Manufactur-

ing 
Mid-South Tactical Net-

work 
Patriot Ordnance Fac-

tory 
Progressive Machine & 

Tool 
R&R Racing 
Starline Brass 
Tac-Pro Shooting Center 

• 1/2 MOA Accuracy Cuarantee 

• 1st Ever CLARK Manufactured Firearm 
As seen on American Shooter 

0 

ell' 	'''''''''' 
fP Fri tertirise Adjustable gas system 

.Scope I Bipod optiona/ 

VGL.41,4q0rir 
CUSTOM GUNS, INC. 

MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITH GUILD 

Dept. FS • 336 Shootout 1.n. • Prelusion, Louisiana 71067 
1-318-949-9884 • Fax 1-318-949-9829 • Ton Free Ordering: 888-458-4126 • Shop Online www.dark custom guns.tom 

*1 1) (141/y ermitt 

gator-ist375 

Overall, there was a lot of steel in the match. This helped 
with re-set times on the rifle stages in particular, and offered 
shooters and audience members immediate feedback on how a 
particular shooter was doing. Action Target donated the targets 
for one stage, and R&R Racing, a long time supporter of 

USPSA 3-Gun/Multigun 
matches, provided the rest. 

USPSA's manuall) operated R&R deserves special 
rifle competition tests the com- recognition for their inno-
petitor's ability to shoot rifles at vative, high quality prod-
extreme ranges or, in the absence ucts. Look for an upcom-
of available range, very small tar- ing interview with Robert 
gets as far down range as possi- Wright of R&R racing in 
ble. The 2006 MOR champion the pages of Front Sight. 
is Shawn Carlock, who came out 
of the pack to win, ousting rifle 
masters Michael Voigt and Matt 
Burkett despite finishing ninth 
on stage one. 

Carlock is a self-described 
precision rifle specialist who 
teaches long range hunting 
classes, shooting out to 1,000 
yards, near his home in of Rath-
drum, Idaho. He competed with 
a .260 Remington (6.5x308). 
Please see our biography on him 
on page 36. 

Manually Operated Rifle 

The Victors 
Heavy Metal: 

USPSA recently be-
gan recognizing "heavy 
metal" category under 
Limited Division. Heavy 
metal specifies the use of at 
least .44 caliber pistols, .30 
caliber rifle, and 12 gauge 
shotgun with rounds 
loaded limits. (See the 
rules for further require-
ments.) Angus Hobdell 

Cali or visit our web site for more information. Business hours: 7AM-4PM CST 
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is_-,-.13,-7rert Ted Puente won his 
first national title, 

-- out-pacing Bruce 
Piatt in Limited. 

We're the cutting edge." 

Limited: 

Ted Puente won the 23-man Lim-
ited Division field, out-shooting Bruce 
Piatt by just 24 match points. At one 
point late in the match Puente said bar-
ring a major disaster, Piatt would win. 
Puente was wrong, and was as sur-
prised as anyone when he came out on 
top, gaining his first national title. No 
women competed in Limited. Darrell 
Humphrey was top Super Senior in 
10th place and Marcus Watt took first 
Senior at 17th overall. Chris Cordoza 
was first Limited Junior competitor. 

Open: 

Michael Voigt wrapped up the 
Open title following a close contest 
with his long-term rival, defending 
champion Jerry Miculek. (The two 
have traded the multi-gun titles back 
and forth for years.) Miculek finished 
second by 54 match points. Matt Bur- 

kett finished third while Debra Cheek 
secured top woman (32nd overall). 
Miculek was also top senior and Ralph 
Arredondo was top super senior. 
Nathan Swan was the only junior. 

Tactical: 

Since irs inception, Tactical Divi-
sion has been wildly popular. That 
trend continues with Tactical's 77 con-
testants being the largest contingent in 
the match. Taran Butler successfully 
defended his 2005 title over newcomer 
Daniel Horner (now a member of the 
Army team) by a slim 33 points. Cheryl 
Current became the women's cham-
pion, finishing 56th. Category winners 
were Vance Schmid, Senior, and Bruce 
Parbst, Super Senior. No juniors com-
peted in Tactical. 

USPSA would like to thank the 
many sponsors that helped make the 
2006 Multigun Nationals such an out-
standing success. 

won the category, finishing an impres-
sive third overall in Limited Division. 
Considering the disadvantages of mag-
azine capacity alone compared to the 
Limited shooters, that's impressive. 

Hobdell expressed surprise that he 
did as well as he did, saying that he was 
"helped by rhe large number of partial 
targets." Where minor caliber shooters 
might take "insurance shots" to ensure 
an "A!' hit, Hobdell felt the major rifle 
gave him the option of slowing down 
and shooting a single round deliber-
ately, knowing he would score well 
with any decent hit on the target. He 
says he likes the "every man" aspect of 
the category. All the equipment is inex-
pensive and readily available. For ex-
ample, Hobdell uses a Dan Wesson 
.45ACP 1911, a Winchester Practical 
Defender 12 gauge shotgun, and an Ar-
amine AR10, the most expensive of the 
guns. 

Hobdell also commented on the ef-
fect USPSA competition has had on the 
military and law enforcement shooters 
he knows. "They're watching vvhat we 
use," he said, "you can see it when they 
start using BladeTech AR mag pouches. 

STAGE 2 
Carl Schmidt. CRO 
Doug Hartley 
Kevin Imel 

STAGE 3 
Jay Worden, CRO 
Larry D'Agostino 
Ron Downs 

STAGE 4 
Brian Hanna, CRO 
Phil Fluery 
Marty Fluery 
Chris Cardoza 

STAGE 5 
Frank Thompson, CRO 
Jim Roberts 
Roger Schmidt 
James Meade 

STAGE 6 
John Hard. CRO 
Scott Faque 

STAGE 7 
Danielle Kohler. CRO 
Earl Jull 
Mariko Chambers 

2006 Multi-Gun 
National Staff 

ADMINISTRATION 
Everett Mastrich, Match 
Director 
Tom Chambers, Rang 
Master 
Mike McCarter, 
Quartermaster 
Shirley D'Agostino, 
Shooter Services 
Kimberly Williams, 
Sponsor Coordinator 
Bruce Gary, Stats Chief 
Sumiko Chambers, Stats 
Lori Jacobson, Stats 
Deb Hanna, Stats, Staff 
Support 

CHRONOGRAPH 
Greg Lent, CRO 
Ken Skeeters 

STAGE 1 
Lorin Orpwood, CRO 
Ron Troyer 
Brent Reddaway 

STAGE 8 
Buddy Gonlag 
Jon Christensen 
Michael Rhea 

STAGE 9 
Mark O'Shea, CRO 
Kathy Littman 
Richard Brenneman 
Mark Passamaneck 

STAGE 10 
Ray Hirst, CRO 
Wayne Miller 
Tom Keis 
Gary Taylor 

STAGE 11 
Troy McManus, CRO 
Larry Mull 
Rich Browning 

STAGE 12 
Bill Quintana, CRO 
Kim Williams 
Charles Vamold 
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A Look At The Multi-Gun Equipment Survey 
Do you use more than one BIRD- Shotgun Choice 
SHOT load? Yes: 66 No: 58 

Do you use more than one load for 
the rifle? Yes: 43 No: 88 

Did you bring specialized shot 
shells (spreader loads, shorter-
than-normal shotshells, etc.)? Yes: 
33 No: 98 

Did you bring any BUCKSHOT? 
Yes: 17 No: 113 

13,, Rt )1;1\ I ‘si()R, 1_ .SP.1.1 .1AFF 	_ F ,„ the 2006 Multi-Gun 
USPSA started an equipment 
survey similar to the one it 
normally conducts at the pis- 

tol matches. For any student of 3-Gun, 
the data coming back from this first- 
of-its kind survey bears a second look. 

While the sample size is fairly small 
(131 total surveys) the results point to 
the increasing sophistication of the 
typical 3-Gun competitor. For the sake 
of space, we avoided questions about 
pistols and focused on emerging 
trends within Multi-Gun. 

Specialized Loads Common 
US PSA aimed four questions at 

multi-gun competitors pertaining to 
non-standard load choices. The an-
swers revealed many USPSA shooters 
carrying task-specific ammo for both 
rifle and shotgun. 

Photo by Dave Thomas. 

USPSA President Michael 
Voigt shot his way to his ninth 
Open 3-Gun title this year. 

Competitors bringing multiple 
birdshot loads came as no big sur-
prise, but the number of competi-
tors bringing multiple rifle loads 
raised eyebrows. Is this the influ-
ence of ace 3-Gunner Matt Burkett 
and his video series? How much is 
this a realization that the 55-grain 
_223 bullet does not perform well 
on long-range steel? 

The number of competitors bring-
ing special-purpose shotshells to 
the line was surprising as well. Is 

this the influence of Todd Salmon, the 
Practical Shotgun Championships, 
and other shorgun-specific events? 

Across the divisions, the Reming-
ton I 100/11-87 is the runaway fa-
vorite, with 57 competitors choosing 
to run one. The Benelli Super-90 came 
in second at 33, followed by the Win-
chester SuperX2 at 18. Curiously, a 
pump gun (the Remington 870) came 
in fourth, with eight shooters bringing 
one to the match. 

Digging deeper into the data, we 
found the Remington 1100/11-87 
most popular in Open division, field-
ing 24 guns against Benelli's nine. 
However, that dominance faded in 
Tactical. There, the Remington 1100 
had the largest number of devotees 
(28) but the various Benellis (24 total) 
and the SuperX2 (16) held compara-
ble shares of the market. 

Rifle Choice 
The AR-15 has long dominated the 

USPSA Multi-Gun market (117 out of 
129 responses), but that's only part of 
the story. 

Many of the AR-15's used in our 
sport are "parts guns," with upper and 
lower receivers made by different 
manufacturers. In fact, 54 people had 
guns with non-matching upper re-
ceivers. 

These uppers come from a dizzy-
ing array of builders, spanning rhe 
gamut from DPMS to Hack-Fu, to the 
MidSouth Tactical Network. Of the 
many choices, JP Enterprises was most 
popular, fielding 14 non-matching up-
pers. 

Optics Choice 
Here we focused on only a few 

things: 

1. Do you use a variable-power 

According to Kim Williams (who 
served in registration), a number of 
competitors felt our question about 
"Did you bring any buckshot?" was a 
trick, intended to expose illegal equip-
ment. In years past, some ranges have 
placed bans on buckshot to help pre-
vent bending their steel targets. No. 4 
buck in particular has a reputation for In lower receivers, we had a four- 
decisively flattening even the heaviest 	way split. JP led the field (26), fol- 
steel target, and the popularity of 00 	lowed by Colt (23), Bushmaster (20) 
buck for self-defense loads is leg- 	and DPMS (20). Armalite and a dozen 
endary. For the record, those bans are 	others picked up the remaining fifth of 
not anything laid down from on high 	the field. 
by NROI. In Multi-Gun competition, 
buckshot is legal for use on steel tar-
gets, and 17 people made use of it in 
Oregon. 
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NEIN A IJNPRIMED BRASS 

38 LUGER  
82X25 TOKAREV  

380 AUTO  
9MM  
WAN LARGO  
9 SUPER COMP {8%231  
358 TSW  
38 SUPER  
38 SUPER+P  
3a supEn COMP  
38 TJ 

38 LONG COLT  
30 SPECIAL  
357 MAG  
357 SIG  
40 SAW  
.6MM  
0 SUPER  
5  GAP  

45 AUTO  
45 AUTO RIM  
45 COLT  
450 MAG  
500 SAW RAG 

Call 
Or 

check 

web 

site 

for 
prices. 

scope? Yes: 70 No: 57 
2. Do you use an illuminated "dot 

scope?" (Aimpoint, Trijicon 
ACOG, etc.) Yes: 69 No: 59 

3. Do you have more than one 
sighting system on your rifle? Yes: 
54 No: 74 

Remember, these numbers are cu-
mulative, so for the optics questions, 
it's prudent to remove the 18 Limited 
division questionnaires. When you do, 
the popularity of multiple aiming sys-
tems (frequently featuring a small dot 
scope) and variable scopes becomes 
more evident. 

Reloading Behavior 
muiti-uun is the province of fac-

tory ammo. Across the divisions we 
found a relatively' strong preference 
for factory match ammo, even in pis-
tol (27 out of 131). Using factory 
ammo for rifle was very popular (87), 
but was dwarfed by the near-universal 
use of factory shotshells (121). Con-
siderably more practiced with re- 

loaded ammo (110 pistol, 59 title, 31 
shotgun), but many left their reloads 
at home. 

Slug Choice 
Not surprisingly, the Remington 

low-recoil slug held a strong lead (61), 
trailed by Federal (30) Winchester 
(13) and Wolf (7). What we can't sort 
out (at this point) is the influence of lo-
cal availability. Traveling 3-Gunners 
have been known to buy shotshells 
vvhen they arrive in their destination 
city', rather than try to ship (or fly 
with) twenty pounds of shotshells. 
Could the local Wal-Mart and sport-
ing goods stores be playing a role in 
the relatively modest appearances by 
Brenneke (6), Fiocc.hi (6), and S&B 
(5)? What role did the USPSA Ammo 
program (www.uspsa.org/ammo/)  
play in the use of Remington low-re-
coil slugs? One couldn't ask for more 
convenient 3-Gun ammo delivery 
than that! 

The Limited Conundrum 
We don't have enough data at this 

point, but Limited seems to be rapidly 
evolving into "the Heavy Metal Divi-
sion." A quick look at the results on 
www.uspsa.org  shows 11 of 23 people 
with [HIVI] for Heavy Metal after their 
name. The remaining slice of competi-
tors is so small that sample sizes be-
come a problem. For example, the 
Remington 870 had six competitors 
using it here — more than a quarter of 
the field. Does that mean the 870 is 
that popular in Limited? For Heavy' 
Metal it certainly is, but for semi-auto-
based "Limited" it's a fringe player. 

We've only just begun gathering 
data on Multi-Gun events, so we can't 
tell you with any sort of empirical ob-
jectivity what's changing in our sport. 
However, the survey results of 2006 
give us somewhere to start. Now, 
when someone asks you "What shot-
gun is most popular in 3-Gun?" You 
have the answer. 

Tell `ern you saw it in Front 
Sight! 

Proven to P or 

Doug Koenig 
• 11 Time Masters 

Intematone/ Champron 
• 9 M1111 Brandi Cup Champion 

Bruce Plett 
• 3 ham Bianchi 

Cup Char-noon 
• 16 Time USPSA Naiceel Law 

Erlereemere Champion 
Proten to Perform Ills. • 5 Tune 3•Gun Tectreal 

•'.:1Match World 

WNW Jennie 
• 9 Thee USPSA 

National ChamMoo 
• 4 TIMEI IPSC 
World Champon 

ike these champions, 

Starline knows what 
it takes to become the 
best. We believe you 

must take the time to 
absorb feedback and 

then enhance your 
process. it's the 
attention to detail that 
helps Starline make 
the finest brass. case 
after case, shot after 
shot. Let us prove 

to you what these 
champions already 

know. a great 
shot starts with 
Starline Brass. 

This Ls a partial list Call tor a corrchwe 
do al peaducla ano prices or check Me 
wee ale 

Starline. 
Order factory direct on-line at WWW.st arlinebrass.com  

or call-$-800-280-6660. 

2006 Stanine Brass 

Made With Pride 
in the USA 
1300 W, Henry St. • Sedalia, MO 65301 
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Sturdy, lightweight, easy-rolling 
Shooting Cart holds 

all this and more: 
02 long guns and/or handguns 

*Ammo and empty shells 
*Shooting Bag *Accessories 

*2 drinks 
Patented Hook System securely holds, 

cushions and protects guns from stock and 
blueing wear, Cart maneuvers easily 
with pneumatic tires. hand & parking 

brakes. Folds compactly. 
Accessories available. 

qt.= 

3GED 
G EAR 

Call for 
current specials on 
Shooting Cart and/or 

Accessories! 
.„ 

800-784-4331 
www.ruggedgeancom 

CUSTOM 

GUN TALK By Bob Londrigan, Brazos Custom Gurm mks, 
,icomp.ne1 

Fitting a New Extractor 
Picture this: You're practicing for 

that big match coming up next week-
end and suddenly your gun starts 
throwing brass all over the place in-
stead of in the nice little pile it had 
been. When you check your pistol you 
find that the hook on the extractor has 
a big chip in it. Wouldn't it be nice if 
you knew how to install a new extrac-
tor yourself instead of having to send 
the gun to your pistolsmith? Installing 
and adjusting an extractor is one of 
those skills you need to have if you are 
going to be a putting a lot of rounds 
down range, and you want to keep 
your gun in good shape. 

I have seen very few extractors 
break with fewer than 25,000 rounds  

of use. However, once past that round 
count the odds of breakage increase. 
The odds of it breaking are still small 
but you know it will happen at the 
worst time, so it wouldn't hurt to have 
a backup already fitted (and tested). 
Also, extractors need to be adjusted pe-
riodically. Therefore, you need to 
know how to evaluate extractor ten-
sion and how to adjust accordingly. We 
vvill cover how to adjust the tension as 
part of the installation procedure. 

I'll approach this procedure as it 
you were building a gun from scratch 
because the tasks are almost the same 
as installing a replacement. Depending 
on how your gun is set up, you might 
be able to skip a couple of steps. 

To begin, we must fit the firing pin 

Proper extractor-to-case relation-
ship. Notice the inside of the extrac-
tor hook does not touch the outer 
edge of the case. 
stop. The firing pin stop should fit in 
the slide with a minimum of effort. 
First prep the slide by removing any 
burrs in the firing pin slot. Burrs can 
give you a false fir. Now prep the fir-
ing pin stop by chamfering the outside 
edges that ride in the firing pin slot in 
the slide. This is important because the 
cuts in the slide and the cut in the ex-
tractor have corners that often are not 
exactly square and we are going to fit 
the middle of the stop to the middle of 
the slot. 

Once you have done this, measure 
your slot and your firing pin stop to see 
how close they are in dimension. Af-
termarket firing pin stops are made 
oversize to fit the slot better and to al-
low for only a minimum amount of ro-
tation of the extractor (this is called 
"clocking"). However, some stops are 
more oversize than others — you will 
find measurements varying from 0.476 
to 0.484 inches. Once you have mea-
sured your slot, take a little off each 
side of the firing pin stop until it slides 
snugly into place in the slide. Make 
sure it goes all the way up into the slide. 
Test for this by inserting the firing pin 
and then sliding the stop in place. The 
firing pin should snap into the firing 
pin stop and there should be no drag 
on the firing pin. Sometimes the center 
raised portion of the firing pin stop 
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(the place the hammer hits) is too wide 
for the slide and causes problems. 
Other times it is the top of the stop that 
prevents full insertion. If you tap the 
stop in with a punch a few times you 
will usually see a bright spot where the 
contact is occurring. In either case, lo-
cate the appropriate surface and file off 
a little bit of the material. Go slow if it 
does not fit and make sure you are tak-
ing off material in the proper place. 

Once the firing pin stop has been fit 
to the slide it's time to fit the extractor. 
Again, you must first must do some 
prep work. Check to see that the firing 
pin stop slides in the slot in the extrac-
tor. It should not bind. If it does, take 
a little material off each side of the slot. 
Next, check to see if the extractor will 
fit into the hole in the slide. Often 
there are burrs in this hole that will 
bind the extractor. Clean them up so 
that the extractor fits the hole. Now 
prep the extractor hook. The bottom 
of the hook should be radiused both on 

Grams 
EN(dNEERIN( ; 

AN EXTENDED ADVANTAGE 

2435 Norse Ave.' Carta Mesa C4 frfi7 7 

Visit us at our website: 
www.GramsEngineering.com  

Phone: 94g-5-1g-3745 
Fax: 949-5.1X-8122 

want a snug fit, yet you should be able 
to slide it back and forth with finger 
pressure. 

Now check the hook to breechface 
clearance — you want approximately 
0.062 inch. You can use a 1/16 drill bit 
to check this. This clearance is needed 
so that the rim of the case can cam up 
under the hook without binding as it 
moves out of the magazine and up the 
breechface. If you do not have enough 
clearance take material off the back of 
the firing pin slot in the extractor until 
you have enough clearance. Tbo much 

New Range Officers, Aug/Sept 2006 
CASPER, LORI A 52479 CRO HOLT. BRADLEY A 52971 RO 
CRAFTON, DON TY-36965 CRO HUSSEY MICHAEL J A-36185 RO 
DANIELS, ROB TY-51041 CRO HUTA, DAVID TYE-51612 RO 
FAGUE, SCOTT F A-38337 CRO JEHL, WILLIAM TY-4329I RO 
HYATT, TONY L-1240 CRO JENSEN, STEVEN L-2717 RO 
KLOEPPEL, CHRIS TY 48380 CRO KIRCHHOFF, DENNIS A-56480 RO 
SCHRAEDER, RAYMOND E TY-43748 CRO KLESSER, CAROL FY-50060 RO 
VASILION CHRIS TY-46492 CRO KOSKIE, EDWARD C A-51037 RO 

LINDSAY JR, DENNIS A-53210 RO 
BEANE, SAMUEL TY-48969 RO MANGUBAT, ALVIN A-53008 RO 
BONSER, STEVE A-54139 RO MANLEY, RACHEL A-38977 RO 
BOUDREAUX JR, FORREST A-53269 RO MARCHAND, JOHN R A-50731 RO 
BOVVLES, CRAIG A. TY-37447 RO MARIER, ELDON L TY-47353 RO 
BROWN, CHARLIE TY-50797 RO MARIFR, FRANK ROBERT L-2606 RO 
BRUDER, G. SCOTT TY 38408 MARSH, CHRISTOPHER A-50508 RD 
BUEHLER, JOHN TY-41080 RD MARTIN, JAMES A A-50114 RD 
BUNCE, DAVID TY 51730 RD MARTIN, JR, JIM A-5093B RO 
BUNTING, JAMES P L-945 RO MCCARTER, DANIEL A-50245 RO 
CARNEVALE, SR, GARY G A 49835 RO MCDANIEL, GARY A-54942 RO 
CASANOVA, ADAM A-55057 HO MEDINA, ROGER G. TY-41015 RCI 
CASANOVA, JAMES A 54966 RO MELBY, NATE A-43412 90 
CASCHETTA, A.J. A-56527 RO MERRILL, LUKE A-54748 FIO 
CHIDESTER, ERYK A-55101 RO MYERS, JIM TY-51848 RO 
CHIDESTER, TENNILLE A-55091 RO NELSON, JUSTIN M. A-45460 RO 
CLARK, ALEXANDER TY-56207 RD NETTLES, ROGER A-53051 RO 
CLUZEL, JOHN A-55391 RO ORTEGA, CHRISTINE A-53944 RO 
COLLINS, DON TY-16957 RO PAYNE, MURDOCK A 1430 RO 
CORDOZA, CHRIS TY-53500 RO PINT, JOEL A-56524 RO 
CRAIG, JASON A-55206 RO PIZZOIATTO MIKE TY 55093 RO 
DANIELSON, MATTHEW A-55186 RO PRITCHETT, DAVID A-51670 RO 
DE MAIO, ANTHONY T A-49595 RO REGAN, KENNETH K TY-53243 RO 
DEVRIES, MATT TY-50479 RO SALMAN, HEIDI TY-44676 RO 
DUMOUCHELL, RICHARD A A-56415 RO SCHMIDTKE, BECKY L-2630 RO 
DYER, MICHAEL TY-51419 RO SCHOLL, WALTER A-53230 RO 
ETHRIDGE, MICHAEL A-55688 FIO SELCH, ALAN FY-47778 RO 
FLEURY MARY A-56132 RO SIMPSON, MATTHEW A-56813 RO 
FLEURY, PHILIP A-56106 RO SNIPES, ROGER TY-54269 RO 
FOX, DENISE H TY-55175 RO SPURNY, WILLIAM A-56814 RO 
FREITAS, PAUL TY-51073 RO STEWART, MARK TY-50403 HO 
FROELICH, SHAWN A-51322 RO STRUB, JEFFREY N. TY 26844 RO 
FUGETT, DEAN A-38741 RO STUCKY, SCOTT K. A-48700 RD 
GARRITY, DARREN A 56328 RO SY, ALLAND B. TY-40207 FiC1 
GEIGER, STEPFIEN H. TY-48155 F10 TRAHAN. JEFFERY TY-53721 RO 
GIBSON, TRAVIS A-55100 RO URBAN, CHRISTOPHER FY.31222 RO 
GRAHAM, STEVE TY-51325 RO VETTER, JASON TY-50690 RO 
GROSS, JEFF G A-35738 RO WHITBY, DALE A-56625 RO 
HARTLEy DOUGLAS A-55079 RO WILGUS, RANDY A-53631 RO 
HARVEY, ROBERT S. A-52254 RD WILSON, DAVID A 54473 
HAUPT, DAVID E. FY-50268 RO WRIGHT, GEORGE A-50763 RO 
HAUPT, SUSAN T. FY-50267 RO VETTER, NOAH A-50113 RO 
HESCOCK, SHAUN A 47826 RO ZEEB, CHRIS A-55214 RO 
HESS, MATTHEW C. TY-48570 Fi0 

Detail of the extractor hook. Do not thin the hook 

to get clearance, as it will weaken the 

hook and lead to premature breakage. 

the bottom side of the 
hook and on the inside un-
derside of the hook so that 
a round can cam up under-
neath the hook easily. 

Once this is done, insert 
the extractor into place in 
the slide and see if the fir-
ing pin stop will fit. If it 
does not, take a little mate-
rial off the side of the firing 
pin stop and re-check. 
Keep doing this until the 
firing pin stop fits. You 
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PRICE LIST 
(Prices subject to change witnout notice) 	Pr ■ cpS EffOCT,ve Seplember 1 20, 

At ALCO Target Company. we have a complete line of paper and cardboard 

targets. competition and custom targets for police training and qualification. 

IPSC, IDPA, NRA D-1, IALEFI, Port-A-Fold, Archery Targets, and more 

We Carry the Port-A-Fold Target System 
ISteel Plate option also available as shown below) 

Ideal tor IPSC, 
IDPA, D/ and 

Steel Plate 
Targets. 

When Open Height 
55'' Vididth. 20'' 

When Folded 
Closed. Length. 

30_26' x Width: 20" x • 
Helght 2.5- 

I.RS.C. TARGETS 
Target Prices Include 
I.PS.C. Royalty Fees 

A 

7ARGE7 
DC v.. Is, 	7/ / 

TM TARGET RASTERS 
1000 3/4" xi- pasters Per Roll 

Price Per Roll 
TM -1 KRAFT - $3.75 
TM -2 WHITE - $3.75 
TM -3 BLACK - $3.75 
IM -4 BUFF 	- $3.75 

TM -1 KRAFT - 48 ROLLS & UP $3.30 
IPSC 

18 1/8" x 29 15/16"0.A. 
Weight per 50: 20 
Weight per 100: 38 # 

50 Lot 	 @In 	 $32.50 50 
100 Lot 	 @.60 	 $60.00 100 
500 Lot P.53 	$265.00 50G 

1000 Lot g.50.. $500.00 1000 

CLASSIC 
46 CM X 58 CM 0 A 

Weight per 50. 16 At 
Weight per 100' 30 # 

Lot. .P.65. 	$32.50 
Lot 	 p.60. 	.$60.00 
Lot 	 P.53......$265.00 
Lot .50 	$500.00 

ROLL PATCHING TAPE 

WHITE 
3,'4' x 60 yds Tell 

BLACK 
3,4" x 60 yds roll 

1/$3.75 	 $3.75 1/$3.30 	 $3.30 
6/$3.60 	 $21.60 6/$3.10 	 $18.60 

12/$3.40 	 $40.80 12/$3 00 	 $36.00 
24/$3.25 	 $78.00 24/$2.75 	 $66.00 
413/$3.10 ....$148.80 48/$2.60 ....$124 80 

TANNEUTRAL 
almost imositoa 3 4 X 00 yds rol 

	

1/$2.90 	$2.90 

	

6/$2.70 	$16.20 

	

12/$2.55 	$30.60 

	

24/$2.40 	$57.60 

	

48/$2.25 	$108.00 

AU_ PRICES ARE F.O.B. DUARTE, CA - PAYABLE BY CHECK, CASH, MONEY ORDER OR CREDIT CARDS 

CALIFORNIA SALES ADD 8 25% TAX 
SHIPPING AND HANDLING COSTS 

TARGETS. prtone wra• lot cost 

T-M INDUSTRIES 
L:SPSA IPS ' • nse #TM-IO2 

/SL- 

ALCO TARGET COMPANY 
N.R.4. License e32 

Louis Wurth. General Manager 
2048 Central Avenue • Duarte. CA 91010 

Tel. (626) 358-4814 • Fax (626) 301 -9084 • Toll Free: 0388) 258-4814 

Visit our on-line store at www.alcotarget.com  

VISA 

Fitted firing pin stop. 

clearance can lead to the extractor con-
tacting the extractor bevel on the brass. 
You need just the right amount. Do not 
take material off the hook to solve this 
problem - you will thin the hook and 
this will lead to breakage later on. 

Next check the extractor tension. 
A round should slide up under the 
hook smoothly but it should be held 
firmly by the extractor. Too much ten-
sion is better than too little. If you get 
too much tension rounds will not feed 
completely under the extractor. Not 
enough breechface clearance or cam 
up angle on the hook can also cause 
this. Back off the tension a little by 
bending the extractor a little at a time 
until you get the right tension. Bend 
mostly towards the front half of the ex-
tractor. Reassemble the gun and check 
for extractor contact with the barrel. If 
this occurs take material off the end of 
the extractor or remove a little from 
the barrel. 

Once you have everything set up 
properly, take the gun out and test fire 
it. Remember that you may also havc 
to adjust the ejector a little after in 
stalling a new extractor. Info on ad-
justing the ejector can be found at 
www.brazoscustom.com  in the "Maga-
zine Articles" section. 
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What is true custom work? 
Custom work is more than just letting you pick your options. All of my guns are designed from top to bottom with 
one thing in mind — to maximize fit and performance for each individual customer. I consult with you to learn what 
type of gun you need, what size your hands are, how well you control recoil, which set of options works best for you, 
and many other factors. Only after this consultation will we decide what your gun will took like — what it will weigh — 
how it will handle — how I will cut it to fit your hand. Our collaboration will ensure build you a gun that lets you 
perform to the best of your ability — now and ill the future. 

fflositstleXtreseltwel 
hr 

. 	• 	.• 

Brazos Custom  

BCOPro 	MIX= 

Speed, handling, and balance in one package 

Radically lightened, short slide for extreme speed 
Balances, points, and handles like a limited gun 

Poppleholes drilled in barrel for flat shooting performance 
Poppleholes combined with Thundercomp 2 create a tuned compensation system 

Tuned and balanced compensation system results in a flat, soft shooting gun 
Pressure is directed away from the shooter allowing better dot tracking 

Check out the website for more technical details on why this is the gun for you 

fii0aiminj 

1.717rr Flrazos us: ° 4211 
Omerr• 

BCG Pro Series - Limited 
Tuned for ultra reliability 

Low total weight for fast transitions 
Reciprocating parts lightened for reduced recoil 

Configured to match your shooting style: 
Long/Short dust cover, BulliBushing barrel, 

Tungsten/Steel guide rod 

BCG Pro Series — Open 
Tuned for ultra reliability 

Extensive lightening cuts for quick transitions 
13-port compensator shoots flat and soft 

Offset scope mount for ejection clearance 
Designed from the bottom up for performance 

Brazos Custom Gunworks 
WWW.BRAZOSCUSTOM.COM  

Bob Londngan — Pistolsmith 
11348 FM 56 Morgan, TX 76671 Priorre 254-622-2245 
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USPSA Board of 
Directors Meeting: 

March 4-5, 2006 — Dallas, TX 

Present: 
President-Michael Voigt, 

Vice President-John 
Amidon, Executive Di-
rector-Dave Thomas, 
Area 1-Bruce Gary, 
Area 2-Chris Endersby, 
Area 3-Emanuel Bragg, 
Area 4-Kenneth Hicks, 
Area 5-Gary Stevens, 
Area 6-Charles Bond, 
Area 7-Rob Boudrie, 
Area 8-George Jones 

Saturday, March 4, 
2006 

9:05 a.m. 
President Michael Voigt 

called the meeting to 
order. 

1: Approval of agenda. 

Area 1 moved to accept 
the agenda. 

Area 5 seconded. 
Passed. 
New: Area 8 moved to 

add a review of the 
standing committees 
and to appoint a 

nominating committee to 
the agenda. 

Area 5 seconded. 
Passed 

2: Approval of Directors ac-
tions in 2005. 

The President moved to 
approve the actions 
taken by the board on 
behalf of USPSA in 

2005. 
Area 1 seconded. 
Passed. 

3: Approval of earlier 2005 
BOD minutes. 

The President moved to 
accept the 2005 BOD 
minutes to date as pub-
lished. 

Area 2 seconded. 
Passed. 

4: Classification Committee 
Report. 

BOD discussion concern- 

ing a single classifica-
tion, a dual classifica-
tion system for 

optic/iron sight divisions 
and several other op-
tions were discussed to 
give the 

classification committee 
direction for future 
proposals. 

9:26 a.m. 

5: Point Series Committee 
Report. 

Division 2006 Registra-
tion to Date Total 2005 

Open 14 18 
Limited 09 25 
Limited 10 06 08 
Production 07 09 
Revolver 05 04 
Single Stack 02 N/A 
Match Directors are en- 

couraged to register 
shooters for the Point 
Series at all 2006 Point 

Series matches. 
Charles Bond, Chairman 
Area 6 Director 
9:32 a.m. 

6: Bylaw Committee Re-
port. 

No report was presented. 

7: Marketing Committee 
Report. 

The hoard directed the 
marketing committee 
to develop a policy and 
rate schedule for 

web site advertising. 
10:15 a.m. 

8: Finance Committee Re-
port. 

The finance committee 
reported that the associ-
ation showed positive 
cash flow in 2006 

and was able to increase 
cash reserves. 

10:19 a.m. 

9: Audit Committee Report. 

The audit was just corn- 

pleted at Sedro Wool-
ley. The Audit Report 
will be presented to the 
BOD for approval 
when completed by the 
auditors. 

New: Director NROI 
Periodic update report 

Director NROI Periodic 
update report 3/3/06 

So far this year, there has 
been 6 matches with 
their COF's approved, 
the break down is: 

One Nationals—Single 
Stack 

Two Area Champi-
onships 

Four others, one level II 
and three Level III 

Currently there are two 
pending approval, wait-
ing for stage corrections 
and form C to be sent. 

With Rob's help, vve have 
in place, the RM and 
TD renewal process on 
line, they enter their 
own matches worked 
and other info, and if 
verified, they maintain 
their certification. 

Again with Rob's help, 
we have an online post-
ing system to the match 
calendar, NROI regu-
lates the pending status 
and once approval has 
been verified, either by 
a SC CRO if a level II or 
by NROI's signing of 
the form C, status is up-
graded to approved by 
NR01. 

NROI report for the BOD. 

Recap of 2005 classes, 
there were a total of 28 
classes taught in 2005, 
25 were RO and 3 were 
CRO, these resulted in 
738 new certifications, 
some of the CRO certi-
fications came from the 
CRO correspondence 
course, which had 36 
applicants with 19 of 
them completing the 
course. We also had 2 
new TD's certified and 
2 new RM's, the total 
breakdown is 605 
RO's, 129 CRO's, 2 
RM's and 2 TD's 

2006 is off to a great 
start, currently we have 

13 classes on the board 
right now with 9 wait-

, ing for finalization, 
which is 22 classes al-
ready for 2006, remem-
ber, we had only 28 to-
tal for 2005. 

We added a new instruc-
tor for 2006, that brings 
us to a total of 9 who 
will be teaching classes 
effective this year, 
seems we added just in 
time for a busy season. 

Regards, 
John Amidon 
Director NROI 
10:26 am 

10: Change in designation 
of the equipment fund to the 
equity fund. 

Area 1 moves that we re-
move "equipment" as a 
specific board-desig-
nated fund, and that 
any existing amounts in 
that fund be transferred 
to general operating ac-
counts. 

Area 6 seconded. 
Passed. 
10:36 a.m. 

11: Merging the building 
and marketing funds into a 
single marketing fund. 

Area 1 moves that we re-
move "building" as a 
specific board-desig-
nated fund, and that 
any existing amounts in 
that fund be transferred 
to the marketing fund. 

Area 3 seconded. 
Passed 
10:50 a.m. 

12, 13, 14: Employee 
Salaries 

Area 1 moves to table. 
Area 4 seconded. 
10:52 a.m. 

15: 2007 World Team qual-
ification matches. 

Area 1 moves the minutes 
reflect that proposals 
for World Team Quali-
fication matches must 
be received at the 
USPSA office on or be-
fore 7/31/2006. Con-
tact the USPSA office 
for criteria and submis- 
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Eteleet Tote. 
Jacketed Bullets - Swaged Bullets 

Norm & Jolene Bjelland 
406.755.2717 

400-18th Street East 
800.755.2717 P.0 Box 9050 
Fax:406.755.5454 Ka!ispell. MT 59901 

e-mail. bulletsgmontanagoldbullet.com  

sion procedures. This 
information may be re-
leased for immediate 
posting on the USPSA 
website. 

Area 3 seconded. 
Passed 
11:15 a.m. 

16: 2006 National Champi-
onships 

The board was briefed on 
the progress of each 
Nationals venue. The 
BOD was also briefed 
that the online waiting 
list for 2006 Nationals 
slots will go "live" May 
1st, 2006 at 12:00 mid-
night EST (the first sec-
ond of May 1st). 

12:00 pm 

Area 1 moves to adjourn for 
lunch. 

Area 2 seconded. 

1:28 pm Meeting is called 
back into session by Presi-
dent Michael Voigt. 

1:29 p.m. 

Area 1 moves the meeting 
enter Executive Session. 

Area 5 seconded. 
3:30 pm 

Area 8 moves the meeting 
come out of Executive Ses-
sion. 

Area 7 seconded. 

Area 1 !Doves to remove 
agenda items 12-14 Em-
ployee Salaries from the 
table. 

Area 5 seconded. 

Budget — Area 1 moves to 
direct the Executive Direc-
tor to revise the 2006 bud-
get to reflect the adjusted 
salaries as approved by the 
Board, effective retroactive 
to 1/1/06. 

Area 6 seconded. 
Passed 
3:58 p.m. 

17: Future National Cham-
pionship Sites. 

The President updated 
the board on future Na-
tional Championship 
sites. 

4:13 p.m. 

18: IPSC President's Coun-
cil Meeting Panama 

The President updated 
the board members on 
the meeting in Panama. 

4:41 p.m. 

19: IPSC and USPSA-Plan-
ning for the Future 

Area 1 moves to table. 
Area 2 seconded. 
4:42 p.m. 

20: 1911 Single Stack Divi-
sion holster discussion. 

The board discussed 
drop-down style hol-
sters and whether they 
fall into the current 
rules. 

The board advised that 
there should be a state-
ment made for immedi-
ate release concerning 
this style of holster. 

Released statement - Sin-
gle Stack Holsters Hol-
ster rules for the USPSA 
Single Stack Division 
will continue as written 
through 2006. The 
BOD felt it was in the 
best interest of the 
growth of 1911 Single 
Stack Division to not 
change any rules before 
2007 if at all possible. 
The BOD is gathering 
data throughout 2006 
to revise the rules for 
2007 to keep the pur-
pose and design of 
1911Single Stack Divi-
sion from being diluted. 
Expect changes in 
2007. 

5:44 p.m. 

21: Should we adopt a sin-
gle classification for all divi-
sions? 

Area 1 moves to table. 
Area 5 seconded. 
5:54 pm 

24: Policy allowing clubs to 
deny participation to indi-
viduals which were termi-
nated from USPSA member-
ship by action of the Board 
of Directors. 

Area I moves to table. 
Area 5 seconded. 

25: Mandatory USPSA 
membership to compete in 
all USPSA matches? 

Area 1 moves to table. 
Area 5 seconded. 
5:55 p.m. 

26: Web match calendar 
listing and Point Series Pol-

icy. 

The 
board 
was up-
dated on 
how the 
web 
match 
calendar 
was com-
ing along 
and dis-
cussed 
what 
level 
matches 
should be 
listed on 

the calendar. 

"USPSA will be offering a 
free service which will 
allow affiliated clubs to 
list all local matches on 
the USPSA.ORG  web 
site by January 1, 2007. 
The board will be con-
sidering a policy of in-
cluding only Level II 
and above matches on 
the Major Match calen-
dar and Major Match 
results section." 

6:00 p.m. 

27: USPSA official match 
ammunition program. 

The board was given an 
update on the official 
match arnmunition pro-
gram and discussed 
drawing up a standard 
form for shooters to 
use. 

7:00 pm 

Area 1 moves to adjourn the 
meeting. 

Area 2 seconded. 

Sunday, March 5, 2006 
Officers Presenr: Presi• 

dent-Michael 	Voigt, 
Vice 	President-John 
Amidon, Executive 

Director-Dave Thomas 
Directors Present: Area 

1-Bruce Gary, Area 2 - 

Chris Endersby, Area ;- 
Emanuel Bragg, Area 4 
Kenneth Hicks, Area 5- 
Gary Stevens, Area () - 

Charles Bond, Area 7 - 

Rob Boudrie, Area 8 - 

George Jones 
8:10 am 

President Michael Voigt 
called the meeting to order 

10:25 arn 

Area 6 moved to go into Ex-
ecutive Session. 

Area 4 seconded. 
10:55 a.m. 

Area 6 moved to come out 
of Executive Session. 

Area 2 seconded. 

Area 4 moves to ratify the 
suspension of Denise Minor 
(L600) resulting in termina- 
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vvit: 

The United States Practical Shooting 
Association will offer and promote 
IPSC competition within the 
United States, in accordance with 
IPSC rules, and in doing so fully 
satisfies its obligations under the 
IPSC constitution 4.1nd affiliation 
agreement. 

Separately, the United States Practi-
cal Shooting Association will offer 
and promote other forms of shoot-
ing competition within the United 
States, in accordance with such 
rules, policies and procedures as it 

New Masters 
June-Sept 2006 

New Open Grand Masters 
Bridgman, Joe A25586 

Norris, A44276 
Flan. Joseph N. A29071 

Widmer. Gregory R At1977 

New Open Masters 
Bean, John v44986 

Booth, Hunter A43995 
Champion, Kevin TY41960 
Dean, Tom A44698 
Ilarina, Alvin TY49771 

Lee, Athena A45104 

Mcgee, Bobby A44034 
Mchugh 	M.d., Bernie G. TY50501 
Mouret, John A. TY44873 
Ramirez, Jr., Robert F A37520 

Stanley, Eric Lee L2443 
Stredle, Jahn P A23320 
Upchurch, C1Int TY52287 

Walsh, Cliff L2519 

tion of USPSA membership, effective 
immediately. 

Area 6 seconded. 
Passed. 

Area 4 moves to ratify the suspension 
of Arnie Christianson (L2323) result-
ing in termination of USPSA member-
ship, effective immediately. Seconded 
by the President. Passed. 

11:06 am 

25: Mandatory USPSA membership to 
compete in all USPSA matches. 

Area 8 moves to pull off the table. 
Area 2 seconded. 
Discussion, no action taken. 
11:10 am 

24: Policy allowing clubs to deny par-
ticipation to individuals which were 
terminated from USPSA by action of 
the Board of Directors. 

Area 1 moves to pull off the table. 
Area 6 seconded. 
Discussion, no action taken. 
11:27 am 

19: 1PSC and USPSA-Planning for the 
future. 

Area I moves to pull off table. 
Area 2 seconded. 

Area 1 moves as follows: 

Insofar as the International Practical 
Shooting Federation (IPSC) and its 
sole recognized affiliate for the 
United States region, The United 
States Practical Shooting Associa-
tion (USPSA) share a common in-
terest in promoting shooting com-
petition, and; 

Insofar as USPSA has historical, 
practical and reasonable needs to 
deviate in several and various ways 
from the IPSC rules for the con-
duct of shooting competitions 
within the United States, and has 
continuously maintained a long-
standing precedent for doing so, 
and; 

Insofar as neither IPSC nor USPSA 
desire to detrimentally affect their 
current affiliation, nor to detri-
mentally affect the image or oper-
ations of the other, 

The Board of the United States Prac-
tical Shooting Association hereby 
declares its desire to resolve this is-
sue in a manner that benefits the 
interests of both organizations, to 

Gasid, Kert A. 	 TY33364 
Lougee, James 	 TY28804 
Puente, Ted C 	 TY42094 

New Limited 10 Masters 
Carroll, Kevin C TY33759 
Casse11. Jeff A48971 
Doyle, Patrick TY48936 
Hodgdon, Charles F A20728 
Hostetter, Robert L. L2096 
Jonasson, Nils FY48138 
Makkos, Dean A38577 
Peek, Peter A53317 
Rock, Jay A50407 
Sotnrrio, Rene A. L2554 
Walsh, Cliff L2519 
Wright, Robert A. TY34339 

New Production Grand 
Masters 
irickson, Dave A41532 
Hill, Jahn P FY42385 

Mallon, Ara A23079 

New Limited Grand Masters New Production Masters 
Hostetter, Hobert L2096 Avery, Ronald E. L2741 

Tag, Alan TY51215 Cargill, Cliff L1610 

Coley. Shane A. TY51938 

New Limited 'Wasters Degracia, Jeffrey A56592 

Bridgman, Joe A25586 Duncan, John M. TY42435 

Campbell. Zach A54497 Fuson, Eric A55840 

Cfough, Steve F54898 Hostetter, Robert L. L2096 

Cottell, George R. L1530 Jonasson, Nils FY48138 

Dougherty, Darryl A19231 Keen, Chris TY46956 

Foley, Michael TY47474 Mackey, Jay TY54207 

Kaczorowski. Joel A55192 Ovaert Lee TY23850 

Kimme, Douglas J. CA30 Redovian, Richard FY10937 

Lane, Antoine A50592 Stanley, Eric Lee L2443 

Mlekush, Monte TY30704 Swenson, Trapr TY41231 

Norris, B.j. A44276 Trout, Matthew D. TY40855 

Parry, Ilex TY35832 Whitelaw, Grady FY3/5 

Platt, Joseph N. A29071 Widmer, Gregory R A1197/ 

Reid, Bryan F. 

Sotorno, Rene A. 

A46688 

L2564 New Revolver Grand Masters 
Walsh, Clifi L2519 Jonasson, Nils FY43138 

Watts li, Harold TY45789 Parker. David A53502 

Williams, Hal A49640 Walsh. Cliff L2519 

Zerwas, Steven E. L2504 
New Revolver Masters 
Carmoney, Mike 
Sardine, John T. 

deems appropriate, with specific 
details established by further ac-
tion of the Board. 

Because the United States Practical 
Shooting Association currently op-
erates under an existing IPSC 
waiver granting authority for a 
United States rulebook, and be-
cause it is our mutual desire to 
minimize any disruption to com-
petitors within the United Stares, it 
is reasonable and necessary for the 
IPSC Executive Council to ap-
prove our request for an extension 
of the current rulebook waiver 
through 12/31/2007. 

New Limited 10 Grand Mas-
ters 
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USPSA Board of Directors 
On-Line Vote: Aug 14-18, 2006 

This approach in no way represents a viola-
tion of the IPSC Constitution or the affilia-
tion agreement currently in effect between 
USPSA and IPSC, and in fact represents a 
resolution to a long-standing conflict and a 
substantial growth opportunity for both or-
ganizations. Accordingly, the Board of the 
United States Practical Shooting Associa-
tion directs its President, as the Regional 
Director for the US Region of IPSC, to com-
municate this direction to the IPSC Execu-
tive Council. 

Area 4 seconded. 
Passed 
11:50 am 

Area 1 moves for USPSA to make announce-
ment release re: agenda item 19: IPSC and 
USPSA-Planning for the future. 

Area 8 seconded. 
Passed 
12 noon 

New: Area.8 moves that the Executive Director 
revise existing policy to permit up to 6 classifiers 
at a special classifier match, and to revise the fee 
schedule as appropriate. Revised policy will go 
into effect on a date to be announced later. 

Area I seconded. 
Passed 
12:23 pm 

New: Area 8 moves to ratify the Tulsa contract. 

Area 4 seconded. 
Passed 

New: Motion to select Nominating committee. 
The board result is Area 8-Chairman, Area 2, 
Area 3 members. 

Moved by Area 1 
Area 4 seconded. 
Passed 
1:00 pm 

Area 6 moves to adjourn 

Area 8 seconded. 

Title: Production Approval 
Numbers 

Date of Motion: 8/14/06 12:51 
AM 

Closed: 8/16/06 12:00 AM 
Submitted by: President 
Seconded by: Area2 
Status: Posted 
Result: Passed 
Motion: "For a handgun to be 

approved on the Production 
gun list, it must first meet the 
requirements as outlined in 
appendix D9 of the current 
USPSA handgun rules. Sec-
ondly, the NROI manufac-
turer's declaration form must 
be submitted to NROI, stating 
that a minimum of 2000 have 
been manufactured and avail-
able to the general public. 
Once NROI has reviewed the 
handgun, and has received the 
signed manufacturer's decla-
ration, the handgun will be 
approved for USPSA Produc-
tion division and posted to the 
approved list as well as a state-
ment made on the USPSA web 
site." 

Areal: Yes 
Area2: Yes 
Area3: Yes 
Area4: Yes 
Area5: Yes 
Area6: Yes 
Area7: Yes, Rollcall Requested 
Area8: Yes 

President: Yes 

Title: Limited/Limited 10 
Approval Numbers 
Date of Motion: 8/14/06 
12:54 AM 
Closed: 8/16/06 12:00 A/v1 
Submitted by: President 
Seconded by: Area2 
Status: Posted 

Result: Passed 
Motion: "For a handgun to be 

approved for USPSA Limited 
or USPSA Limited 10 divi-
sions, it must first meet the re-
quirements as outlined in ap-
pendix D7 or D8 of the cur-
rent USPSA handgun rules. 
Secondly, the NROI manufac-
nirer's declaration form must 
be submitted to NROI, stating 
that a minimum of 500 have 
been manufactured and avail-
able to the general public. 
Once NROI has reviewed the 
handgun, and has received the 
signed manufacturer's decla-
ration, the handgun will be 
approved for USPSA Lim-
ited/Limited 10 division and 
posted to the approved list as 
well as a statement made on 
the USPSA web site." 

Areal: Yes 
Area2: Yes 
Area3: Yes 
Area4: Yes 
Area5: Yes 
Area6: Yes 
Area7: Yes, Rollcall Requested 
Area8: Yes 
President: Ye, 

Title: Policy Release/ 
Effective Date 

Date ot Nlotion: 8/16/06 03:12 
PM 

Closed: 8/18/06 12:00 AM 
Submitted by: President 
Seconded by: Area2 
Status: Posted 
Result: Passed 
Motion: Results of both mo-

tions be released immediately. 
Both policy changes will be ef-
fective immediately. 

Area2: Yes 
Area.5: Yes 
Area6: Yes 

Cameras roll as past national Area7: Yes, Rollcall Requested 
champion Bennie Cooney leaps Area8: Yes 
into action with the pistol. 	President: Yes 
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WHEELGUNS continued from page 9. 

Coralville, Iowa, Police Department it 
may be just another day at the office. 

Mike Carmoney led a contingent of 
shooters from Iowa and bested World 
Shoot XIV competitor "El Conquista-
dor," Cliff Walsh, who flew. in from 
Florida. Mike shot a near perfect 
match, stumbling a bit only on Stage 8, 
a relatively small 45-point affair. Cliff 
hung in tight but jet lag must have 
caught up with him on Stage 5, where 
a slow time sealed his second place fin-
ish. 

Then there's Roger Davis of Okla-
homa. What can one say but WOW! 
Roger shoots a S&W 686 with speed 
loaders, using ininor-factor ammuni-
tion! His reloads give up nothing to a 
moon clipped 625, but he didn't be-
come an ICORE Open Revolver Mas-
ter by luck — there's a fierce competi-
tor lurking behind that quiet facade! 
Roger beat out Arkansas's Mike Luttrel 
by just two match points for third over-
all and the "B" Class win. 

Another Speed Loading competi-
tor, Mike Widebrook, muscled his 
Ruger GP100 .357 Magnum around in 
full major-factor trim, placing at 69 
percent. 

Amid the autoloaders, the Limited 
10 Overall Winner and Kansas State 
Limited 10 Division Champion, Joe 
Hemmer, won his victory during the 
first day's blazing heat. He posted 
scores that would trounce the other ten 
Limited 10 competitors by more than 
10 percent. Joe, Jim Mistier and Scott 
Lane ran neck-and-neck until a penalty. 
on Stage 2 tripped Jim up, landing him 
in second overall. An off-pace run of 
steel on Stage 4 pushed Scott down to 
third, but still good enough for a " B" 
Class win. 

in Open Division, local speedster 
Rick Byfield edged out John AuII for 
Overall and State Champion by 
.172%. Here again we had a horse 
race leading throughout the match, 
with the win decided during the final 
course. On Stage I Rick showed why  

there's a Grand in front of that M by 
scorching through the stage in 15.3 
seconds, besting John's time by more 
than two seconds. John still claimed 
the "M" Class win and J.D. Smith took 
both third and Super Senior. 

In Limited Division Chad Ruther-
ford came down from Iowa and 
claimed his usual trophy for High 
Overall in Limited Division. Chad's a 
machine, posting the largest winning 
percentage differential (17 percent) of 
any division. Gary Lawrence took sec-
ond and became the Kansas State Lim-
ited Champion. Douglas Stephens cap-
tured fourth overall and high "B" class. 

In Production Jay Mackey Sr. beat 
up on his son Jay Jr. for the High Over-
all. Jay Jr. was second with 89 percent 
of Dad, 13 percent ahead of third place 
Mark Hoeppner. Joe Lopez took 
fourth overall and won "C" Class 
along with the Kansas Production Di-
vision Champion title. 

While the Capital City Practical 
Shooters have hosted the Sunflower 
Classic for several years, this time they 
upgraded it to a sectional — the first 
one in Kansas for many years. With the 
able leadership of Kansas's new section 
coordinator, Jerry Nelson, the future is 
looking much better for Kansas. His 
first year as Section Coordinator and 
he jumps in and gets a sectional — that 
can only mean one thing. It's going to 
get better! 

CZ USA has sponsored the Sun-
flower Classic for many years and con-
tinued their support when that match 
morphed into a sectional. Another ma-
jor sponsor was Randy Lee of Apex 
Tactical, catering mostly to the re-
volver side of the house. He donated 
several expensive certificates for re-
volver action work and parts. If you 
haven't heard of Apex, you must not be 
a revolver enthusiast. Randy can get a 
double action revolver pull down to 
four pounds, and he's still not satisfied. 
His work is top notch and smooth as 
glass. Hogue donated a bunch of their 
fabulously popular grips. Prairie Skies 
had three of their Moon Caddies on 
the table — revolver shooters gotta' 
have a cool way to store their loaded  

moon clips. One went to the High Re-
volver Shooter, but Mike Carmoney 
already had one. He graciously do-
nated the moon caddie he was to get 
this year to our lady revolver competi-
tor. Classy move Mike. How many 
times do you see a division winner 
hand over their prize? 

A big thank you goes out to all of 
the sponsors, volunteers, range offi-
cers, and competitors. Hope to see all 
of you again next year. 

For a complete listing of the Match 
Results see the USPSA website or 
http://www.capitalcitygunclub.com/pis  
tol/ccps.html 

Limited Division 
Lhad Rutherford HOA 

A 	Gary Lawrence Kansas State 
Champion 
Tanner Cunningham 3rd OA, 
High Junior 

• Stephen Douglas 
• Shelby Smith 
• Dave Anderson 

Open Division 
Rick Bytield HOA, Kansas State 
Champion 
John Au11 
J.D. Smith High Super Senior 
Austin Griffith 
Norm Chamberlain 

Revolver Division 
.MNI) Mike Carmoney HOA 
M 	Cliff Walsh 
B Roger Davis 
Ni 	Dave Williams Kansas State 

Champion 
C 	Steve Jensen 
C 	Stephanie Luttrell High Lady 

Production Division 
A 	Jay Mackey Sr. HOA 
B 	Jay Mackey Jr. 	High B, 2nd 

OA, High Junior 
C 	Joe Lopez High C, Kansas State 

Champion 
D Brett Kuhns 
(: 	 LeAnn Robertson High Lady 

Limited 10 Division 
1 
	

Joe Hemmer 
HOA, Kansas State Champion 
Scott Lane 
Tom Champion 

Emit 
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INSIDf 

NROI continued from page 4. 

Answer 
First let me say that the command 

is "are you ready?" which I admit, is a 
question. But if you read 8.3.2, it states 
that failing to give a negative response 
indicates that they fully understand 
the COF. 

The competitor does not have to 
respond (though it is a courtesy), I usu-
ally wait two seconds and if no indica-
tion of any kind and the shooter has 
taken the start position, I simply state 
"standby." 

Targets Not Repaired 
To whom it may concern, 

This happened at a local match and 
I did not like the decision. However, if 
-this were to happen at a major match, 
can you please clarify.. 

What is the proper ruling for tar-
gets not pasted, prior to a competitor 
shooting a course. I don't quite under-
stand the rule book here? 

At a match last week, after shoot-
ing a course of fire, it was found that 
some of the targets had not been 
pasted after the previous shooter had 
completed and been scored. What is 
the correct call for the RO. ? Is it to 
award the best two shots on that tar-
get? Or to award a reshoot? Or let the 
competitor choose before hearing 
their time and score? To me the rule 
book is a little gray here when it talks 
about... whether or not the RO can ac-
curately score the targets. 

Answer 
First let ine say that for targets not 

to be pasted after every competitor is 
a reflection wholly on the RO, it is the 
RO's job to give everyone the same 
fair opportunity. By not checking a 
simple thing like this, the RO is affect-
ing the "level-ness" of the playing 
field. However, everyone is human, 
and mistakes are made. 

Rule US9.1.4 was made mainly due 

to this human error, it reads: 

Unrestored targets - If, following 
completion of a course of fire by a 
previous competitor, one or more 
targets have not been properly 
patched or taped for the competi-
tor being scored, the Range Offi-
cer must judge whether or not an 
accurate score can be determined. 
If there are extra scoring hits or 
questionable penalty. hits thereon, 
and it is not obvious which hits 
were made by the competitor be-
ing scored, the affected competi-
tor must be ordered to reshoot the 
course of fire. 

If the RO cannot determine which 
hits were the shooter's, there is no 
other option than a reshoot, we do not 
award the highest hits, nor allow the 
competitor to choose, I can either 
score your target, or I can't. If I can't, 
it's a reshoot. 

Penalties, Penalties 
I have tvvo questions on penalties 

at a Level I club match that need your 
ruling for future use. 

1. Course of fire (see attachment) 
has seven poppers, PP1-PP3 are to he 
engaged from Box A only and PP4- 
PP7 from Box B only. Shooter en-
gaged PP1 and PP3 from Box A, 
moved to Box B and engaged PP4-PP7 
plus the forgotten PP2. What's the rul-
ing on this? 

2. Course description states that all 
targets are to be engaged with a mini-
mum of two rounds each. Shooter en-
gaged all targets with two rounds ex-
cept for the last target, where he ran 
out of ammo and engaged the target 
with only one round. Should there be 
any penalty for not fulfilling the 
course requirement of engaging all tar-
gets with a minimum of two rounds? 

Answer 
1. One procedural for engaging 

popper two from the improper posi- 

tion, rule 10.2.9 allovvs them to retreat 
to the previous location unless the 
stage briefing says they can't. 

2. One miss, per 9.2.2. 

Unloaded Sight Pictures, 
USPSA Versus IPSC Rules 

At our recent match, the question 
was brought up (again) about "if," 
"when," and "how" a shooter was al-
lowed to draw their weapon and take 
a sight picture. When I began ex-
plaining Section 8.7, I was informed 
by another shooter that this section 
had apparently been thrown out. 

This experienced shooter stated 
that he was at the Florida Open, and 
while there, this issue came up and it 
was determined that at "NO TIME" 
was a shooter allowed to draw and 
take an unloaded sight picture. I stared 
that it was probably a match rule that 
pertained to that match, and this same 
experienced shooter told me that "No, 
this was across the board and affects all 
USPSA matches." Now, usually I take 
an argument of this nature "with a 
grain of salt," but this shooter is an 
avid gunsmith and writer. I found it 
hard to believe that he would mistake 
anything that was said. So, I turn to 
you for guidance. Has the rule 
changed and have I overlooked notifi-
cation of the change somewhere? 

Answer 
Section 8.7 has some the rules with 

US8.7.1 N/A etc., the not applicable 
means, that the IPSC rule of 8.7.1 etc., 
does not apply in the US, therefore, 
sight pictures are allowed as long as 
they are not restricted by the MD, if 
they are, the competitors must be no-
tified in the stage briefing. There are 
currently' no restrictions on sight pic-
tures in the US, providing that they are 
done safely. 

That's it for now, hope to see manyr 

of you at the Nationals. In the mean-
time, shoot fast, shoot straight, 
but most important, shoot safe. 
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RICH CARROLL continued from page 27. 

George left he returned to tell us that a 
second plane had hit the other tower 
and that America was under attack. 
George returned yet again to inform us 
that the first tower had collapsed. Rich 
through this whole process never said 
a word as Deb, George and I talked 
about what had happened. Rich, seeing 
my mood drop to a pretty low point 
because of the implications of what this 
would do to my first Nationals as a MD 
and what the implications were for the 
nation did something I still laugh 
about. When the sound of George's 4 
wheeler approached for the fourth 
time Rich spoke up and said, "I'll take 
care of this". He met George half way 
across the range and told him in a way 
only Rich could, "Go away, we don't 
need any more news today!" 

Rich had a special way of breaking 
things down to the irriplest form. He 
was a great friend who will be dearly 
missed." 

Rich worked setup tirelessly along-
side Ray and others at many matches, 
quietly going about the job of getting 
things lined up so USPSA members 
could come out and enjoy a great 
shoot. He suffered a 'stroke in 2005 
and though many thought he wouldn't 
be on the range for Nationals that year, 
he proved us all wrong. 

NROI Instructor and multiple Na-
tional RM/MD, Troy McManus: 
"Even after Rich's health began to fail, 
he still came out for setup for Nation-
als, and was a constant presence during 
the match. He worked parking detail 
at his last Nationals, a job I know he 
hated. He did it with his usual silent 
acceptance, though. My two daugh-
ters were at that match, and they re-
member "Mr. Rich" working down 
at the bottom of the hill. Tessa 
brought him Gatorade and water 
on a regular basis, because it was 
very hot. But, Rich never com-
plained, he just got the job done."  

alongside Rich for many years: Tony 
Hawkins: "I've known Rich since 
1991. We mostly shot PPC, Steel Chal-
lenges, and NRA action till late in 
1992. Then he started shooting some 
USPSA club matches. From the very 
beginning he would always help with 
setup and teardown of any of the 
matches he went to. In 1995 he de-
cided to get official RO certification. A 
level one RO class was held in Riley, In-
diana at the WVPPS range. jay Wor-
den, Rich's level one instructor and 
Steve Kalamen, Rich's level two in-
structor (CRO) played a huge part in 
Rich's life. They provided the knowl-
edge that Rich wanted and needed to 
become a better USPSA competitor 
and range officer. 

"Rich was always a quiet man, but 
when he did speak, what he said was 
worth taking note of. In the early years 
C91-95) Rich and I would usually 
work and shoot club matches 4 week-
ends a month. In the Iatter years, he 
found that he enjoyed working setup 
and officiating state, area, and Na-
tional matches. From '95 through '04 
Rich worked many matches in Indi-
ana, Illinois and Missouri. As a 
life member at PASA, when 
there was any sort of USPSA 
event going on there, you 	) 

wvvw.acc-u-rail.com  
An 1911's AO'le, IDA Para 

Browning Hi-Rover, too. 

Doug Jones 
2271 Star Court 

Bldg. 4 
Rochester Hills MI 

48309 
(248) 852-6490 

would find Rich doing all he could to 
help the match run smoothly. In April 
of '05 Rich had the stroke. Deb and I 
figured that would be the end of going 
with Rich to the matches. Three days 
after the stroke, still lying in the hospi-
tal, he was talking about getting better 
and working the Nationals at PASA. 
He knew he wouldn't be physically 
able to run competitors but asked to Ile 
kept on staff to work setup and work 
wherever he could be used during the 
match. Rich was assigned parking duty 
in front of S & W Hall; a boring job but 
I never heard him complain. Rich re-
ally loved being involved in all of the 
shooting sports he participated in." 

Deb Hawkins: "They 
say that friends that 
come into your life can 
be put in one of three 
categories: friend for 
a reason, season, or 

IN lifetime. 	I really 

c. 2000 Todd gusset! 

I got a bit of history from long-
time friends, Tony and Deb 
Hawkins, who shot and worked Dude! why did you shoot from inside the barrel? 
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RICH CARROLL continued from previous page. 

thought that Richard Carroll would be 
one of the first two choices when I met 
him. I expected to see him at shooting 
matches and nor much else. But some-
how, as our shooting schedule in-
creased through the years, so did the 
level of friendship. From the very be-
ginning, Rich encouraged me to shoot 
and have fun and not worry about the 
fact that I was using every box on the 
score sheet, yes, that means the no-
shoots, penalties and procedural 
boxes. 

"Tony, Rich and I worked at Riley, 
Indiana for several years. Showing up 
eariy on Sunday to set up all the stages, 
shooting, R.O. ing, and then staying to 
tear it all down. And somewhere in all 
the dinners that I fixed for the people 
who came over to our house to help 
build props and paint walls for Riley, 
Rich became part of our family. If we 
were not at a shooting match or plan-
ning for one, we were at a gun show or  

just spending a weekend together eat-
ing good food and talking guns, his 
passion and Tony's too. 

"Rich was a quiet, non-judgmental 
person, who always tried his best to be 
fair in all the calls that he made as an 
R.O. He liked everyone and talked to 
anyone that talked to him. He always 
preferred to be in the background than 
front and center. Always willing to 
loan out holsters, belts, mags, or what 
ever a new shooter might need. Never 
asking for anything in return. In the 
end, we asked people to send us e-mails 
that we could read to Rich. Several of 
you did and I am grateful for that. He 
LOVED to hear them and asked us to 
reaci them to him more than once. He 
touched the lives of so many people 
and he didn't even know it." 

While I would love to publish every 
kind comment and remembrance of 
Rich I've received over the past few  

weeks since his death, space just does-
n't allow. Suffice it to say that Rich was 
well loved and will be well and truly 
missed. 

During the memorial service Rich's 
ashes were spread on the range at his 
request as we all raised a glass (or a bot-
tle) to his memory and a new stairway 
and plaque (pictured here) were dedi-
cated to his memory. It connects the 
lower bays in the valley vvith the upper 
bays, making it a lot easier for shooters 
to get from point A to point B. All the 
materials and labor were donated by 
Rich's friends and the beautiful plaque 
was donated by Area 3 Director, 
Emanuel Bragg. It will stand as a last-
ing testament to all that Rich meant to 
the people in his community as well as 
the LISPSA community. 

Godspeed, Mr. Carroll. You will be 
deeply missed. 	

-gt 

PRACTICE HARD! 

samconwayltd.com  
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1. Area 2/Rio Salado Desert 
Classic 
Nov. 9-12, 2006, Phoenix, 
Ariz. 
Contact: Paul Caudill, (602) 
989-1389, pcaudilky cox.net  
Contact: Barbara Lamarca 
(480) 986-2672, 
rlamarca(i_t cox.net  
Level: 3 
Point Series: Area Champi-
onship 

2. South Florida Sectional/ 
Brian Haas Memorial Founda-
tion Charity Match 
Nov. 2006, Naples, Fla., 
Contact: Erikka Thalheimer, 
(239) 774-4912, (239) 261- 
/3422 erikka9393(it aol .com 
Level: Charity 

3. 2007 South Carolina Section 
Champiomhip 
April 13 - 14, 2007 (1 day for-
mat) 
Contact: Jack Suber (lightning-
jack@ bellsouth.net ) or 803- 
790-0825 
http://lchico.5u.com  

Level: 2 - Pending 
Point Series: Section Champi-
onship (Pending) 

4. Double Tap Championship 
Nlarch 23-25, 2007, Wichita 
Falls, Texas 
Contact: Robert Porter (940) 
692-3846 	 2 x- 
tap@ sbcglobal.net  
www.doubletapranch.com  
Level 2 
Point Series: Pending 

5. USPSA Single Stack Nation-
als (Single Stack Classic) 
April 26-28, 2007, Barry, III., 
(PASA Park) 
I.ocation: PASA Park, Barry IL 
Contact: Dick Heinie (217) 
228-9500 
rheinie@ heinie.com  
www.1911society.org/ 
Level: III 
Pointseries: No 

6. 2007 Mississippi Classic 
May 18-20, 2007, Jackson, MS 
Contact: John Heiter (601) 
925-S;72  

john(0 teammagnolia.com  
http://www.teammagnolia.corn  
Level: III 
Pointseries: Other Tournament 
(pending) 

7. Area 4 Championship 2007 
June 7-10, 2007 Clark Range, 
Princeton, La., 
Contact: 	Ken 	Hicks, 
Area4@ uspsa.org  
http://www.uspsa4.org  
Level: III 
Pointseries: 	Area Champi- 
onship 

8. West Coast Dual Champi-
onship: 	Production/Si ngle 
Stack 
July 13-15, 2007, Hogue Ac-
tion Pistol Range, San Luis 
Obispo, Calif., 
Contact: Mike & Souzan Nel-
son 	(805) 528-1462 mn- 
snuspsa@ msn.com  
www.sanluisactionpistoLorg 
Level: III 
Pointseries: No 

9. 2007 Area 8 Championship  

Aug. 2-5, 2007, Pitcairn-Mon-
roeville Sportsmens Club 
Contact: Lew Walker, radi-
olew@ hotmail.com  
Second Contact: George Jones 
(201) 236-0255 hIcptrO: op-
tonline.net  
http://Area 	8 	website 
uspsa8.org  
Level: III 
Pointseries: 	Area Champi- 
onship (pending) 

10 2007 Golden Bullet Cham-
pionship 
Aug. 10-12, 2007, Hogue Ac-
tion Pistol range, San Luis 
Obispo, Calif., 
Contact: Niels Mastrup 
(805) 737-2403, Niels.Mas-
trup@ worldminerals.com  
Level: III 
Pointseries: No 

•-•.4  JP P eE rnf Ot renir aP nr Ci eS TeaSLiicnal% ear 
_3-Gun 

CALENDAR 
1 Area 6 3-Gun Champi-

4• • onship 
v. Anniston, Ala., Nov.3-5, 2006 

Contact: Mark Hearn, (256) 283-7382 
wmhearn@cableone.net  
www.uspsa6.org  

2. Superstition Mountain Mystery 3- 
Gun 
Phoenix, Ariz., March TBA, 2007, 
Contact: Barbara Lamarca (480) 986- 
2672, rlamarca@cox.net  

3.2007 Area 1 Multi Gun Cham-
r;i164.A pionship 

Albany Rifle and Pistol Club, Al- 

bany Ore., June 29-July1,2007 
Contact: Mike McCarter 
(503) 932-0418 
nomikes@hotmail.com  
Second Contact: Tom Chambers 
(503) 625-7345 tomdagadget@hot-
mail.com  
http://www.nassonline.org  
Level: III 

THIS SECTION BROUGHT TO YOE' COUR—
TESY OF JP ENTERPRISES, INC. MATCHES 
WITH A USPSA LOGO OPERATE UNDER 

USPSA RULES. NoN-USPSA N1ATCHES 

APPEAR HERE Tlf I\KS TO THE SPONSOR—

SHP OUP, l% ‘■ 1s4PRIll ITS.CONI 

4. Custer Tactical Rifle Match (monthly 
series) 
Nov. 11, 2006 Custer, Wash., (Monthly, 
DTBA). Contact: Dave Howlett (360) 
676-9309, (360) 441-5668 www.custer-
sportsmensclub.com/tactical3gun.ht  
ml 

5. Lake Piru Monthly 3-Gun Matches 
Nov. 19, 2006 - Hosted by Joe Alisa at 
Lake Piru, Ariz., (old SWPL ranges). 
Matches will be held every 3rd Sunday 
of the month, minimum of 6 stages. 
Contact Jack Boyd (818) 769-0395. 
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Corrections, Omissions, Goofs 
BY ROB/N TAY/OR, TY-19724, USPSA STAFF 

Wrong Spelling 
lash,' Hanish (Lrickson) rightly berated lb 

using an incorrect spelling of ber maiden 
name (Ericksen). 

Wrong Last Name 
In -Cooper's Crucible, Part II" we 
made mention of a Tom Carpenter 
and his innovative chest-holster. 
That man was actually Tom "Tommy 
Gun" Campbell of Armor Hold-
ings/Safariland fame. Sorry Tom! 

Mixed-Up History 
In that same article, we misrepre-
sented the evolution of the Combat 
Shooting Report and The Competi-
tor. According to Walt Rausch, Jake 
jatras' Combat Shooting Report was 
sold to Al Lubenthal to become 
tical Shooting International. USPSAs 

The Competitor (then edited by Don Ma-
honey) would eventually morph into 
Front Sight, with Michael Bane at the 
helm. 

MEMBERS 

MAILBAG continued from page 23. 

October, and also marked the first time 
teams representing the United States 
received support. 

For two years the organization con-
tinued to register individual members 
and clubs, conduct range officer train-
ing all over the country and make its 
presence known to the IPSC commu-
nity internationally. The 1984 U.S. 
Nationals were conducted in Phoenix 
Arizona, and as promised, marked the 
opportunity for the volunteer staff to 
turn over the organization to elected 
officials. The two candidates for Pres-
ident were Dave Stanford and Walt 
Rauch in a hotly contested election, 
Voting was based on membership in a 
section. Stanford prevailed based on 
the vote of the Illinois Section, indicat-
ing just how close it was. It should be 
noted that Mr. Stanford assumed con-
trol of, according to my recollections, 
approximately 2,000 members, a large 
group of certified range officials, and 
approximately 45 sections. Following 
the electoral meeting a committee de-
veloped the area concept which is still 
in effect today. 

Therefore, I can state with a large 
degree of confidence, that at the point 
of Mr. Stanford's election the situation 
was not as bieak as portrayed in the ar-
ticle. USPSA was already established as 
a force in the international community 
with a strong membership and active 
range officer training. Mr. Stanford 
should certainly be recognized for his 
further development of the organiza-
tion during his tenure. 

Please feel free to verify' the infor-
mation I have provided with any of the 
gentlemen named above. I would also 
point out that much of this informa-
tion was published in an IPSC history 
column I wrote for Front Sight several 
years ago at the urging of Dave 
Thomas. Thank you for all the excel-
lent articles you produce for our read-
ing pleasure, and please feel free to 
contact my if I might provide any other 
information. 

Captain Dave Arnold 
Director of Personnel and Training 

Virginia Peninsula Regional Jail 
Williamsburg, VA 23185 

Multi-Gun Kudos For Andrew 
McCarter 

just got back from the Multigun 

Nationals. It was a great time! The stats 
people were amazing, the ROs were 
friendly anci efficient. just about every-
thing ran efficiently and was ahead of 
schedule most of the match! 

Thanks to everyone at Nationals 
because it was a smooth-running 
match with great people and fun 
stages! 

I was pesonally glad they had to 
change the parking lot. The new one 
was closer to most things, and every-
one was friendly and helpful, which 
brings me to Andrew McCarter. 

Andrew drove the tractor rhey used 
for the shuttle, and while you never 
know about shuttles, Andrew was al-
ways where our squad needed him. 
We'd ask him to pick us up at a certain 
time and ask him to take us some-
where, and he was always there. He 
had a smile all the time, suggested 
restaurants in Albany, and bragged 
about the facilities and people found 
here on his home range. 

Our squad felt like he was at our 
beck and call. He spoiled us to where 
we thought he was just watching out 
for us old people, and it made us feel 
special. But as I talked to other shoot-

ers, he was there for everyone. 
When they took away the tractor 
to tear stuff down, Andrew se-
cured a golf cart to get people 
around because he'd promised to 
take us down to scores. I've al-
ways found everyone in the sport 
to be friendly', but he was an ex-
cellent example of what we want 
our shooters to be. He was ma-
ture, helpful, and an amazing 
young man! I can't wait to see 
him shoot some day! sure 
he'll join us in 3-Gun any day 
now. 

Cheryl Current, the ladies Tacti-
cal Champion was on my squad, 
and we both want to offer special 
thanks to Andrew McCarter, 
tractor driver of the year! 

Denise Johnson, TY-36757 
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FEB. 16 - 18 
	

10 ST AOES 290. ROUNDS 

$1,000.00 $1,0 0.00 	$500.00 $500.00 
".e,,;000 Match Winner Match Winner 	Limited 10 Production 

444 0 en Limited 	 Winner Winner 

NEVJ: CASH PAYBACK to Class Winners GM-D 

• MATCH WEBSITE: www.universalshootingacadernycom 
• Match Location: UNIVERSAL SHOOTING ACADENIY Frostproof, Florida 
• Special rates in area hotels: Quality Inn, Econolodge, Super 8, Green Gables Inn, River 

Ranch Resort, Days Inn, Highlands Park Village &Admiral Inn Best Western 
• Limited to first 350 shooters 
• Fee: $200.00 thru 1/10/2007; after 1/10/2007-$225.00 (No refunds atter 271 /2607). 

• 'Trophies to match winner and lst thru 3rd place in GM-D (Limited, Open, High lady, 
Law, Senior, Junior, Revolver, Military, International, Super Senior, Production, L-10,SS. 

• Competitors will tour prize table in order of finish 
• Every effort will be made to assure that everyone vvins a prize. 
• Shootoff Sunday after the match, sign-up at registration - FEE $25.00. Cash Payback 
• Range Officers Needed. Please contact Barb at e-mail: spankyflObelismith.net  

MAJOR MATCH SPONSORS 
• CASPIAN ARMS • TECHWEAR • STI 

• INFINITY • PRECISION DELTA • SPEED 

SHOOTERS INTERNATIONAL • BRAZOS 
CUSTOM • NIONTANA GOLD BULLETS 

• EXTREME PRODUCTS • SHOOTERS 

CONNECTION • USSA • CPWSA 
• COMPETITION EIECTRONICS • CR 

SPEED • KEAL MACHINE AND TOOL 

• MIL1ENIUM CUSTOM • CZ USA 
• HSSH SWARTOUT 

Name: 	 USPSA # 	 Class 

Open [:3 Limited 0 Major LI Minor u Ladies u Senior LI Revolver U Law u Military 
J Junior 	Foreign U Limited-10 U Super Senior Production u Single Stack 

Address 
	

City 	  St 	 Zip 

Tel.     Fax t 
SOOOting FOMIOI: OM Of two day match, Friday Shooters will shoot all 10 atageriday. Pick your preteired schedule. 

Friday 	  Sat. / Sun. 	  
We will hold an IntermediatelAdvanced course Feb. 19 - 21. Coutse will be limited to eight (81 students. COMBO. Us. 

Attn: Frank Garcia 

(863) 635-3425 Fax: (863) 635-5277 

E-mail: frankgarciausagyahoo.com  

Checks payable to: 

Universal Shooting Academy 

Mailing address: 

4300 CR 630 East 

Frostproof, Florida 33843 

Robert Goettel having introduced over 1600 students to practical 
shooting since 1995. He has certainly gained the reputation of a 
true expert in the techniques, and abilities to increase membership 
in local gun clubs. Classified Grand Master in the USA Practical 
Shooting Association and a National Rifle Association Certified 
Instructor in Basic Pistol, Basic Rifle, Basic Shotgun, Metallic 
Cartridge Reloading, Shotgun Reloading, Personal Protection and a 
Concealed Carry Instructor for the State of Arizona, makes this CD a 
professional approach to training and 
the introduction to Practical Pistol. 

4011111111111111111111111111W, 
ORDER NOW 

Only $14.95 + S/H 
1-866-GUN-DVDS 

WWWBURKETTVIDEO.COM  

A Must for All 
Shooting Clubs 

Perfect for the 
Beginning student 

A Robert Goettel Power 
Point Production 

CD Format 
Use in PC computers only- 

r•lfrikArroo ft I 
... 	. 

1114/04fier.irteitorr 
ig 	* . ... 
•/0, Ade or nrooprot- 
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Advertisers Index 
2007 Double Tap Championship 	 80 Kimber 	  Back Cover Springfield Armory 	  41 

2007 Florida Open 	  79 Kimber 	  39 SPS, Inc. 	  44 

acc-u-rail.com  	  75 Krieger Accu-Rail 	 8 Starline 	  64 

Action Target 	  58 Masterblasters Bullets 	 9 STI International 	  45 
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Chris' Winning Shooting Accessories .20 Onlyfineknives.com  	 6 Taylor Freelance 	  47 

Clark Custom Guns 	  61 Para-Ordnance 	  33 Techwear 	  54 

Competition Electronics _Ins. Back Cover Precision Bullets 	  29 Techwearusa.ocm 	  54 

Competitive Edge Dynamics 	34, 35 Precision Delta 	  59 Uniquetek, Inc. 	  11 

Dawson Precision 	  31 Redding Reloading Equipment 26 Universal Shooting Academy 	 14 

Dillon Precision 	  16 Rescomp 	  54 Zero Ammunition 	  13 

DPMS, Inc. 	  17 Rose Distribution 	 56 

Electronic Shooters Protection 	 57 Rugged Gear 	  65 

Gaspari 8 Associates 	  15 Safariland 	  55 

Grams Engineering 	  66 Secure Firearm Products 	 5 

Goettel Powerpoint Productions 	 79 Shooter's Connection 	 19 

Hogue 	  43 Sigarms 	  37 

lnnova Products 	  14 Single Action Shooting Society 	 18 

Integrated Systems Management Inc. .20 Speed Shooter Specialties 	...... , 	.49 

JP Enterprises, Inc. 	  51 Speed Shooters 	  21 

ClIAMPIONSHIP 
MARCII 23, 24 & 25, 07 

12 Stages • 300+Rounds • Limit: first 270 Entries 
Match Fee: $125.00 - JR. 65.00 before Mar. 1 / $155 - Jr. $95 Post marked after Mar. ist / No refunds after March 1st 

ENGRAVED CRYSTAL TROPHIES & BUCKET RAFFLE PRIZE TABLE 
Contact: Robert Porter, Phone: 940-692-3846 E -mail: scoreha'doubletapranch.com / Using USPSA On-Line Self Squadding 

Make Check To: The Double Tap Ranch / Mail entry & release forms to: 32(X) Grant St. Wichita Falls, Tx 76308 

Name 	 USPSA # 	  

Address 	 City 	  State 	 Zip 	  

Phone # 	  E-Mail (for confirmalioni 	  

Your Shooting Schedule: 1 Cheek ono 	Shoot 12 Stages Friday Irian. Hour Stage Times1 	Shoot 8 Stages Saturday & 4 Stages Sunday 

Circle Applicable - DIVISION: Open Limit Lim - 10 Prod. 1911 Rev. / CLASS: GM M A BCDU 

	

CAT: Lad) Jr. Sr  S.Sr. / PreOrder Shirt: S M L  XL -S17 XXL XXXL -S20 / Lunch Tickets- S5.00 Per Person / Per Day # 	 

RO 

SHOOT 

MARCH 

10,11,22 

More info. ar 
doublelapraneh.cDm 
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"The Pocket Pro timer is the 
fastest way to see results on the 

range...and for 18 years Competi-
tion Electronics has been a parf of 
tray winning style! '' 

TODD 
JARRETT 

1•■■■ 

Todd Jarrell - Winner of dozens of 

major !PSC matches and multiple 

National championships. 

Plus shipping 

Ppt-,11L-J.L ?JD ii 
Review four shot at a tulle with shot numbers, times & splits 
Rounds Per Minute mode for machine guns 
3 types of main screens selectable 
A) Old Pocket Pro emulation (single number) 
B) Shot time with shot number, 1st shot tirne, start delay type, time, date & 
battery condition 
C) Shot time with number of shots, 1st shot time, start delay type, time, date & 
battery condition 
Review directly or set par time directly with up/down buttons 
Set shot dead time to eliminate echoes 
Digital shot sensitivity adjustment 
Random start delay minimum and maximums are settable between .5 & 9.9 
seconds. Default is minimum 1 sec and maximum of 4 seconds per USPSA. 
Setting min. and Max. the same gives a fixed start delay 

Part #CEI4700 - Blue 
Part #CEI4705 - Coyote tan 

?JD Timer 
X Timer emits start beep then senses sound of shots to record time 
x Par Time mode allows setting of a stop beep to indicate allotted time has exp red for 

exercise 
x Review forward or reverse up to 50 shots saved in memory for current shot string 
x Start beep may be started instantly or with a random delayed start of 3 to 3.5 sec. 

for self practice 
x Ergonomic design-Start button on side so right or left hand doesn't cover micro-

phone or buzzer 
IF Saves batteries with automatic power down after 10 minutes of non use 
• Non Confusing large display with .4" no's. Displays time to 199.99 
IP Clothes Pin type belt clip for easy on/easy off 
VI Adjustable sensitivity for light loads. 
▪ Review, Split time and Par time standard 

Official Timer for Winter Range and End of Trail Cowboy matches. 

Plus shipping 

1111111.1111 

3469 Precision Dr., Rockford, IL 6,109 815-874-8001 FAX 815-874-8161 

www.competitionelectronics.com  



From left, the Custom CDP Ill", Desert Warrior' and Team Match II', each in .45 ACP. 

Also pictured, the new Kimber LifeAct' Guardian Angel" non-lethaf self defense device. 

Kimber Rimfire Target Conversion Kits in .22 LR 
easily install on most 1911 pistol brands. 
They are available through dealers or 
chrect from Kimber. 

Kimber 1911 pistois.Unequaled quality. 
Unprecedented performance. 
Kind..., builds du.„„.-1,1., latest pmduction 1911 pistols. A bold statement, maybe. but backed 

by thc actions of elite tactical la‘v enfiircement units. military forces and competition shooters. 

The Desert Warrior is mixieled after the pistol selected by the Marine Detachment assigned to 

LS. Special Operations C:ommand. Enhancements include a Tactical Rail, Smice Melt treatment, 

G-10 Tactical Grips. bumped grip safety and thc premium Dark Earth KimPro Ir finish. 

The Custom CDP II is a lightweight Custom Shop carry pistol loaded with perfOrmance features 

like carry bevel treatment, checkered front strap and trig- ,ger guard, night sights and ambidextrous 

thumb saletv. 

Team Match II pistols are used by the U.S.A. Shooting Rapid Fire Pistol Team members when 

they compete on the action shooting circuit against America's fastest guns. Features include 

stainless steel slide and frame, frontstrap checkering and Team lop grips. 

All Kimber 1911 pistols are proudly mach. in America, and feature match grade barrels, 

chambers and trigger groups lbr accuracy and absolute dependability. Kimber. Carry the best. 

Information and specifications are ler refefenCe only and soiled to cirenge without notice Firearm vafety Is every gun owner's responsibility Use and store all Illreafme Wifely. Teach 
evelyane in your home. especially chitdren. propel firearm safety. OSUMI.' Ilreatins IhOuld only be purchased and used In complete ccrnpiisnoe with au naLlonel, gate and local Imre. 

All suggestions far use in this ad of any 'Umber literature must be token within the context of these laws ensurer firearms are shipped with a Cabiornia-msortived cabbie* es eudety swore. 

Additionally, pistols are shipped in a lockable Ign ImPact care Use of the chore tool, at all thwes15 encouraged when P nnearm Is in storage. tlimbei owners may wrest a fres MO lot* by Ineinde 

$10 for postage end handling LADD. is a trade and service mark oftrreCity al Los Angeles All rights reserved Copyright 2006. 66666, mt. Ine 

The Custom TLE 	.45 ACP is identical 
to the pistol selected by LAPD" SWAT 
far duty carry. Features include night sights 
and frontstrap checkering. 

For complete in formation on Ki m ber 
firearms. accessories and dealer 
locations. please send $2 to: 

Klmber, Dept. 944. 
One Lawton Street. Yonkers, NY 10705 
call (800) 880-2418 
or visit www.kimberamerica.com  

Continuing the Legacy 
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